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An In Situ Study Of Resistance Degradation And Switching Of Bulk YttriaStabilized Zirconia And Strontium Titanate Single Crystals
Abstract
Understanding resistance changes under a constant or set of bipolar-switching voltage(s) is important for
thin-film devices, specifically multilayer capacitors and resistance-switching memory. However, identifying
critical locations of changes and failures in thin films is difficult, so this work studies the same
phenomena in single crystals of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and iron-doped strontium titanate (STO)
starting with highly accelerated lifetime tests (HALT) at higher temperatures. Although doped STO is a ptype semiconductor and YSZ a fast oxygen-ion conductor with little electronic conductivity, their DC
resistance-degradation curves are remarkably indistinguishable. Yet different mechanisms were revealed
by in-situ hot-stage photography and thermal imaging in two test environments—air and silicone oil. In
YSZ, DC (electro)reduction does not appreciably alter oxygen stoichiometry; nevertheless, above a
threshold voltage, it can raise the chemical potential of electrons to the conduction-band level, thereby
triggering a metal-insulator (resistance) transition. In contrast, DC-stressed STO undergoes oxygenvacancy demixing, forming a p-n junction with elevated electronic conductivity, albeit late-stage-demixing
can be so sluggish that the steady state is difficult to reach in low-temperature HALT. In both oxides, an
inherent instability in the governing field equation dictates degradation follows filament-like paths, which
explains the strong field dependence and large variation of lifetimes. Upon further voltage reversals,
degraded crystals exhibit different, large resistance changes. In YSZ, a change in DC voltage can already
cause a resistance change, which is unipolar switching. But additional resistance degradation after
voltage reversal can facilitate filament fragmentation, thus rendering the crystal bipolarly switchable due
to a voltage-sensitive metal-insulator transition in a thin layer of barely metallic YSZ adjacent to the
original anode. In STO, voltage reversals broaden/narrow a nanolayer of stoichiometric, ionic STO (called
i-region) that straddles the p-n junction, by driving electromigration to act in-concert/against backdiffusion of oxygen ions. Thickening/thinning of such region leads to resistance increase/decrease,
resulting in the so-called "eightwise” bipolar switching. (Interface-controlled, “counter-eightwise”
switching was also observed in more severely degraded STO.) As these phenomena find analogies in thinfilm devices, mechanisms revealed above have provided new insight that will help understand and
improve the performance and reliability of engineering devices.
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ABSTRACT
AN IN SITU STUDY OF RESISTANCE DEGRADATION AND SWITCHING OF
BULK YTTRIA-STABILIZED ZIRCONIA AND STRONTIUM TITANATE
SINGLE CRYSTALS
Ana Alvarez
Dr. I-Wei Chen
Understanding resistance changes under a constant or set of bipolar-switching
voltage(s) is important for thin-film devices, specifically multilayer capacitors and
resistance-switching memory. However, identifying critical locations of changes and
failures in thin films is difficult, so this work studies the same phenomena in single
crystals of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and iron-doped strontium titanate (STO)
starting with highly accelerated lifetime tests (HALT) at higher temperatures. Although
doped STO is a p-type semiconductor and YSZ a fast oxygen-ion conductor with little
electronic conductivity, their DC resistance-degradation curves are remarkably
indistinguishable. Yet different mechanisms were revealed by in-situ hot-stage
photography and thermal imaging in two test environments—air and silicone oil. In YSZ,
DC (electro)reduction does not appreciably alter oxygen stoichiometry; nevertheless,
above a threshold voltage, it can raise the chemical potential of electrons to the
conduction-band level, thereby triggering a metal-insulator (resistance) transition. In
contrast, DC-stressed STO undergoes oxygen-vacancy demixing, forming a p-n junction
with elevated electronic conductivity, albeit late-stage-demixing can be so sluggish that
the steady state is difficult to reach in low-temperature HALT. In both oxides, an inherent
v

instability in the governing field equation dictates degradation follows filament-like
paths, which explains the strong field dependence and large variation of lifetimes. Upon
further voltage reversals, degraded crystals exhibit different, large resistance changes. In
YSZ, a change in DC voltage can already cause a resistance change, which is unipolar
switching. But additional resistance degradation after voltage reversal can facilitate
filament fragmentation, thus rendering the crystal bipolarly switchable due to a voltagesensitive metal-insulator transition in a thin layer of barely metallic YSZ adjacent to the
original anode. In STO, voltage reversals broaden/narrow a nanolayer of stoichiometric,
ionic STO (called i-region) that straddles the p-n junction, by driving electromigration to
act in-concert/against back-diffusion of oxygen ions. Thickening/thinning of such region
leads to resistance increase/decrease, resulting in the so-called "eightwise” bipolar
switching. (Interface-controlled, “counter-eightwise” switching was also observed in
more severely degraded STO.) As these phenomena find analogies in thin-film devices,
mechanisms revealed above have provided new insight that will help understand and
improve the performance and reliability of engineering devices.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Stabilized zirconia
Pure zirconia, or ZrO2, is monoclinic at room temperature up to roughly between
1225 and 1450 K.1 Above that range, the tetragonal structure is stabilized up to ~2650 K
and from there until its melting temperature of 3100 K, the cubic phase is the most
stable.1 The tetragonal and cubic phases can also be stabilized by the addition of several
divalent, trivalent and tetravalent metal cations, such as Mg2+, Ca2+, Y3+, Sc3+, and Ce4+.
The phase diagram of yttria-stabilized zirconia system (Figure 1.1) shows the most stable
phase for a given dopant concentration and temperature.2 Of particular interest to this
thesis is 8 mol.% yttria-stabilized zirconia, commonly referred to as 8YSZ. (YSZ will be
used in this work as no other dopant concentration is studied.) YSZ has a cubic fluorite
structure, which is stabilized by Y3+ replacing Zr4+ in the lattice, thus creating one oxygen
vacancy for every two acceptor (Y) dopants,3 according to the following reaction using
the Kröger-Vink notation:

2ZrZrx +OOx +Y2 O3 ® 2YZr' +VO×× +2ZrO 2 (1-1)
In this notation, the main body refers to the species (either an atom or a vacancy, V), the
subscript dictates the site of such species and the superscript denotes the relative charge
(relative to the standard, undoped, stochiometric, fully oxidized form), with ' denoting a
negative charge, • a positive one and x a neutral one. For instance, YZr' refers to a Y3+ ion
in the Zr4+ site so it has a single negative charge. From Eq. (1-1), one can see that the
oxygen vacancy, VO×× , concentration is dictated by the dopant (Y) concentration, so it is

1

temperature insensitive. Its concentration is also spatially uniform in a uniform alloy in
order to maintain charge neutrality on the microscopic level.

Figure 1.1 Phase diagram of the yttria-zirconia system. (Reprinted from Ref. 2 with
permission.)

YSZ is a fast oxygen ion conductor with ionic conductivity dominating through most
intermediate PO 2 values.4 Electron conductivity becomes important in the low PO 2
range and hole conductivity in the high PO 2 range. In contrast, its cation diffusion is
extremely slow: more than 1010 times slower than O2– diffusion at 1200°C with the ratio
dropping further at lower temperatures.5-6 This trait guarantees its microstructural
stability at higher temperatures, letting it remain stable until its melting temperature
(2680°C).3 These properties make it an ideal candidate for high temperature applications,
2

such as solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs),7-12 solid oxide electrolyzer cells (SOECs),11-17 and
thermal barrier coatings (TBCs).18-20 The prevalence of YSZ in the first two devices, both
of which function under electric loading, points to the importance of understanding its
degradation under such conditions.

Figure 1.2 Conductivity of doped zirconia as function of different dopant concentration
at 800°C. (Reprinted from Ref. 21 with permission.)

Its fast oxygen diffusion along with its high oxygen vacancy concentration give rise
to the high ionic conductivity in YSZ. Since the oxygen vacancy concentration is set by
the dopant concentration, its conductivity is dictated by it as well, with the temperature
dependence coming from that of vacancy mobility alone. As can be seen in Figure 1.2,
the conductivity increases up to an intermediate concentration due to the creation of the
increasing oxygen vacancies with the further addition of dopant cations. At some point,
3

about 8 mol.% for Y2O3,21 it reaches a maximum. Beyond it, the high concentration of
dopant leads to excessive dopant cation-oxygen vacancy interaction, which either lowers
the mobility of oxygen vacancies, or forming associates that decrease the free
(unassociated) concentration of oxygen vacancies; in either case, it leads to a decrease in
conductivity. This phenomenon will also be relevant to SrTiO3 as will be seen later.

1.2 Strontium titanate
Strontium titanate (SrTiO3), abbreviated as STO from now on, is a prototypical
perovskite (formula unit: ABO3) found in applications such as resistance random access
memories (ReRAMs),22-23 multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCCs),24 oxygen sensors,25
and photoelectrodes25. It can be considered as intertwined TiO2 and SrO sublattices, with
the former being predominantly relevant to the electronic behavior as it can be easily
reduced by shallow donors, such as oxygen vacancies that lie <0.1 eV below the
conduction band edge.24 Like TiO2 (a well-known electronic sensor), undoped STO has
its conduction band consisting mainly of empty 3d-orbitals of the Ti ions.24 At room
temperature, it has a cubic structure with a lattice parameter of 3.905 Å.26 It has a wide
band gap of 3.25 eV and a high dielectric constant.27
Due to its utility in technologically relevant devices, the defect chemistry of
acceptor-doped STO is well-understood. Below ~1400 K, the only ionic defect that is not
frozen-in is oxygen vacancies, its concentration is dictated by the reduction reaction:28-31

¾¾
® 1 O2 +VO×× +2e'
Oox ¬¾
¾
2

(1-2)

One example of acceptor doping is by Fe, which partially substitute Ti4+ ions and exists
4

x
in mixed oxidation states: +3 ( Fe 'Ti ) and +4 ( Fe Ti
). Their defect equilibrium is

maintained through the creation of holes ( h × ),
x ¾¾
® Fe'Ti +h×
FeTi
¬¾
¾

(1-3)

The intrinsic electronic defect reaction in turn controls the recombination and generation
of electrons ( e¢ ) and holes across the band gap,
¾¾
® e¢+h ×
nil ¬¾
¾

(1-4)

Charge neutrality is then maintained through the reaction

2 éëVO×× ùû + éëh× ùû = éëFe'Ti ùû + [e¢]

(1-5)

and the mass conservation of iron is dictated by

éëFeTix ùû + éëFeTi' ùû =cA

(1-6)

where cA is the Fe concentration. In our work, we used doped STO single crystals that
had 500 ppm wt. Fe, which correspond to an atomic concentration of 2.79×1019 cm-3. The
mass action constants used in this work were provided by Denk et al.32, which were used
to calculate the reaction constants for the reactions listed in Eqs. (1-2) to (1-4) as well as
the conductivities of oxygen vacancy, electron, hole, and their sum using

σ V×× =2e0μ V×× éë VO×× ùû
O
O

(1-7a)

σe =e0μe [e¢]

(1-7b)

σh =e0μ h éëh× ùû

(1-7c)

σ total =σ V×× + σ e + σ h

(1-7d)

O
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As mentioned previously, STO is a semiconductor; however, the type is dictated by
the oxygen partial pressure, PO2 . While it is n-type at low PO2 , at high PO2 it is ptype. In between, ionic conductivity dictates, creating a boat-shaped conductivity plot
(Figure 5.1). In the flat part of the boat, the electronic conductivity goes through a
minimum. The width of the boat, or the PO2 range in which the oxygen vacancy
concentration dictates, is affected by both dopant concentration and temperature.

1.3 Electrodes
Understanding that different terminologies are used in different fields, to avoid
confusion, we clarify the definitions used in this thesis as follows. The anode refers to
the positive (+) electrode where oxidation occurs:

1
¾¾
® Oox +2h ×
O2 +VO×× ¬¾
¾
2

(1-8)

The cathode is then the negative (-) electrode where the reaction reduction (Eq. (1-2))
occurs. In the case of polarity reversals, the electrodes may change polarity, e.g., the
anode under positive polarity becomes the cathode under negative polarity and vice
versa, which will be encountered when we describe resistance switching.

1.4 Resistance degradation
1.4.1 STO and related oxides
Resistance degradation under a sustained DC voltage stress is common in dielectrics.
This is especially so in recent years given that most devices are getting smaller and
6

thinner, thus increasing the electric field they are subjected to even though the application
voltage remains unchanged.28-30 To assess the degradation kinetics and mechanisms,
highly accelerated lifetime test (HALT) are performed in which the device is subject to a
higher temperature and a stronger electrical field than in normal operation. During said
testing, while the degradation mainly manifests as a decrease in resistance with a
concurrent increase in current of several orders of magnitude, other types of degradation
such as chemical, mechanical and/or microstructural are also common.
Waser et al.28-30 performed a systematic study on the degradation of both
polycrystalline and single crystal STO that has served as an excellent reference point for
later studies. In their three-paper study, they investigated the dependence of degradation
time on dopant concentration, dopant type, temperature, applied DC voltage, and grain
size. They found that donor dopants, such as La3+, lead to stabilization of the degradation
by substituting the cation (Sr2+) in the A site. On the other hand, acceptor dopants, such as
Al3+, Fe3+ and Ni2+ that substitute Ti4+ on the B site, lead to significant resistance
degradation. As a general trend, because the radius of the B ion is roughly half that of the
A ion, which is comparable to the oxygen ion, transition-metal ions with radii between
0.5 and 0.7 Å take the B site, whereas rare earth ions with a radius of roughly 1 Å sit at
the A site.33 For those samples that did undergo resistance degradation, Waser et al.28-30
concluded that, due to the ionic blocking nature of the electrodes at the relevant
temperatures, under a DC electric field there is a buildup of oxygen vacancies on the
cathode side. That is, there is a field-driven demixing of oxygen vacancies. In order to
maintain charge neutrality, this gradient in oxygen vacancy concentration must be
7

accompanied by a gradient in other defects, electronic defects in particular. As a result,
the anode side becomes a highly p-type semiconductor, while the cathode a highly n-type
semiconductor, and they are divided by an ever-shrinking (with respect to field) ionic
plug that serves as the p-n junction. In the case of Fe-doped STO, the high concentration
of holes on the anode side leads to oxidation of Fe to Fe4+, while Fe on the cathode
remains as Fe3+ mostly. In the middle (ionic) region, there is a mixture of Fe3+ and Fe4+
valence states, but their ratio may change extremely rapidly.34-35 At some point, this
middle region should match the composition of stochiometric, ionic STO. Of course, Ti4+
can also be reduced to Ti3+, which is no more than a hole, and it contributes to the
increased conductivity and decreased resistance in both doped and undoped STO.36-38
A later study by Waser and colleagues35 found similar resistance degradation. But
they further concluded that the region extending from the cathode is so oxygen deficient
that it acts like a virtual cathode, a term that will also be used in this thesis. Such virtual
cathode may extend from the cathode to the anode, with its growth leading to
degradation. With the help of inner electrodes placed between the physical cathode and
anode, Wojtyniak et al.39 not only confirmed previous results of resistance degradation in
Fe-doped STO but also showed that most of the voltage, and thus most of the resistance,
lies on the anode side. Additionally, they were able to see bubble formation under the Pt
anode. Referring to the mechanical properties of thin Pt films, they calculated that the
AFM measurements of the bubble profile would imply a total (released) oxygen amount
of 1013 or 1014 cm-3 in volume during their 100-h degradation experiment.
Degraded STO is thought to undergo an insulator-to-metal transition. This has been
8

seen experimentally in Cr-doped STO. For instance, Meijer et al.26 induced an insulatorto-metal transition on single crystals of 0.2 mol.% Cr-doped STO by using an electric
field of approximately 10 kV/cm for 10 h at 20°C. After electroforming, Cr K-edge x-ray
absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra shows that underneath the anode, the
valence of Cr increases from Cr3+ to roughly Cr4+. They concluded that during the
insulator-to-metal transition, electrons previously localized at the Cr sites dope the Ti 3d
band, which leads to a metallic state.
It must be noted that large variation in failure times is common in HALT of oxide
materials. This difference in breakdown times is problematic for the memory devices
because the first step, known as forming (more on in Section 1.6), requires a voltage
stress for a particular period of time to induce resistance degradation, or a soft
breakdown, in the material (an insulator thin film in a metal-insulator-metal, or MIM,
structure). The lack of reproducibility in failure time makes it difficult to perform wellinformed forming procedures. As a result, extensive research has been done on the effect
of different materials or testing parameters on the time-dependent dielectric breakdown
(TDDB). Due to its technology relevance, SiO2-based dielectrics have been the main
focus of these TDDB studies, and their breakdown is seen to occur at the weakest link
with the experimental data following a Weibull distribution.40 Buh et al.41 extended the
analysis to another binary oxide: NiO. They measured the time to breakdown, TBD, for a
statistically significant number of Pt/NiO/Pt capacitors when stressed at different
(forming) voltages. At the highest studied voltage (5.75 V), TBD values covered 10 orders
of magnitude from hundreds of nanoseconds to thousands of seconds. The investigators
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concluded that some of this variation was brought about by samples that experienced
high initial currents, which are due to process-defects instead of the voltage stress. It is
believed that moisture, which acts as a corrosive agent, can also lead to much variance in
breakdown times.42 While the above work focused on thin films, other work on resistance
degradation (e.g., Waser et al.28-30) corroborated similarly large variations in breakdown
times in thicker oxides and bulk oxides.
In an attempt to understand the structural inhomogeneity that occurs when materials
are subjected to DC voltages for extended periods of time, several techniques such as
impedance spectroscopy,43 atomic force microscopy (AFM),39,44-45 XANES,26,46 X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS),47-48 resonant photoemission spectroscopy (RESPE)47 and
Raman spectroscopy49 have been used. Similar techniques were also used to study
resistive switching (Section 1.6). For example, Ascienzo et al.34,50 used second harmonic
generation (SHG) to study the defect concentration gradients in both reduced and
oxidized Fe-doped STO single crystals degraded under a DC voltage. On the degraded
anode side of the reduced sample, they found the formation of centrosymmetric Fe4+:Ti4+O6 octahedral structures, while on the same region of the oxidized sample, they found
non-centrosymmetric Jahn-Teller distortions. On the other hand, although these
techniques have brought about important observations, most of them cannot be (or have
not been) done in situ. For example, they were mostly done in postmortem devices (often
necessitating electrode removal). Moreover, the spatial area they investigated was usually
limited. Therefore, it is often difficult to pinpoint the most critical parts of the device
involved in the degradation/forming mechanism.
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There have also been several attempts to understand resistance degradation using
theoretical studies. Assuming ion blocking electrodes, Baiatu et al.30 solved the transport
problem using a finite-difference algorithm to obtain the time evolution of the defect
concentration and electric field distributions, which agreed with their experimental
results. Later on, Wang et al.31 solved the defect transport process using the same drift–
diffusion equations for oxygen vacancies and local defect equilibria for the electronic
defects and confirmed the same. For example, both the degradation behavior and
electrocoloration front strongly depend on the sample-annealing PO2 , but not so much
on the dopant concentration and sample-annealing temperature. Not surprisingly,
increasing the electric field decreased the degradation time, which also compressed
oxygen-vacancy segregation (namely the p-n junction) further to the cathode.

1.4.2 YSZ and related oxides
In YSZ, the rapid current increase under a sustained DC voltage with the associated
Joule heating has been exploited to achieve an extremely high heating rate that allows for
fast sintering. Quite often, this is performed in conjunction with a constant heating rate of
the (furnace) environment. Although YSZ was among the first materials used in such
experiments, similar experiments have been demonstrated for many material systems,
including metals and ceramics, and they have been broadly called (electric) field assisted
sintering techniques (FAST).51-54 DC degradation (though not necessarily synonymous
with resistance degradation, see below) studies have also been performed to understand
the effect of electric field on YSZ (though some with less Y than in our work) in the
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setting of SOECs and SOFCs. Zhu et al.55, using a technique which included an
embedded Pt wire electrode inside a polycrystalline 8YSZ sample, separately measured
the ionic and electronic resistances as a function of temperature (500 - 800°C with 0.05
V) and applied voltage (0.01 - 0.1 V at 800°C). From such measurements, they were able
to extract a slightly higher activation energy for electronic conduction than for ionic
conduction (~1.53 eV vs ~1.14 eV) over the temperature range investigated. They also
confirmed that the ionic transference number (ionic resistance over sum of ionic and
electronic resistance) was >0.99 for all experiments as both the ionic and electronic
resistances decrease with temperature. Their experimental set-up further allowed them to
increase the PO2 level at the embedded electrode with an increase in applied voltage,
thus obtaining p-type electronic conductivity that increases with ~ PO1/4
. By using a YSZ
2
solid electrolyte with a lanthanum strontium manganate (LSM) electrode under an
applied DC potential of 1 V at 800°C, Virkar et al.56 observed that a spatial variation of
electronic conductivity can lead to the internal precipitation of molecular oxygen. This
leads to an increase in internal pressure that can eventually crack the YSZ electrolyte
when the electronic conductivity is higher on the oxygen exit side. Similarly, LagunaBercero et al.57 found irreversible damage in the form of voids at the grain boundaries of
dense YSZ electrolyte when the voltages exceeded 1.8 V, which causes YSZ
electroreduction. This was accompanied with an increase (instead of decrease) of the
ohmic resistance, which lowered cell performance.
Kim et al.58 showed that electrical reduction can greatly promote grain growth in
8YSZ with enhancements of 100× in grain boundary mobility on the cathode. Dong et
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al.59 was able to see a similar trend using 3YSZ in which case the grain boundary
mobilities enhancements were on the order of 102-103×. However, the enhancement is not
linear, especially for large current densities, so there is a step-like grain size transition
going from the cathode region to the anode region. As a result, the grain size could be
used as a microstructural marker to map the local oxygen potential.60 It was observed that
the electrical loading also caused oxygen-vacancy condensation on the grain boundaries,
which led to extensive cavitation and loss of grain-to-grain adhesion. Using these
experimental findings, they proposed theoretical models61-62 to understand the sharp
oxygen potential transition that corresponds to a p-type/n-type transition of electronic
conductivity inside mixed conducting oxides, which is of great relevance to the
degradation in SOFCs/SOECs as well in resistance memory.
Due to the prevalence of YSZ in SOFCs and SOECs and the recognition of
microstructural changes/damage caused by constant electrical loading, several studies
have attempted to slow down, or altogether stop, the degradation. Graves et al.11
determined that by cycling between steam electrolysis (–1 A/cm2) and fuel-cell operation
(+0.5 A/cm2), the severe electrolysis-induced degradation could be eliminated relative to
just performing the former process. Whereas the ohmic resistance run on the constant
electrolysis mode increased by a factor of 2.8, a sign of major degradation, the cell
operated in cycling mode suffered negligible degradation after 420 h. Using transmission
electron microscopy, they observed, in YSZ ran in the constant electrolysis mode,
nanopores at the grain boundaries, which severely weakened the oxygenelectrode/electrolyte interface. Modeling by Zhang et al.63 suggested that degradation can
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be substantially lowered with an increase in electronic conductivity to the point that if the
polarization resistances (charge transfer resistances) and electron transfer resistances at
both electrodes are negligible, then it should be possible to create degradation-resistant
SOECs. Dong et al.62 found similar findings although in their case, they concluded that it
was not an overpotential effect at the electrode, but rather by the overpotential effect at
the internal grain boundaries. In an attempt to use materials engineering to control the
problem, Virkar et al.56 used a composite of YSZ electrolyte with 7.5 mol% TiO2 as an
electrolyte with enhanced electronic conductivity and paired it with their standard YSZ
electrolyte. When the TiO2-doped composite electrolyte was on the oxygen exit side
(positive electrode), the electrolytes exhibited severe cracking and pitting; however, there
was no degradation when it was on the oxygen entry side (negative electrode).

1.5 Electrocoloration and Blackening
As noted before, application of an electric field leads to electrochemical redox
reactions across the sample. This may result in a change in color, known as
electrocoloration or electrochromism, often reversibly. One of the earliest perovskites
investigated for electrocoloration was Ni-, Mo- and Al-doped SrTiO3 in 1971.64 In that
case, the blue color emanating from the negative electrode was attributed to Mo5+, while
the brown color coming out of the positive electrode is due to Ni3+. Both regions grow
until the transparent region between them disappears. A few years later, Mohapatra and
Wagner studied electrochromism in single crystal Ni-doped SrTiO3.65 A brown region
emanates from the anode, while the rest of the sample turns a hazy brown. The anode
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color was attributed to Ni3+ on the Ti sites ( Ni 'Ti using Kroger-Vink notation), while on
the other electrode, it is attributed to the (NiTi VO )' complex, a color center.
Electrocoloration has also been seen in other perovskite type of materials, such as
BaTiO3,66 Nd-doped lead zirconate titanate (PZT),67 WO3,68 and even those that allow Li+
insertion.69-70
Electrocoloration of Fe-doped SrTiO3 was investigated as a part of the study of
resistance degradation by Waser et al.28-30 When first applying an electric field on a 0.15
mol% Fe-doped STO single crystal, they saw a deep red color front emerge from the
anode, the cathode side brighten up, while the central region stayed in its original color.
Under voltage stressing, the fronts from the two electrodes moved towards each other
until they encroached each other, eliminating the original color middle region. Through
absorption spectra, they found that the cathode region after electroreduction has the same
spectrum as that of a sample annealed in a moderately reducing atmosphere. Therefore,
they concluded that on the anode side, oxidation of iron leads to a high Fe4+ concentration
giving rise to the deep red color, while on the cathode side, the bright color is due to the
reduced ion, Fe3+. Using high resolution transmission light optical microscopy to track
the electrocolored band in Fe-doped STO, Havel et al.35 also saw two color fronts, one
emanating out from each electrode and growing towards each other to finally meet in the
middle of the sample and destroy its original color. From their experiment, the finger-like
morphology of the band front is also made clear.
In YSZ, blackening is due to electroreduction or a reducing atmosphere, and the
associated changes in structure and optical properties have been studied for many
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decades. Optically, Wright et al.71 observed first a red tongue-shaped band in YSZ single
crystals that then darkened and blackened when the current density exceeded 80 mA/cm2.
During the early stages of electrocoloration, the band edge had an absorption maximum
at 480 nm; however, in later stages, upon further darkening of the sample, there was
absorption throughout the visible range. Electronically, PaiVerneker et al.72 saw an
increase from 4.23 to 4.96 eV of the band gap at room temperature. They concluded that
the reduction of YSZ, regardless of the method used, leads to the formation of doubly
occupied oxygen centers, or F centers, which will raise the band of states in the gap. At
some point, this band will rise above the FA* , or the first excited state of the complex
consisting of an Y3+ ion and a singly occupied oxygen vacancy (F+), state, giving the
larger bandgap. Similarly, Waschman et al.73 used absorption and fluorescence spectra on
both polycrystalline and single crystal 10YSZ to propose a new band diagram showing
the changes attributable to F-center type defects.
Paying particular attention to the moving reduction front, Janek and colleagues were
able to observe changes to 12YSZ single crystals both macroscopically74 and
microscopically75. In their earlier experiment,74 to prevent contact with air which serves
as an oxygen source, they encapsulated the single crystal in glass before applying
different voltages at 500°C. Below 2 V, no blackening occurred, but at higher voltages,
finger-like blackened regions emanate from the cathode, leading to faster reduction and
finer features in the dark band. The unreduced YSZ remain transparent and formed a
sharp boundary with the darkened regions. Later on,75 employing in situ photoelectron
emission microscopy (PEEM), they were able to map the surface reduction front of both
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polycrystalline and single crystal YSZ under cathodic polarization. With the further help
of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), they confirmed the presence of Zr ions in a
low oxidation state, including Zr0 in polycrystalline samples.
Zhu et al.76 were able to recreate darkening, albeit grayer in color, by using two
embedded Pt + YSZ electrodes in disc-shaped YSZ samples. This creates oxygen
chemical diffusion from the central region towards the embedded electrodes, making said
region oxygen deficient and thus darkened. Meanwhile, oxygen ions move from the
region through a vacancy mechanism with electrons/holes migrating to maintain charge
neutrality.

1.6 Resistive Switching
1.6.1 Resistance memory and types
Due to the proliferation of mobile devices as well their miniaturization, there is a
strong demand for materials for high-density, high-speed, low-cost, and low-power
memory devices.23,77-78 As a result, nonvolatile memory (NVM) with its extremely low
power consumption as well as its easy scability and fabrication, has emerged as a strong
candidate.77 While in recent times the nonvolatile memory of choice has been flash
memory, it is expected that flash memory will not be suitable for the miniaturization
demands of more modern devices.23 For replacement, of particular interest is resistive, or
redox-based, random access memory (RRAM or ReRAM) due to its simple, capacitorlike design consisting of an insulator or semiconductor between two metal electrodes
(i.e., forming a MIM structure), which allows for the reversible resistive switching of the
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memory cells.23 This thesis will investigate one type of redox-based resistive switching
device with filamentary conduction due to the migration of anions (and its corresponding
vacancies). In the literature, it is referred to as the valence change memory (VCM)
because this movement of ions within the sample leads to a redox reaction that changes
the valence state of the transitional metal cations and thus the electronic conductivity.24
VCM-type resistive switching has been shown in transition-metal oxides such as
TiOx, TaOx and HfOx.38,79-81 Figure 1.3 shows the elements whose oxides have been
reported to show VCM-type resistive switching either in a binary or ternary oxide (for
example, occupying the B site of an ABO3 perovskite). Usually, asymmetrical electrodes
are used for ReRAM, with a high work function (hence associated with a Schottky
barrier) metal as the active electrode and the other electrode usually being Ohmic;
however, even when symmetrical electrodes are used (such as in this work), one of them
(the one facing the oxidized side of the oxide) ends up being the active electrode; this is
the anode used in forming. ReRAMs are also called memristors and/or memristive
devices to refer to its memristor feature. It must be noted that many other types of
random-access memories (RAMs) also exist. For example, RAM may rely on the change
in polarization of a ferroelectric material (ferroelectric RAM or FeRAM), magnetic
tunnel junctions (magnetoresistive RAM or MRAM), or phase change(s) between
crystalline and amorphous states (phase-change RAM or PCRAM).23 But we will only
focus on ReRAM in this thesis.
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Figure 1.3 Periodic table of elements whose elements have been reported to show bipolar
VCM-type resistive switching in either a binary or ternary oxide (such as the B atom in
an ABO3 perovskite). (Reprinted from Ref. 80 with permission.)

Current-voltage (I-V) curves of resistance switching can be unipolar or bipolar.
Unipolar resistive switching occurs when the amplitude of the applied voltage, instead of
the polarity, dictates a non-volatile change of the resistance. (If unipolar switching can be
achieved symmetrically by both negative and positive voltages, it is referred to as
nonpolar switching.) In contrast, in bipolar switching, a change of polarity is required
before a non-volatile change of resistance is obtained. Regardless of the switching type, a
high stress voltage (called forming voltage, Vforming) is usually applied on the cell to take
the cell from its initial pristine resistance state to a low-resistance state (LRS) in a process
known as electroforming or simply forming, usually done with a current compliance or
limit in place. Subsequently, the LRS can be switched to a high resistance state (HRS),
albeit always with a resistance value less than that of the pristine state. (When the
insulator film is too thin, a separate forming step is sometimes unnecessary because the
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switching voltage may exceed the forming voltage.) It has been shown that the forming
process does not occur spontaneously at some critical voltage, but rather it is the result of
accumulation of stress-induced defects, which can also be obtained after repetitive
voltages pulses or sweeps.41 Ideally, the ratio between HRS (ROFF) and LRS (RON) is
above 10.24
For unipolar switching, application of a reset voltage (VRESET) after forming switches
the memory to an HRS, which is referred to as the RESET process. During the RESET
process, the current is larger than the current compliance. The set process is then
achieved by applying a threshold voltage (VSET) larger than the reset voltage to switch
from HRS to LRS, ensuring that the current is limited during this step. In other words,
after forming, voltage sweeping from 0 V to ±VRESET without a compliance will switch
the LRS to HRS, while voltage sweeping from 0 V to ±VSET with a set current
compliance will switch the HRS to LRS (voltage sweep back to 0 V after each transition).
A good memory material should be able to switch reproducibly to the same LRS and
HRS during the set and reset processes, respectively, as long as Vforming > VSET > VRESET.
Bipolar switching depends on the polarity of the applied voltage, sometimes with no
current compliance needed. Switching can occur using a voltage sweep, like described
above, or using voltage (or current) pulses. Generally, a negative voltage to the active
electrode puts the device in LRS, i.e., it sets with a negative voltage applied to the active
electrode. Conversely, a positive voltage applied to the active electrode puts (resets) it in
HRS.24 This is what is known as counter-eightwise (c8w) switching. In eightwise (8w)
switching, a positive bias on the active electrode sets the HRS to LRS, while a negative
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bias returns (resets) the LRS to the HRS. Figure 1.4 shows the I-V curves for both
switching types, while typical current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for both unipolar and
bipolar resistive switching can be found in Figure 1.5a and b, respectively.

Figure 1.4 I-V curves showing two switching types on a single Fe-doped STO thin film
with the green curve showing “counter-eightwise” polarity with HRS-to-LRS upon
application of a negative bias and orange curve showing “eightwise” polarity with LRSto-HRS switch with a negative bias. Opposite switch upon application of a positive bias.
Forming curves are not shown. (Reprinted from Ref. 45 with permission.)

Figure 1.5 Schematic I-V curves for (a) unipolar and (b) bipolar resistive switching.
Compliance current (CC) is denoted as dashed lines meaning that system is current21

controlled, not voltage-controlled. Forming curves are not shown. Grey: switching step.
(Reprinted from Ref. 22 with permission.)

As mentioned earlier, a device can be switched continuously using a voltage sweep
as shown by Figures 1.4 and 1.5, or it can be switched by a set of voltage or current
pulses. In the latter case, called pulsed switching, the procedure would consist of a quick
voltage or current pulse, lasting anywhere from tens to thousands of nanoseconds in
duration, to set the system to the ON state (or low-R, LRS), known as the “write” cycle,
and another short pulse, opposite in sign, to get the system back to the OFF state (or highR, HRS), also described as the “erase” cycle. The schematic in Figure 1.6 shows the
relationship between the two different states, LRS and HRS, using different
terminologies. In between these write and read pulses, the resistance is “read” by
applying another short pulse of a smaller voltage that is insufficient to trigger switching,
i.e., not to disturb the current state, be it HRS or LRS. By changing the length and
amplitude of the write pulses, multilevel switching to states of intermediate resistances
can often be achieved as well. These different states within the same memory make
ReRAM a potentially viable candidate for neuromorphic computing.80
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Figure 1.6 Schematic showing the relationship between the ON and OFF states using the
different terminology found in literature.

While unipolar resistive switching is typically seen in highly insulating oxides, such
as NiO, TiO2, HfO2, and ZrO2,82 bipolar resistive switching occurs in semiconducting
oxides, such as Cr-doped SrZrO3,83 Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (PCMO),84 SrTi0.99Nb0.01O3,85 and
SrTiO386. Table 1.1 lists the materials that have been shown to exhibit unipolar and/or
bipolar resistive switching as well as the proposed mechanism for said switching. The
type of switching mode depends not only on the oxide material, but also on its interface
with the electrodes. Generally speaking, a noble metal, such as Pt or Ru, is needed both
as a top and bottom electrode to obtain unipolar switching. If one of the electrodes is
replaced by more oxidizable materials such as Ti or TiN, then bipolar switching is
attained instead.87 Note that resistance changes, either high to low or low to high, can
either be gradual or abrupt.
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Table 1.1 Classification of resistive switching, proposed mechanisms, and materials that
exhibit it. (Readapted from Ref. 88) (SC = single crystal)
Type

Proposed Mechanism

Materials

Unipolar Switching

Filament formation/rupture

Cu-doped ZrO2, CuOx, FeOx,
MnOx, NiO, TiOx, ZnO,
Gd2O3, CoOx, Nb2O5

Bipolar Switching

Charge trap/detrap

WOx, Al2O3, SrTi1-xNbxO3
(SC), SrTi0.99Nb0.01O3 (SC),
Sm0.7Ca0.3MnO3,
Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3, Cr-doped
SrZrO3, Pt-dispersed SiO2

Oxygen vacancy migration

Cr2O3, Graphene oxide, TiO2,
TiO2/TiO2-x, WOx, BiFeO3,
Ta2O5-d/TaOx(/TiOz), Fe-doped
SrTiO3, Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3, TaOx,
SrTiO3, (Ba,Sr)TiO3, HfOx,
Al2O3, Cr-doped SrTiO3 (SC),
NiO

Unipolar and Bipolar

Ta2O5/TaOx, TiO2,

Switching

Ba0.7Sr0.3TiO3, NiO, SrTiO3,
Cu-doped SiO2

1.6.2 Switching mechanisms
While a wide variety of materials has been investigated for their resistive switching
behavior as possible candidates for ReRAMs, their driving mechanisms are not always
understood or agreed upon. One consensus is that filamentary conduction can be
important for all types of resistive switching, although there are examples of interface
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mechanisms that do not rely on a filamentary path. The formation of said filament in an
otherwise insulating material leads to an LRS, while its rupture recovers the HRS.
In unipolar switching, it is believed that this occurs due to thermal redox at the
interface between the electrode and the insulator or semiconductor.89-90 For instance,
Fujiwara et al.91 proved unequivocally that filamentary-type conduction was responsible
for unipolar resistive switching in their metal/CuO/metal planar devices, with either a 2.6
mm thick polycrystalline CuO film or a single crystal CuO, with either Pt or Ni as the
electrodes. After forming the sample with a voltage large enough to cause a soft, but not
permanent, dielectric breakdown, they were able to see a single filament, or bridge,
extending across the channel from one electrode to another with the help of a scanning
electron microscope (SEM). However, when the device was reset to HRS, no optical
change was perceived in the bridge. To prove that indeed this bridge was responsible for
the LRS, it was physically cut with a focused ion beam (FIB), which caused the sample to
switch to roughly its initial HRS. By comparing the bulk resistivity of Cu to that of the
LRS and verifying that there was no metal from the electrode in the bridge using energydispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, Fujiwara et al.91 concluded that the bridge is composed
of a mixture of insulating CuO and metallic Cu. In particular, there is a metallic Cu
filament of several-nm thick inside the more insulating CuO bridge, as shown
schematically in Figure 1.7, which shows the setting (reduction) and resetting (oxidation)
of the conductive filament thus leading to resistive switching. Note that this is the
opposite of a VCM, in that it is cation (Cu+ or Cu2+) migration forming a metal bridge,
instead of anion diffusion, that is responsible for switching. This type of metal-bridge
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memory is sometimes called conducting-bridge RAM or CBRAM. Obviously, it is
analogous to an electrochemical cell of metal coating and forming such metal bridge
made of an electrode metal (Cu, Ag, and Au) is a well-established failure (shorting)
mechanism of insulators in electrical devices.

Figure 1.7 Schematic of a metal/CuO/metal device that shows permanent breakdown
(top row) with many bridges and a soft breakdown (bottom row, two images on the right)
with a single bridge or filament in which the insulating CuO is shown in light yellow and
the metallic Cu in a darker yellow. Metallic Cu filament shown ruptured (HRS) in
rightmost panel. (Reprinted from Ref. 91 with permission.) Copyright (2008) The Japan
Society of Applied Physics
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In VCM that undergoes bipolar switching, it is believed that the electromigration of
oxygen vacancies leads to rupture and reconnection of the filament and thus resistive
switching. Szot et al.44 were able to see optical streaks, filamentary in nature, formed
roughly 100 mm beneath the surface of an STO single crystal from the cathode to the
anode during electroforming, in a sample that then demonstrated bipolar switching. By
using local-conductivity atomic force microscopy (LC-AFM), they were able to conclude
that the filaments are conducting in nature. Additionally, they were able to prove that
dislocations themselves can be made conducting during forming, not only increasing their
spot size while scanning with LC-AFM, but also leading to a drop in resistance up to four
orders of magnitude. A later study by another group, however, showed that while the
dislocations are sometimes created during forming, they are not needed for resistive
switching.79
Again, in VCM that undergoes bipolar switching, one of the most studied systems
that established the initial understanding of filamentary switching is Cr-doped SrZrO3.
Beck et al.83 initially investigated 200 nm thick films of 0.2% Cr-doped SrZrO3 to obtain
switching times less than 100 ns. By further adjusting the values of the positive and/or
negative voltage pulses, they were able to obtain different ratios between the low- and
high-impedance states as well as multilevel switching. The device was found to have a
retention time of at least 10 months with less than 1% decay. This was followed by the
study by Rossel et al.92 that used the same device and electron-beam-induced-current
(EBIC) imaging to establish their highly localized nature of conduction, namely
filamentary conduction, for the first time. Watanabe et al.93 showed that 0.2% Cr-doped
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single crystals of SrTiO3 and 0.2% Cr-doped thin films of SrZrO3 can have well-defined
memory switching, with up to six different ON-states, by using different current
amplitudes for the write pulses. They also have long-time stability capable of
withstanding up to 104 read pulses, and with appropriate current pulses, up to five orders
of magnitude differences in resistance ratios. Of particular interest to this thesis is that
Watanabe et al.93 saw similar device stability in SrTiO3:Cr single crystals of up to a
thickness of 0.5 mm; specifically, very similar electrical characteristics between single
crystals from 10 to 500 mm thick and thin films of 10 nm thick, all with the same
submicron electrodes. Therefore, it can be safely concluded that defects such as grain
boundaries do not play a significant role in reversible resistive switching processes. This
is understandable because in filamentary switching, the density of filaments according to
Rossel et al.92 is much lower than the density of grain boundaries in a typical
polycrystalline thin film.
In thin film semiconducting perovskite oxides, resistance switching triggered by a
change at the interface between the (metal) electrode and the oxide is also possible.23
Whereas filamentary switching usually shows resistance values independent of the device
area, an area dependence has been established for interface-type switching. In a more
deliberate way, Sawa et al.94 were able to change the metal-to-metal contact between Ti
and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) to span the two extremes of (a) no resistive switching to (b)
with resistance switching, by adding a single unit cell layer (0.4 nm) of insulating
Sm0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (SCMO), thus proving that at least in this system, the conduction is
solely controlled by the interface. Further additions of more unit-cell layers (up to 5) of
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SCMO leads to better switching properties, evident from a larger difference in resistance
values between HRS and LRS, reinforcing the impression that the insulating layer plays a
key role in the resistive switching characteristics of the cell.
Regardless of the mechanism, moisture often plays an important role in resistance
switching; for example in the formation voltage of Ta2O5 and HfO2 systems as well as
affecting the HRS and switching kinetics.42 The effect of moisture can come in many
ways: it affects the deposition of oxides and electrodes, their interfaces, hydroxyl groups
adsorption to nanopores, their participating in conduction or redox—especially under a
voltage stress, and their catalytic effect by way of modifying reaction energetics, and
device reliability/retention.95 In most cases, moisture is likely to affect all oxide materials
and oxide-containing ReRAMs to various degrees although its effect is not always
documented.
Lastly, on the theoretical end, Rozenberg et al.77 developed a model that qualitatively
described multilevel switching. By using Monte Carlo simulations of carrier transport and
denoting the difference in electronic states between the metal-semiconductor interface
and that in the bulk of the semiconductor, they were able to see that the application of an
external voltage leads to a large carrier transfer in a short period of time. Depending on
the occupation state—i.e., the relative number of carriers on the interface versus in the
bulk—after said transfer, the system may find itself in HRS or LRS. Other modeling
attempts from empirical circuit-level modeling to physicochemical modeling at various
levels of rigor and sophistication are abound, and they occasionally help provide some
level of understanding.
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1.7 Outline of Thesis
The goal of this thesis is to understand the mechanisms that cause resistance
degradation and switching in bulk YSZ and STO single crystals. These crystals are
technically relevant because YSZ and STO are two of the most commonly used
functional oxides in engineering devices where ionic (for YSZ) and electronic (for STO)
transport feature prominently. While the above applications take the form of thin film (for
STO) and thick film (for YSZ) devices, their mechanistic understanding has been
hampered by the lack of real-time observations of the development of conducting paths
and the identification of local events critical for degradation, failure, and switching, in
actual devices. Indeed, the mere identification of such paths, events and locations in the
devices is often controversial. We believe the technical difficulties of studying the above
are greatly alleviated in bulk transparent single crystals, for they can be seen through,
which allows an observer to capture a large field of view with an easily achievable good
resolution. Therefore, studying technologically relevant degradation and switching
phenomena in transparent single crystals to provide direct, in situ observation is the goal
of this work. When successfully completed, it will help establish a firmer understanding
of the mechanisms at play in relevant devices, covering electrochemical cells, MLCCs
and ReRAMs. Such understanding may in turn guide engineering design and
improvement of such devices in terms of better performances and longer lifetimes. Below
is an outline of the work.
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In Chapter 2, using in situ optical and thermal imaging, we investigate the evolution
of the dark band in bulk YSZ single crystals and correlate it to the resistance degradation
while under a constant DC voltage stress that is later capped by a current compliance. To
track bubble evolution, which proves to be a common occurrence at the later stage of
degradation, extensive testing will be conducted in silicone oil that happens to provide an
oxygen-lean environment thus exerting additional effects on resistance degradation, dark
band development, and reoxygenation. This study will also establish that electroreduction
can increase the chemical potential of electrons to the level of the conduction band, thus
triggering an insulator-to-metal transition in YSZ, which provides the fundamental reason
for resistance degradation; previously, this point was in question because YSZ is known
to have a tightly defined oxygen stoichiometry.
The same experimental setup is used to study the DC resistance degradation of bulk
(undoped and Fe-doped) STO single crystals in Chapter 3. We will find that oxygenvacancy migration under a DC voltage stress leads to extreme partitioning, which in turn
sets up a p-type region near the anode and an n-type region near the cathode. Straddling
the p-n junction is a stoichiometric, ionic STO layer, which is most resistive, hence its
thinning and eventual disappearance is the critical step that controls resistance
degradation. Like in YSZ, bubble formation and dark band evolution are tracked with the
help of a silicone-oil test environment and in situ imaging, which allow for the
observation of cathode-initiated needles that explains the strong voltage dependence of
lifetimes reported in the literature.
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The mechanisms identified above are next used to guide our investigation of
resistive switching in YSZ (Chapter 4) and STO (Chapter 5) using similar experimental
techniques. In YSZ, with an appropriate manipulation of voltage (and its polarity), the
precarious nature of the metal-insulator transition is exploited to achieve both unipolar
switching (post-forming) and bipolar switching (post-forming with an additional step that
we refer to as priming, which effects filament fragmentation, post-forming). In STO, we
find two types of switching. Counter-eightwise switching is achieved using severely
degraded STO followed by a set of small switching voltages to tune the Schottky barrier
at the active electrode, hence the interface resistance, and eightwise switching in which
the resistance of a thin ionic STO layer is tuned by the voltage polarity and magnitude
that controls the direction and strength of electromigration to act in the same (negative) or
opposite (positive) direction as back-diffusion of oxygen ions. In all cases, distinct and
relatively stable HRS and LRS can be obtained, repeated switching demonstrated, and the
presence of a single filament, a most resistive hot spot, and an active electrode
established.
In Chapter 6, we provide concluding remarks as well as suggestions for future work.
For completeness, additional mathematical and experimental results are included in
Appendix A-F.
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Chapter 2 DC Electrical Degradation of Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia
Reprinted (readapted) with permission from Alvarez A, Dong Y, Chen IW. DC electrical
degradation of YSZ: Voltage controlled electrical metallization of a fast ion conducting
insulator. J Am Ceram Soc. 2020;103:3178-93.

Synopsis
DC electrical degradation as a form of dielectric and resistance breakdown is
common in thin-film devices including resistance-switching memory. To obtain design
data and to probe the degradation mechanism, highly accelerated lifetime tests (HALT)
are often conducted at higher temperatures with thicker samples. While the mechanism is
well established in semiconducting oxides such as perovskite titanates, it is not in
stabilized zirconia and other fast oxygen-ion conductors that have little electronic
conductivity. Here we model the mechanism by an oxygen-driven, transport-limited,
metal-insulator transition, which finds support in rich experimental observations—
including in situ videos and variable temperature studies—of yttria-stabilized zirconia.
This demonstrates that although (electro)reduction does not alter oxygen stoichiometry in
stabilized zirconia, it can still raise the chemical potential of electron enough to
eventually reach the conduction-band level, thereby triggering the insulator-to-metal
transition and resistance degradation. These results are contrasted with the findings in
semiconducting titanates and resistance memory, and to provide new insight into ceramic
processing with extremely rapid heating and cooling such as flash sintering and melt
processing.
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2.1 Introduction
Resistance degradation under a sustained DC voltage stress is common in dielectrics
and even more prevalent in thinner devices that increasingly appear in newer
applications.1-3 Highly accelerated lifetime tests (HALT) conducted at high voltages and
temperatures provide a means to assess the degradation kinetics and mechanisms.4 Such
study has been undertaken for perovskite-type titanates as reported and summarized by
Waser et al. almost 30 years ago.1-3 But new interest has recently arisen from very similar
findings in the forming step of resistance-switching memory5-9 and the stressing step of
flash sintering10. Both involving a severe resistance decrease after the dielectric is loaded
by a DC voltage for some time. Remarkably, seemingly similar degradation phenomena
have been seen in a large number of fundamentally different dielectrics, for example
titanates that are semiconductors vs. zirconia that are fast ion conductors. Such
phenomenological similarity must be superficial, for the increasing leakage current in
titanates comes from electrons and holes with almost no contribution from the slowmoving oxygen ions. Indeed, in the study of Waser et al. and subsequent work1-3,11-13,
oxygen ions were assumed to be entirely blocked by the electrodes, and it is the gradual,
voltage-motivated redistribution of oxygen (or oxygen vacancies) between the electrodes
that controls the kinetics of leakage-current increase. Clearly, such mechanism is not
applicable to fast oxygen ion conductors, in which oxygen-ion current completely
dominates over electronic current14, and which are often used to build solid-electrolyte
devices with relatively robust oxygen conductance at electrodes. Recognizing the
knowledge gap, this chapter hopes to provide a comprehensive theoretical and
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experimental picture of HALT for a prototypical fast ion conductor, the cubic phase of 8
mol% yttria-stabilized zirconia, called 8YSZ, or simply YSZ.

Figure 2.1 Log ionic (black), electron (red) and hole (blue) conductivity of YSZ versus
log PO2 at four temperatures. Corresponding concentrations of oxygen vacancies,
electrons and holes shown in broken lines. Note different scales in conductivity and
concentration. Modified from Park & Blumenthal.14

As a leading solid electrolyte for sensing and high-temperature energy
storage/generation applications15-17, YSZ must avoid fading of galvanic voltage and
provide environment-insensitive conductivity. This is achieved by minimizing electronic
conductivity and maintaining a large, stable ionic conductivity with the aid of Y3+
doping, which provides a fixed number of fast-moving O2− or its point defect VO×× over a
very wide range of electrochemical conditions, known as the electrolytic range. In YSZ,
the range spans over 40 decades of oxygen partial pressure as shown in Figure 2.1 for
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200-500°C.14 In fact, since the activation energy of electron and hole conduction is
several times that of oxygen in YSZ

18,19

, the range is even wider at lower temperatures.

On the other hand, at lower temperatures, YSZ is also an excellent insulator; indeed, its
“first cousin” HfO2 dielectric (known as the gate oxide in integrated circuits and having a
thickness of just a few atomic layers) can withstand a huge voltage stress while storing
capacitive charge without leakage. These features are not shared by titanates, whose
leakage current sensitively depends on the atmosphere as do their concentrations of
oxygen vacancies.1-3,11-13 This comparison again makes clear that YSZ follows a totally
different degradation mechanism from titanates.
To obtain some clue of the new mechanism, we begin by questioning how resistance
degradation is possible at all if a constant ionic conductivity is indeed maintained in YSZ
over a very wide electrolytic range. The answer must be: the fast ion conductor has
broken down, and the product no longer possesses the same constant ionic conductivity.
So the central theoretical issue becomes the thermodynamics and kinetics of this breakdown process, which we will ascribe to a first-order insulator-to-metal transition with a
sharp phase-interface associated with a definite chemical potential. In the zirconia
literature, Janek and Korte suggested that this interface is demarcated by electrocoloration, which separates “black” zirconia from “white” or colorless transparent
zirconia.20 While the former is indeed more conductive than the latter21, it is by no means
always metallic; in fact, according to our study, it may only be modestly more
conductive. Since blackness cannot be taken as a marker of a metal and is a poorly
quantifiable color anyway, more direct experimental evidence of the metallic phase is
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needed. This was obtained despite the difficulty posed by the fact that YSZ is a fast
oxygen conductor and, as will become clear later, highly defective zirconia suboxides are
precarious metals.

2.2 Theory
2.2.1 Phase equilibrium between zirconia and metallic suboxide
We first ignore Y since cations being immobile at low temperatures must have
identical composition in different phases during phase transition. We consider one
insulating dioxide ZrO2-e, containing some O2− vacancies, as the parent phase and one
metallic suboxide as the product phase. Without loss of generality, we let the metallic
phase be ZrO1+d, containing some O2− interstitials, although other suboxides could be
considered instead (e.g., ZrO1.5 is known to be metallic22, and there are other suboxides
close to being metallic.23) The three-phase equilibrium, of the above two solids and a O2
gas, at a partial pressure PO2 , obeys the phase rule P = C - F + 2 , having P = 3 , C = 2 ,
and one degree of freedom F along the PO 2 (T ) isotherm. Therefore, at a given
temperature, three-phase equilibrium occurs at a unique PO c2 , or equivalently, a unique
chemical potential µ cO2 .
We next derive PO c2 and µ cO2 using a simple model to gain some insight. Denoting
the chemical potentials and the electrochemical potential of the i-th species by µi and µ! i ,
respectively, we use the redox reaction
1
O 2 + 2e - = O 22
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(2-1)

to prescribe the following equilibrium conditions for the potentials
1 2 µ O2 + 2µ e = µ O2-

(2-1a)

1 2 µ O2 + 2µ! e = µ! O2-

(2-1b)

In the above, µ! i º µi + zi ef , where f is the electric potential, e the elementary charge,
and zi e the charge of the i-th species. Since µ! e is the Fermi level of electrons, in the
metallic phase it is unaffected by the redox reaction and independent of PO2 because
metal has a very large number of delocalized electrons. Therefore, inserting O2−
interstitials into the suboxide alters only µ O and µ O , following µ O = 1 2 µ O + constant
2-

2-

2

2

where constant = 2µ e . Third, taking into account the large amount of Y3+ in YSZ that
causes a fixed concentration of oxygen vacancies to form to satisfy charge neutrality, we
see µ O = constant , which also explains the wide electrolytic range found in YSZ.
2-

Fourth, applying Eq. (2-1a) to YSZ, we obtain µ e = - 1 4 µ O + constant where
2

constant = 1 2 µ O2- , meaning that with a decreasing µ O2 the Fermi level in YSZ increases

as evident from the increasing electron concentration in Figure 2.1. This naturally leads
to a critically low PO c2 or µ O , which is the condition when the Fermi level µ e of YSZ
2

reaches the Fermi level of the metallic suboxide.
In summary, in the metallic phase, µ O

varies with µ O but µ e is fixed, and in the

2-

2

ionic phase, µ e varies with µ O but µ O is fixed. The two phases share a common,
2

2-

unique µ cO2 at their interface, and once the µ O distribution on two sides of the interface is
2

known, the distributions of µ O

2-

and µ e are too known from Eq. (2-1a). Note that the
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chemical potentials of cations are not needed because they are immobile at the typical
temperatures of HALT and device operations. Also, since µ O is fixed in the ionic phase,
2-

the variation of the 1 2 µ O distribution and the 2µ e distribution, which are both highly
2

non-linear, must mirror each other according to Eq. (2-1a). Further discussion of the µ O

2

distribution in YSZ is not needed for the following development and can be found
elsewhere.24,25

2.2.2 Steady state solution and the critical voltage for the formation of metallic
phase
Consider a one-dimensional slab of YSZ in air having a voltage V applied across its
length L, driving a (negative) current to flow from right (the anode) to left (the cathode).
Below we show that no metallic suboxide should form up to a critical voltage V c in the
steady state. This is ascertained by providing a solution of the µ O distribution that (a) lies
2

above µ cO2 everywhere, and (b) allows the same oxygen flux to flow throughout the
length and the two electrodes. This includes O2− entering from the cathode side and
exiting from the anode side, but no oxygen is allowed to enter or exist from the lateral
sides. Details of the solution procedure is provided in Appendix B.26
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Figure 2.2 Schematic phase and electrode configuration, electric field, electrode kinetics
and oxygen potential distribution across the sample when (a) V < V c and (b) V > V c .

We now model the kinetics at the air-electrode interfaces assuming it is interfacecontrolled.27 Oxygen dissolution at Pt cathode is known to be inefficient at high
temperatures where YSZ oxide fuel cells and electrolyzer cells operate, and at low
temperatures it should be worse; indeed, in the study of SrTiO3 degradation, Waser et al.
assumed both cathode and anode are oxygen blocking.3 We use the simplest such
kinetics, which is linear kinetics: the current density is proportional to the driving force,
which is the difference of µ O across the interface, as schematically shown in Figure
2

2.2a. Specifically, the cathode current density is given by j cathode = k ¢(µ¢O2 - µ air
O2 ) , where

k ¢ is a rate constant and µ¢O is the cathode’s µO2 , lower than that of air, µair
O2 . Likewise,
2

¢¢ is another rate constant
the anode current density is j anode = -k ¢¢(µ¢¢O2 - µ air
O2 ) , where k
and µ¢¢O is the anode’s µ O2 , higher than µ air
O2 . Since the current density, hence the ability to
2

admit O2− at the cathode, reaches the upper limit when the metallic phase forms there, at
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µ¢O2 = µ cO2 , there is a maximum current density allowed to flow through YSZ at the steady
state. Anode is immaterial because there is no similar limit there for releasing O2.
We next consider the ion transport in YSZ, which is a fast O2− conductor. Since µ O

2-

is constant in YSZ, O2−’s movement is driven by the electrical field only, which must be
constant at the steady state. Therefore, the current density in YSZ is j YSZ = -sO2- Df / L ,
where sO is the O2− conductivity and Df is the electric potential difference between the
2-

anode and the cathode.
We now use flux and potential continuity to obtain the steady state solution. For any
YSZ
prescribed Df , j
is given, and the boundary µ O2 at the electrodes is obtained from

j YSZ = j cathode = j anode . However, since the current in the slab is actually controlled by the
voltage V, we should relate Df to V, which is the difference between the Fermi levels—
namely the electrochemical potentials of electron—of the cathode and the anode. From
Eq. (2-1b), the difference is Dµ! e e = -Df - (µ¢¢O - µ¢O ) 4e . (In writing the above, we
2

2

recognized that µ O is constant.) So,
2-

V = -Dµ! e e = Df + (µ¢¢O2 - µ¢O2 ) 4e

(2-2)

Expressing the current density j = j YSZ = j cathode = j anode , which is negative, in terms of V,
we have

V = ( j L sO2- )(1 + sO2- 4eLk ¢ + sO2- 4eLk ¢¢)
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(2-3)

Here, keeping only the first term in the second bracket on the right gives Ohm’s law, and
adding the equivalent resistance of electrodes relative to the resistance of YSZ of a unit
area A, L sO , gives the other two terms, 1 4eLk ¢A for R cathode and 1 4eLk ¢¢A for R anode .
2-

The above form of steady state solution is well known in transport problems with
interface-limited kinetics. If k ¢ and k ¢¢ are constant, they will each add a constant
resistance to the total resistance, which is still Ohmic, meaning that the resistance is
independent of V. This breaks down if k ¢ and k ¢¢ themselves depend on µ¢O2 - µ Oair2 and

µ¢¢O2 - µ Oair2 , as in the so-called Butler-Volmer kinetics. However, when the electrode
resistance is relatively small, which happens when k ¢L and k ¢¢L are large, then the device
may still appear relatively Ohmic with essentially the YSZ resistance despite having
“imperfect” electrodes.
The steady state solution obtains until a critical voltage V c , which is set by replacing

¢ = k ¢(µ Oair2 - µ Oc 2 ) , the maximum current density set by the cathode,
j by jmax
c
¢
¢¢
V c = (k ¢(µ air
O2 - µ O2 ) L s O2- )(1 + s O2- 4eLk + s O2- 4eLk )

(2-4)

¢ allowed and decreases with k ¢¢ because of a
It increases with k ¢ because of a larger jmax
lesser anode resistance allowed. So the critical voltage is very sensitive to the electrode
kinetics and conditions (electrode roughness, porosity, microstructure, composition, etc.).
In this work, we treat it as an empirical property to be determined experimentally. Note
that k ¢ = 0 is mathematically and physically a singular case. Since the blocking cathode
allows no current, V c = 0 necessarily. At V = 0 , there is the trivial solution of
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µ O2 = µ¢O2 = µ¢¢O2 = µ Oair2 , but at any V > 0 , it has no steady-state solution because
immediately µ¢O2 = µ Oc 2 and the metallic phase forms at the anode.

2.2.3 Growth of the metallic phase and resistance degradation
The situation of V > V c is depicted in Figure 2.2b, which shows a metallic phase
extending from the cathode over a length of (1 - f ) L , and YSZ extending from the anode
over a length of fL . This happens when less oxygen enters the cathode than leaves the
anode, which depletes the oxygen content in the sample. Since YSZ must have a fixed
oxygen content as emphasized before, the depletion will cause a part of it—the part next
to the cathode—to convert to the metallic suboxide. As time t increases, f decreases, and
the phase boundary moves to the right at a time-dependent (or position/f-dependent)
velocity v .
To solve v and f , we again consider current and potential continuity in the sample,
which now has a metallic phase in addition to YSZ and electrodes. We seek the quasisteady-state solution, which has (a) a constant current flowing through the cathode and
the metallic phase and (b) another constant current flowing through YSZ and the anode.
However, because the oxygen content is lower in the metallic phase than in YSZ, the
current (a) is smaller than the current (b) with the difference made up by the interface
movement, which is equivalent to a convection current.
Since a metal cannot support any electric field, the (interstitial) O2− flux must come
from a gradient of µ O , which is the same as a gradient of µ O because
2-

2
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µ O2- = 1 2 µ O2 + constant where constant = 2µ e . (This does not violate the phase rule, for

the µ O variation is in the single-phase region, not at the two-phase interface.) Thus, the
2

O2− current density is j metal = ec( D k BT ) ¶µ O2 ¶x , where D is the self-diffusivity of O2−
interstitial, k BT has its usual meaning, x is the distance from the cathode, and c is the
concentration of interstitials, which may be plausibly assumed to be constant because the
suboxide is likely to be defect-rich and a fast oxygen conductor itself. Therefore, at the
quasi-steady

state,

¶µ O2 / ¶x

must

be

constant

and

may

be

replaced

by

Dµ O2 (1 - f ) L = (µ cO2 - µ¢O2 ) (1 - f ) L . Meanwhile, as the metallic phase grows, to
support the same applied voltage the electric field must increase in YSZ, which increases
the current density j YSZ = -sO2- Df / fL . Here, Df is related to V by

V = Df + (µ¢¢O2 - µ cO2 ) 4e

(2-5)

which is different from Eq. (2-2) because the Fermi level in the metal is constant. Lastly,
the mismatch between j metal and j YSZ determines the velocity of the interface, across
which there is an excess oxygen concentration DC . (YSZ, being 0.92ZrO2+0.08Y2O3,
has about 1 more oxygen every cation than the suboxide, although the exact value of DC
depends on the valence of Y in the suboxide, some conducting ones may offer a much
smaller DC .22-23) That is, the interface movement help ensure O2− continuity from the
metallic phase to YSZ.
The above consideration of current and potential continuity gives the following
solution of v
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metal
ù é ¢¢
ù
é ¢
ùû + éë(µ cO2 - µ air
v(2eDC ) = (µ Oc2 - µ air
O2 ) ë (1 k ) + (1 - f ) L k
O2 ) + 4eV û ë1 k + fL 4e s O2- û (2-6)

where k metal is a shorthand for ec( D k BT ) . It can be shown that, at f = 1 , v = 0 when
V = V c , which reduces to the steady-state solution obtained in Eq. (2-7). When V > V c ,

v is always positive meaning f must decrease with time, starting from t = 0 , given by

dt = - L df v . Using v( f ,V ) of Eq. (2-6) and integrating, we obtain f (t ) and the
lifetime t , the time it takes for f to go from 1 to 0. In the above, only mass continuity
for O2− was considered. But in the cathode and the metallic suboxide there is also an
injected electronic current density of a magnitude vDC , which does not require any
voltage because it passes through a metal. The injected electronic current is completely
used up to convert Zr4+ in YSZ to Zr2+ in ZrO at the metal-YSZ interface, so it does not
continue into YSZ. The solution is now complete.
The solution df dt can be cast into a dimensionless form in terms of a characteristic
*
YSZ 0
c
V * , where
voltage, V * = (µ air
O2 - µ O2 ) 4e , and a characteristic time, t = ( LA2eDC ) R

RYSZ 0 = L AsO2- is the resistance of undegraded YSZ of a cross section A, and LA2eDC
is the total amount of charge required to convert ZrO2 to ZrO. The dimensionless solution
is

- df d (t / t * ) = -1 ( R cathode R YSZ0 + (1 - f ) R metal R YSZ0 ) + (V / V * - 1) ( R anode R YSZ0 + f ) (2-7)
In the above, t t * is the reduced time, V / V * is the reduced voltage, 1 4eLk ¢A is R cathode ,

1 4eLk ¢¢A for R anode , and R metal = L 4ek metal A is the (diffusion) resistance of ZrO of the
same dimension as the original YSZ.
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(

) (c + f ) ,

*
*
This equation has the form of - df d (t / t ) = -1 ( a + (1 - f )b ) + V / V - 1

so the critical voltage for getting a nonnegative df dt is V c V * = 1 + c a + 1 a , which
reduces to Eq. (2-4), as expected. From this simple form, we can immediately identify
two limiting cases: (i) perfect cathode ( R cathode = 0 ) giving a = 0 , which has no resistance
degradation; (ii) blocked cathode giving 1 a = 0 , which as mentioned before is a special
case and the degradation starts at zero voltage. For any other value of a, at V V * greater
than 1 + c a + 1 a , we can integrate Eq. (2-7) to obtain f (t t * ) , which is the YSZ
resistance at time t divided by its initial value R YSZ0 . It should be very close to

R(t ) R(0) = r , the reduced slab resistance, which is the slab resistance at time t, R (t ) ,
divided by its initial value R(0) . Below, we will simplify the notation by writing R (t ) as
R , R(0) as Ro , and r = R Ro .

We have plotted the numerical solutions of r in Figure 2.3 for a number of cases.
They clearly show a generic shape of accelerated degradation (Figure 2.3a), a very
pronounced effect of increasing c (namely increasing R anode ) on slowing down
degradation, and a lack of effect of changing b (namely changing R metal ). Although not
shown here, we also verified that the degradation kinetics is relatively insensitive to a, as
long as it does not fall to the two extremes mentioned above. The above finding is further
confirmed by the plots of “lifetime” t in Figure 2.3b. This time increases with c but is
very insensitive to a and b. Not surprisingly, it always rapidly decreases with V.
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Figure 2.3 Predicted (a) f vs. reduced time and (b) t vs. reduced voltage with parameter
c (i.e., R anode R YSZ0 ) having a much stronger effect than parameter b. Note: f is
essentially the fractional (or normalized) resistance, R Ro . In all cases a = 1 .

2.3 Experiments
2.3.1 Experimental procedure
We performed over 330 HALT on 8YSZ single crystals (MTI Corp., Richmond, CA)
and polycrystals (with a grain size 1.9 µm and a relative density better than 96%), tested
from 200°C to 500°C. In most cases, test bars of two lengths, 5 and 10 mm, with a width
of 1.6 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm, and with two electrodes covering the two ends on
the top face (Figure 2.2), were used. In the remaining tests, 0.5 mm thick disks with
electrodes on two opposite flats were used. These electrodes were made by applying a
pure Pt paste (Fuel Cell Materials, Lewis Center, OH) to the sample surface, followed by
annealing at 1000°C for 2 h. Most tests were conducted in air, from 200-440°C, in a
furnace or on a hot plate. The latter setting facilitated in situ observations using a video
camera, sometimes aided by additional lenses and/or a thermal camera. Hot-plate tests
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were also performed to observe oxygen bubble evolution, by immersing the sample in a
silicone fluid, which has a high flash point (314-359°C depending on the composition)
and excellent oxygen solubility and permeability. Generally speaking, the degradation
kinetics increased with temperature and electric field, and all the results and observations
were broadly consistent with each other, so only a summary is provided below.
Additional video clips on oxygen bubble evolution, black band propagation and
recession, and sample flashing at the end of the degradation test are also provided in the
online version of this manuscript.26 Finally, similar to what Waser et al. had reported1-3,
we found considerable scatter of the degradation time t and the initial resistance Ro , and
within the scatter no systematic difference between polycrystals and single crystals was
apparent.

2.3.2 Generic degradation curves
Degradation curves shown in Figure 2.4 have a generic shape with three stages. In
stage I, the resistance degradation accelerates and the r (t ) curve has a concave downward
curvature similar to those in Figure 2.3a. This stage becomes very short when
degradation is too fast. In stage II, deceleration takes hold and the r (t ) curve has a
concave upward curvature. In stage III, acceleration resumes and the r (t ) curve has a
concave downward curvature falling toward r = 0 . To arrest the final breakdown, we
often set a current compliance of either 0.2 A or 0.02 A, and the same compliance was
used at different temperatures despite the initial resistance Ro is strongly temperature
dependent, e.g., ~10 MW at 325°C and ~400 MW at 250°C. With the latter setting and an
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applied voltage of 200 V, the resistance at 325-350°C typically stayed on the order of 105
W during stage II, then descended rapidly spending a brief time on the 104 W range in
stage III before reaching a resistance of 2 – 5 kW when the compliance was triggered,
upon which the voltage between the electrodes immediately dropped by some 40-60%.

Figure 2.4 Representative degradation curves in R Ro and time. Stage I is most evident
in (a), least in (b). All samples tested under 200 V. (a) has Pt wire as anode. (b) and (c)
use Pt paste on both electrodes.

2.3.3 Blackening does not equal metallic conduction
Electro-coloration occurs in YSZ because of electron association with point defects,
forming color centers, and very evident blackening can be produced without destroying
the crystal structure (up to 3 mol% extra oxygen vacancies).20,28,29 During HALT, we
always observed various degrees of blackening initiating from the cathode and
propagating toward the anode. Often, the black region was first confined to one or two
fingers (Figure 2.5a), but by the end of the test the entire YSZ was invariably black. The
blackened region is not necessarily metallic. This is evident from Figure 2.5a-b in which
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the tips of one or more blackened fingers have already reached the anode, yet the overall
resistance degradation is <30% in the case of Figure 2.5a and <20% in the case of
Figure 2.5b. If the blackened region were indeed metallic, then it would have shorted the
two electrodes and the resistance would have dropped drastically, which is not seen in
Figure 2.5a-b.
Nevertheless, in stage III, most of the blackened region is likely metallic. If we
assume the metallic region also begins in a finger-like manner before gradually widening
and branching out, then we may regard the former stage as the growth stage and the latter
stage the “coarsening” stage. Electrically, the growth stage is like extending a metallic
element from cathode to anode, which results in a short circuit and a drastic resistance
drop, while the coarsening stage is like widening the cross section of the short circuit,
which causes a gradual and progressively less severe decrease of the already small
resistance. This explains the opposite concavity of Stage I and II, the former
corresponding to the growth stage, the latter the coarsening stage.
Fingering is a well-known instability in first-order phase transitions.20,30,31 Its
appearance means that our simple theory that assumes one-dimensional growth is not
strictly valid because the actual electric field, current, and diffusional fluxes are all
concentrated at the fingertip, which is a three-dimensional problem.30 Therefore, despite
the same physics, the actual growth of the finger should be much faster than predicted by
our theory.
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Figure 2.5 Blackening photographed at early stage of degradation in (a) a single crystal
tested at 335°C and 200 V to r = 0.75 with dark fingers already reaching the anode, and
(b) a polycrystalline tested at 300°C and 200 V to r = 0.8 with almost complete
blackening.

2.3.4 Direct evidence of metallic phase
Direct evidence of a metallic region growing from the cathode was provided by the
following “field-cool” experiment. In field-cool, the test was terminated but the voltage
was kept while the sample was allowed to cool. The voltage was later removed at low
temperature and the electrodes were next removed to examine the areas underneath. As
shown in Figure 2.6, the area beneath the anode is black but not beneath the cathode.
This asymmetry is explained by forming a metallic phase next to the cathode but not the
anode. Specifically, if a metallic “sheath” forms to surround the leading edge of the
cathode, it will shield the electric field from the rear side of the cathode and will, in
effect, move the electrode to the front edge of the metallic region. So there is no
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blackening of the entire cathode region. In contrast, lacking any metallic phase next to it,
the entire anode serves as a collector plate receiving electric current and field that
emanate from the front of the metallic region; this produces blackening of the entire
anode region.
When “zero-field-cool” was used instead, we found no black region underneath
either electrodes. This suggests that it is rather easy to destroy the color centers, at least
near the anode. This is not surprising. The near-anode region is mostly ionic YSZ having
a nearly constant concentration of oxygen vacancies and very few electrons/holes, so it
serves as a source of oxygen vacancies and sink of electrons and holes, which promotes
the dissociation of the electron-defect complexes.
Curiously, after the compliance control was triggered, we often observed some
regions, side by side to the blackest band, became less black or even turned white
(Figure 2.7). At this stage, the blackest band is no doubt metallic. So it can electrically
unload the nearby less metallic (or even insulating) region and become the sink of latter’s
electrons and holes. This is similar to the case of “zero-field cool/anneal”, which explains
why the white region can reappear at such late stage of degradation.
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Figure 2.6 Photographs of a single crystal degraded at 350°C and 200 V, then field
cooled under 200 V to room temperature, shown with Pt electrodes (a) intact and (b)
removed at room temperature. A dark region exists beneath the anode but not the
cathode.
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Figure 2.7 Serial photographs of a single crystal taken during a degradation test
conducted in silicone fluid at 280°C under 200 V. Already completely black at 1340 s,
the crystal developed a white band near the upper edge of cathode by 2700 s that
continued to grow at later times (5400 and 12500 s). Increased “noise” in electrical signal
is due to convection disturbances developing over time.

2.3.5 Electrode resistance
Because only the leading edge of cathode is electrically active whereas the entire
area of anode is, one expects R cathode much larger than R anode . The large anode area
available also makes it more likely to behave as a perfect electrode, while the opposite
holds for the cathode. This was confirmed by two experiments. First, we performed
HALT inside a silicone fluid, and directly observed bubble formation from the anode
(Figure 2.8a). As the resistance degraded over time and the current increased, so were
the number of bubbles formed (Figure 2.8b). Oxygen bubbling was successfully
observed over the temperature range of 235-290°C, and it provided unequivocal evidence
of an efficient anode capable of emitting oxygen gas, unlike the blocked electrodes on
titanates at comparable HALT temperatures.1,2
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Figure 2.8 Serial photographs of a single crystal taken during a degradation test (see
current-time trace on lower left) conducted in silicone fluid at 260°C under 200 V.
Bubbles (circled) found in all photographs, increasing in numbers with time (see number
statistics on lower right) but some even appearing after electric field was off. Although
bubbles all originated from the anode, they often were attached to the sample edge,
growing and migrating until becoming big enough to detach. Increased “noise” in
electrical signal is due to convection disturbances developing over time.

Second, we performed three sets of HALT with electrodes of different “goodness”:
(a) both electrodes were Pt-plated areas, (b) anode was fully Pt-plated but cathode was a
single Pt wire-loop (see schematic in Figure 2.9), and (c) cathode was fully Pt-plated but
anode was a single Pt wire-loop. In Figure 2.9, we found (c) alone slows down the
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degradation significantly, whereas (a) and (b) are almost indistinguishable. This may be
understood as follows. First, since only the leading edge of a fully plated cathode is
electrically effective whereas its trailing side is electrically shielded, a fully plated
cathode is not very different from a single wire-loop, hence relatively little difference
between (a) and (b). Second, since the full area of the plated anode in (a) is a collector
plate, it has a much lower R anode than (c). Therefore, (a) = (b) but (c) is different. Lastly,
just as predicted by our theory, (c) delays degradation: this is the case of small k ¢¢ hence
a large R anode , which gives the curves of large c (i.e., large R anode ) in Figure 2.3a-b.
Although the cathode is in effect an “edge electrode” and has a large R cathode , its
efficiency is not zero. This is because at low voltages, the resistance of our samples is
Ohmic giving no indication of the influence of an electrode overpotential. Indeed, the
sample resistance agrees quite well with the literature data of O2− conductivity suggesting
there is enough electrode efficiency overall to support a normal O2− flow. Therefore,
metallic phase only forms above a critical voltage when the cathode µ¢O has dropped to
2

µ cO2 .
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Figure 2.9 Resistance vs time plots for 6 single crystals samples tested at 325°C and 200
V with 3 different electrode configurations schematically shown by insets.

2.3.6 Critical voltage
To determine the critical voltage, we used a single crystal and repeatedly recorded its
resistance degradation curve from r = 1 to r = 0.3 at 325°C under different voltages.
Between repeated runs, the voltage was reduced to 7.5 V and held for 100 s, which was
enough for the resistance to recover to the same initial value Ro ; after that a new voltage
was applied. The procedure was performed in both an increasing voltage sequence and a
decreasing voltage sequence, and the measured degradation rates in the two sequences
were averaged and shown in Figure 2.10. The data extrapolate to ~16 V at zero
degradation, which is taken to be the critical voltage V c .
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Figure 2.10 Average degradation rate dr dt during the first 20 seconds of degradation of
a single crystal at 325°C and 15 to 125 V. The range of r covered was from 1 to 0.33,
with most from 1 to 0.5. No degradation apparent at V < V c = 16.1 V .

2.3.7 Degradation curves have invariant features despite large scatter
Our theory suggests that r against t / Ro should be relatively invariant. This is
cathode
c
because t * ! R YSZ0 , and if µ air
, R anode , and R metal
O2 - µ O2 is relatively constant and R

are all small compared to R YSZ0 , then Eq. (2-7) predicts a universal curve for r against

t / Ro . Since R YSZ0 is a strong function of temperature, for example it is 10 MW at 325°C
and 400 MW at 250°C, checking this prediction at different temperature would provide a
non-trivial test. This is shown in Figure 2.11 for four sets of r - t / Ro data recorded in
one single crystal from 250°C to 325°C under the same voltage of 125 V. (Between
measurements at different temperatures, the crystal was unloaded to 0 V and heated to
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325oC and held there for 5 min until Ro recovered to the expected initial value of an
undegraded sample.) These curves vary in time by less than 3×, compared to the 40×
variation of Ro , thus lending some support to the idea that they are temperature
insensitive.

Figure 2.11 Normalized resistance r versus normalized time, t Ro , curves for a single
crystal tested at 125 V at 4 temperatures.

On the other hand, even at the same test temperature and voltage, we observed a
large scatter of t in HALT, also reported for titanates.1-3 Most of the variation appeared
in the latter part of stage II and stage III, which consumes most of the lifetime as apparent
from Figure 2.4. This is illustrated in Figure 2.12 for a number of HALT at 325°C. It
can be seen that the spread of the initial portion of the curves (stage I and early stage II)
shown in the inset is relatively smaller than that of the latter portion (later stage II and
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stage III) in Figure 2.12a. This is further quantified in Figure 2.12b, which plots the
ratio of the standard deviation (SD) of time at the same r over the mean of such time.
The spread reaches a minimum at r = 0.7 and increases very rapidly below r = 0.4 .
(Because t = 0 at r = 1 , the ratio is undefined there.)

Figure 2.12 (a) Normalized resistance r versus normalized time t Ro for 6 samples
(single crystal) tested at 325°C and 200 V. Inset: same curves from r = 1 to 0.45. (b)
Ratio of standard deviation (SD) to mean of the normalized time at a given r.

2.3.8 Resistance degradation ends in a flash
In most cases, the HALT ended in a spectacular flash as in Figure 2.13a. The flash
started from the anode side but soon the entire section between the two electrodes lit up
to red hot, which could continue indefinitely under a compliance control. Because
electrode protrusion is a field/current concentrator, it often initiated the flash, Figure
2.13b. Sometimes the flash was terminated prematurely because the anode had popped
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off, which “quenched” the sample and left a blackened region with a white spot at the
protrusion (Figure 2.13c), indicating the color centers there had been annealed away.
Samples with a long flash (under compliance) in effect experienced full annealing, so
they were largely white or colorless when examined later. Some degraded samples did
not end with a flash because of loss of anode adhesion during late degradation. Similar
anode degradation and decohesion due to oxygen bubble formation, at the anode/YSZ
interface and inside YSZ nearby, has also been reported in solid oxide electrolyzer
cells,25,32-34 which are electrically loaded in the same manner as in our HALT except for
at much higher temperature.
Flash occurs because the power dissipated in the device, V 2 / R , essentially increases
without bound toward the end of HALT. Because YSZ is responsible for almost all the
resistance, all the power is consumed in YSZ of a length fL that is nearly proportional to
R . Thus, the power density in YSZ is proportional to (V R) 2 or (current) 2 or 1 f 2 . As
r! f

approaches zero, the power density becomes unbounded and focused at the

remaining insulating YSZ “bridge” next to the anode, which leads to thermal runaway.
Once the “bridge” flashes, heat is conducted through the metallic suboxide to the rest of
the sample, and the sample works like a Nernst lamp of a power V 2 / R .
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Figure 2.13 (a) A single crystal tested at 425°C lighting a flash throughout the entire area
between the electrodes. This sample was transparent after cooling. (b) A polycrystalline
sample tested at 335°C forming a hot spot next to a protrusion on the anode. (c) A
polycrystalline tested at 300°C leaving a white spot in an otherwise black sample
quenched after initial flash, at the white-spot location, because of anode detachment.

2.3.9 Degraded sample manifests metal-insulator transition
To better capture the flash and to define the conducting state of severely degraded
samples, we added a serial load resistance RL to the test circuit to limit the maximum
current to V RL . We repeatedly degraded a single crystal at 350°C under 200 V until the
circuit resistance reached 2RL , i.e., the sample resistance no less than RL , then let the
sample field-cool from 350°C to 40°C. (In the case of RL = 51 kW , the test was
terminated when the the resistance reached 210 kW .) We found flash when RL < 7kW .
When RL ³ 8kW , there was no flash, and stage III as well as the total time to degrade was
greatly lengthened, by 10× or more, because voltage must be shared with the load. As
shown in Figure 2.14, the resistance initially rises slowly below 350°C, which is a
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behavior commonly found in “bad metals” that have temperature-insensitive carrier
concentrations but temperature-sensitive scattering by very high densities of defects or
impurities (such as oxygen and oxygen vacancy). But this came to a sudden end at a
temperature Tc when the resistance abruptly increased by up to 5 orders of magnitude,
after that the temperature dependence steepens remarkably, which is the behavior of an
insulator. We suggest this transition, some occurring at multiple Tc in Figure 2.14, is a
result of a strong random potential (presumably from the oxygen impurities/vacancies in
the metallic suboxide) that is known to cause electron localization below Tc .35 The first Tc
during cooling generally increases with RL , suggesting a less stable metallic state if it has
more defects and impurities. Interestingly, if the sample after flashing was instead cooled
under an instrument-set compliance of 0.02 A (nominally corresponding to the current

V 2 RL expected for RL = 5 kW ), then it remained in the metallic state all the way
down to 40°C (Figure 2.14, broken curve). So a current can maintain a metallic state,
which was previously seen in a ruthenate.36 These results reflect the precarious nature of
the electronic state in the presence of a random potential in a highly defective suboxide
that no doubt also sees some oxygen diffusion and continuous pumping away of oxygen
during the initial part of cooling. Lastly, once the insulator state was obtained during
cooling, heating it back up still under the same voltage did not return it to the metallic
state (inset of Figure 2.14), i.e., the metal-to-insulator transition is irreversible.
Additional data plots recording resistance and temperature vs time are provided in the online version of this manuscript.26
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Figure 2.14 Temperature dependence of the resistance of a degraded (200 V at 350°C)
single crystal cooled after resistance reaching 2RL , hence with a flash at RL < 7 kW or
without a flash at RL > 7 kW . Schematic above plot shows circuit. Also shown is the
dependence when cooled after current reaching a compliance limit of 0.02 A, which was
maintained during cooling. Inset: Insulator does not return to metal in reheating when in
series with RL = 5 kW .

The above results, despite the complications that YSZ is a fast oxygen conductor and
the precarious metallic phase is prone to transitions to insulators during annealing or
cooling, have firmly established the fact that the conducting path between the two
electrodes must have become entirely metallic once the resistance has degraded enough
to flash. Even if a flash did not actually occur but the degradation was brought to near
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completion, then on the conducting path the last remaining “bridge” next to the anode is
still metallic although it easily transforms to an insulator during cooling. (Therefore, postmortem examination at room temperature, which sees only an insulating behavior, would
have missed the metallic property that invariably emerges after severe degradation.)
Regarding the metal-to-insulator transition, it is not clear where it happens. It could be
next to the anode, next to the cathode (the µ O is higher there, Figure 2.2b, and white
2

bands appeared there in Figure 2.7), or at multiple sections (which may account for the
multiple transitions seen in Figure 2.14).

2.3.10 Repeating HALT can reduce data scatter
Because fingering is an instability30, there is much inherent variability in its
morphology, subsequently inherited by coarsening and branching, which could cause a
large variability in the later part of stage II. The experiment on flash and the resistance
state of the degraded sample further suggests that “breaking the final bridge” next to the
anode is also highly variable, depending on the local voltage and current, which could
add additional variability to stage III and t . Indeed, a slight increase in RL caused t to
increase by 10×. However, we found much less variability if the same sample was
repeatedly degraded under the same voltage, after rejuvenation by an intermediate
annealing after each test. To further reduce the possibility of voltage shock, we also
ramped up the voltage gradually, over 600 s, in the beginning of each test. In Figure
2.15, the results of 66 tests from 15 repeatedly tested samples are summarized in terms of

Ro and t , counting the time from the end of the initial voltage ramp (at 600 s) to the start
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of the 0.02 A compliance. Their standard deviation appears to narrow with repeated tests,
which suggests that the large scatter previously seen in Figure 2.12a-b was mostly due to
sample to sample variation because of differences in defect distribution, Ro , electrode
condition, surface condition, etc. In addition, in the same sample with the same
current/field concentrators and especially after repeated testing, it is possible that
fingering may initiate at the same locations and develop into a similar morphology, which
sets the stage for relatively similar coarsening and final flashing.
Remarkably, we found the convergence achieved by repeated testing and annealing
was destroyed after a new test condition was adopted, for example testing at a different
temperature. Therefore, once the converging path is upset, variability resumes. This
observation strongly suggests that variability is closely related to fingering or flashing
instability, which can initiate in a different way under a different test condition.

Figure 2.15 Average and scatter (bar) of Ro (red) and t (black) to reach the compliance
limit of 0.02 A for 15 8YSZ single crystals repeatedly tested at 325°C and 200 V for 6
times. Scatter in both t and Ro decreases with test run.
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2.4 Discussion
2.4.1

μ cO2 and V c for metal-insulator conversion

Charge neutrality, a large band gap, and disparate formation energies of different
lattice defects rather strictly define the stoichiometry of insulating 8YSZ.37,38 Therefore,
pumping out more oxygen than letting into it unavoidably renders it unstable,
decomposing into a suboxide starting at the cathode. Our study has established the
suboxide is metallic, and the movement of the metal-insulator interface controls the
resistance degradation, which ends in a total conversion into a metallic suboxide.
(Because of fingering, the entire sample may not be metallic but at least there is a
continuous stretch of metallic suboxide from cathode to anode.) Although the conversion
speed is complicated by transport considerations in both phases and at both electrodes
being sensitively dependent on their local geometries and atomistic kinetics, the
conversion thermodynamics is straightforward and can be easily understood in terms of
the phase rule using a simple model outlined in our theory. In this model, we estimated
c
PO c2 and µ O2 by the PO2 and µ O2 that raise the Fermi energy of electrons in the ionic

YSZ to the Fermi level in the metallic phase. From the formation energy of ZrO2, one
obtains the electrolytic voltage of 2 V, which is the difference between the Fermi energy
in Zr metal and that in ZrO2. (This value much less than the band gap of YSZ, which at
the standard state is p-type with a band gap of ~6 eV.) So the upper bound of -µ cO2 is 8
eV using Eq. (1a) that sets 1/ 2Dµ O + 2Dµ e = Dµ O = 0 . The actual value may be
2

2-

evaluated by measuring the electromotive force (emf) of an open circuit, which is
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(µ¢¢O2 - µ cO2 ) 4e after forming the metallic phase. However, at the lower temperatures
used in our experiments, this emf is difficult to measure. But Janek and Korte reported an
emf between 2.0 V and 2.5 V at 500°C in a sample with a completely blocked cathode20,
which is consistent with the above estimate.
While µ cO2 is a thermodynamic quantity, V c is completely kinetic in nature and
ranges from zero with a completely blocked cathode to infinity with a zero-resistance
cathode. The latter case corresponds to a O2− solid-electrolyte device with perfect
electrodes: such device is transparent to the O2− flux. The former case of a completely
blocked cathode will see immediate formation of the metallic phase at the cathode,
because no matter how small the ionic current is, it will deplete oxygen and render some
YSZ unstable. This was the case studied by Janek and Korte.20 Although they did not
report any quantitative data, they described that at 10 V a polycrystal YSZ had a blackfront velocity about 1/10th of that at 100 V, and 1/50th of that at 500 V. These numbers
are consistent with V c = 0 .

2.4.2 Finger-like growth
Because V c = 0 , a small voltage such as 10 V was enough to drive black-front
growth in Janek and Korte’s experiment.20 At this voltage, the growth velocity was very
low and the growth front had a very slight curvature. However, at 100 V and 500 V, they
also observed finger-like morphology from the very beginning of the experiments. This is
consistent with our experience in which blackening invariably initiated with a finger or
two.
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At the tip of a relatively slender finger, the electric field, charge and O2− diffusion
fluxes are all concentrated at the tip and have a radial dependence of a/(radial distance)
where a is the tip radius.30 This means that the effective transport length (L in our theory)
is essentially reduced to a. Thus, the local electric field is much stronger and the tip
growth rate much faster than predicted in our one-dimensional theory.

2.4.3 Scaling laws for resistance degradation
Notwithstanding the above complications, our central prediction (Figure 2.3a) that
the resistance degradation curve scales with t / Ro seems supported by the data (Figure
2.11). This result is rederived below using the following simplified argument, which
relates the growth of the metal-insulator interface to the O2− current in the insulating YSZ
only. Equating the increment of metallic phase advancement vdt = - Ldf , which requires
a charge removal rate of 2eDC per unit volume when the volume is converted from YSZ
to the metallic phase, to the charge transported by the O2− current density in YSZ during
YSZ
the same time increment, j dt = (sO2-V fL)dt , we have -(2eDC ) Ldf = (sO V fL)dt .
2-

Further approximating f = r = R / Ro , we obtain dr 2 dt = -(V / Ro ) ( LAeDC ) . Using
values appropriate for 8YSZ and ZrO in our sample, we estimate at 325°C a
characteristic degradation time of the order of 104 s. We expect it shortened by about 10×
because fingering enables a much shorter transport length than the sample length.
Another 10× reduction is possible if DC is much smaller as will be discussed in the last
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subsection. These considerations will bring the expected degradation times into
agreement with the observed ones.
The above result also captures the essence of Figure 2.3a and Figure 2.11. The stage
I of the generic degradation curve should be a decreasing parabola, starting at its peak at
r = 1 and t = 0 , and ending in a steep drop to r = 0 at a t of the order of Ro LAeDC V .

Because of this the r - t Ro curves at different temperatures under the same V and
sample geometry (L and A) should be invariant. Note, however, that t will increase with
L even under the same nominal electric field V L and current density V ARo , because
when the same interface velocity v obtained at the same field and current density, dr dt
still diminishes with L because Ro ! L . Therefore, at the same field and current density,
the fractional resistance degradation is much more severe in thinner samples, and one
must exercise caution when using the HALT data of bulk samples to predict the lifetime
of thin devices, e.g., the forming time of resistance memory.

2.4.4 Flash sintering
The unfailing observation of a flash that ended the HALT is obviously relevant to
flash sintering, which uses the flash to effect rapid densification of green bodies. In
broader terms, flash sintering with the sample (a green body) placed under a constant
voltage is practiced in two ways. In the first method, flash is brought about by a constant
(furnace) heating rate (just like a Nernst lamp that needs auxiliary preheating), and we
have shown that the sufficient condition for starting the flash39,40, which we interpret as a
thermal runaway41, is when the Joule heating power exceeds the furnace heating power.
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(Materials studied in the literature all found their flash temperatures Ton varying within a
factor of two, so their furnace heating power being proportional to Ton4 vary within a
factor of 12.5 at Ton . Not surprisingly, their power densities at Ton all lie within a narrow
range as if there is a “universal” critical power density.42) A variation of this practice is to
again add auxiliary heating using a conducting die, which we also treated elsewhere.43 In
the second method10, the sample is held at a constant temperature, and the flash occurs
after a certain waiting time just as in our HALT. (Indeed, YSZ—though 3YSZ instead of
8YSZ—is the most popular material studied for flash sintering.) Our work suggests that
flash in the second method is also a thermal runaway phenomenon, but it happens
because the sample resistance has decreased by orders of magnitude by the YSZ-to-metal
conversion, and what ignites the flash is the last “bridge” to the anode that bears nearly
all the Joule heating power in the circuit. Note that if the flash is not immediately
terminated or after the flash the sample remains at high temperature for an extended time,
then all traces of metallicity including the black color will disappear during “zero-field
cool,” due to reoxidation, as observed in our flashed samples. This speaks to the
importance of the following designs in our study, in situ work and monitoring resistance
change during cooling under various conditions, and the use of an intermediate
temperature to minimize random diffusion of oxygen.

2.4.5 Related work
Several related YSZ studies are briefly commented below. First, concerning flash
sintering, Kirchheim proposed a theory, similar to that of Waser et al. for titanates1-3, and
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suggested YSZ is a p-n junction with predominantly electronic conduction when both
electrodes are ion-blocking allowing O2−/ VO×× to redistribute.44 Our oxygen bubbling
experiment was expressly conducted to disprove it: anode is not blocking even at
relatively low temperatures. Also, without incurring a phase transition it is
thermodynamically impossible for YSZ to have more electrons/holes than VO×× and
become an electronic conductor. Grimley et al. interpreted Joule heating in a flashing
8YSZ in terms of electronic conductivity in the sample, which is again unrealistic without
a phase transition for the same reason.45 Third, West and coworkers46,47 found a gradual
(within a few minutes at 471-556oC) and large resistance decrease (2-5×) when 8YSZ
was subject to a positive voltage (0-20 V) or an oxidizing atmosphere (O2 vs. N2), which
they attributed to O2− oxidation near the anode. However, in Figure 2.9, at our test
temperature, we did not observe any resistance decrease in the samples with a large

R anode , which would have made anode more oxidizing.
Our direct confirmation that oxygen depletion can easily convert YSZ to a metal is
relevant to several melt processing methods involving high-energy heating and rapid
quenching in an oxygen-lean environment, presumably losing much oxygen in the
process. They include laser23,48 and electron beam melting49, yielding a bulk-like zirconia
of a substantially similar crystal structure as 8YSZ, but with a distinct black color, severe
narrowing of optical band gap, and metallic DC conductivity that also reverts back to
insulating upon modest reheating in air.23 First-principles calculation motivated by the
observations found a much smaller band gap in ZrO1.75 than in ZrO2.23 (Evidence of lower
valence Zr cations was recently reported.50) In our experiments, along the length between
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cathode and anode more than one suboxide may well exist, in the order of increasing
oxygen content and separated by a set of two-phase interfaces following the phase rule.
Importantly, because their oxygen contents are closer to that of 8YSZ than the monoxide
we assumed, their DC is smaller and less oxygen depletion is needed for their growth,
hence a faster degradation rate is expected. Also, important to note is the role of rapid
quenching, without which the suboxides would have reoxidized during cooling from the
melt state. In this regard, it seems plausible that during forming of resistance memory,
rapid quenching made possible by the nanoscale sample size and the low forming
temperature can more readily retain the metallic phase. This again speaks to the need of
using relatively low temperatures in our experiment. Indeed, at higher temperatures,
because of ready exchange with atmospheric oxygen, similar electrical tests failed to
produce any resistance degradation even when conducted at much larger ionic current
densities and with evidence of strong electrode polarization.31,32,51,52

2.5 Conclusions
(1) A thermodynamic and kinetic theory for resistance degradation under a DC voltage is
proposed for 8YSZ, which does not have totally ion-blocking electrodes as in
perovskite titanates.
(2) Above a kinetics-dependent critical voltage, 8YSZ loses oxygen and turns metallic
starting from the cathode side. At larger voltages, the metallic phase takes the form of
fingers that grow and coarsen, turning YSZ black and eventually providing a
completely metallic path ending the test in a thermally runaway flash.
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(3) Besides temperature and electric field, the largest effect on degradation kinetics
comes from anode kinetics and initial resistance. Size is important: at the same
temperature and electrical field, thin films degrade proportionally faster.
(4) Part or all of the metallic phase may undergo a diffusionless metal-insulator transition
below a critical temperature Tc , which is state dependent, reflecting the precarious
nature of the metallic phase in a highly defective YSZ. In a field-dependent manner,
black YSZ can also revert to a colorless insulator by defect/electron/hole diffusion at
a modest temperature. Therefore, post-mortem examination may not reveal the
metallic character of the post-degradation state.
(5) While there is a large scatter in degradation kinetics, the degradation time generally
scales with the initial resistance, and the scatter becomes smaller when repeating the
same test in the same sample. However, restarting the test in the same sample under a
different test condition will reintroduce the large scatter, which strongly suggests that
degradation kinetics are inherently statistical because of fingering and flashing
instability.
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Chapter 3 DC Electrical Degradation of Strontium Titanate
Reprinted (readapted) with permission from Alvarez A, Chen IW. DC Resistance
Degradation of SrTiO3: The Role of Virtual-Cathode Needles and Oxygen Bubbles. J Am
Ceram Soc. 2021;00:00.

Synopsis
This study of highly accelerated lifetime tests of SrTiO3, a model semiconducting
oxide, is motivated by the interest in reliable multilayer ceramic capacitors and
resistance-switching thin-film devices. Our analytical solution to oxygen-vacancy
migration under a DC voltage—the cause of resistance degradation in SrTiO3—agrees
with previous numerical solutions. Yet all solutions fail to explain why degradation
kinetics feature a very strong voltage dependence, which we attribute to the nucleation
and growth of cathode-initiated fast-conducting needles. While they have no color
contrast in SrTiO3 single crystals, hence nominally “invisible,” needle’s presence in DCdegraded samples—in silicone oil and in air—was unambiguously revealed by in-situ
hot-stage photography. Observations in silicone oil and thermodynamic and kinetic
considerations further revealed that copious oxygen bubbling and general reduction mark
the onset of final accelerating degradation toward failure. Conversely, if oxygen
vacancies cannot be sufficiently depleted from the near-anode region to render it
sufficiently conductive, then final failure is postponed, which is often the case at lower
temperatures and voltages when the lifetime tests are incomplete. Remarkably, both
undoped and Fe-doped SrTiO3 can emit electroluminescence at higher current densities,
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thus providing a vivid indicator of resistance degradation and a metal-to-insulator
resistance transition during cooling. The implications of these findings to thin ceramic
and thin-film SrTiO3 devices are discussed, along with connections to similarly DCdegraded fast-ion yttria-stabilized zirconia.

3.1 Introduction
Like most insulators, acceptor-doped perovskite titanates such as SrTiO3 (STO) may
breakdown under a DC voltage ( Df ) or field ( E ). Dielectric breakdown has long been
studied by highly accelerated lifetime tests (HALTs),1-4 which continues today with new
attention to multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCCs)5 and resistance random memory
access memories (ReRAMs)6-8. Collected from bulk samples, HALT data on voltageinduced resistance (R) degradation can inform the lifetime ( t f ) and reliability of thin
ceramic and nano film devices.9-17 HALT is also relevant to flash sintering18-20 of
titanates,21-24 for both phenomena feature an abrupt, huge rise in current density ( J ) and
Joule heating. Therefore, a better understanding of HALT in STO will benefit several
scientific and technological fields.
The stage of current understanding was set by Waser et al.2-4 30 years ago: Titanates
degrade by electromigration of quenched-in oxygen vacancies ( VO×× ), because their
depletion and segregation turn a test piece from a sluggish ionic conductor into a highly
conductive p-n electronic junction. These and later researchers further solved the
electromigration problem (see Section 3.2.2) numerically.4,11-12,14-15 However, the
solutions predict a weak E-dependence of the kinetics (e.g., t f µ E -0.61 11) contrary to the
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strong E-dependence found in experimental data reviewed in Supplementary Table C.1
(Waser’s2-3 included). Thus, something is missing in the current understanding.
This study will present (a) an analytical solution that relates t f to E and other test
and sample parameters, (b) new observations of needle-like short-circuit paths, whose
nucleation and growth can lead to a strong E -dependence of degradation kinetics, and (c)
the thermodynamic and kinetic conditions governing final failure. To reveal needle-like
growth in real time, we tested undoped and Fe-doped single crystals in air and silicone
oil, the latter setting is chosen because it can prevent extraneous electrocoloration that
comes from surface reoxygenation. Like similarly tested Y2O3 (8 mol%)-stabilized
zirconia (8YSZ)25 which is a fast VO×× conductor, degraded STO releases oxygen bubbles
profusely, and it becomes a metal that may further transition to an insulator during
cooling. We further discovered STO can emit current-dependent electroluminescence,
which sends a visual signal for resistance degradation and metal-insulator transition.
These findings will provide new understanding of DC resistance degradation.
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Figure 3.1 (a) Calculated (see Appendix C) s VO , se and sh plus their sum vs PO 2 (its
log value plotted) at 210°C with 5.58×1018 cm-3 Fe concentration. Top: Sample schematic
××
with different conductivity regions. [ Fe¢Ti ] » 2 éë VO ùû in shaded “extrinsic” region and

[ Fe¢Ti ] » éëh × ùû

××
in oval-circled “saturated” region. Quenched-in éë VO ùû as black broken line

sets initial vacancy conductivity and internal PO 2 at arrowed intercept in circled inset.
(b) Sample’s p-i interface at x1 moves to right and i-n interface at x2 moves to left, both
××
×
driven by electromigration of VO×× . Box profiles assumed for éë VO ùû , [ e¢] and éë h ùû . Unless
×
extreme reduction due to O2 degassing has occurred, [ e¢] and éë h ùû are always much
××
lower than éë VO ùû . (c) When x1 = x2 , i-region vanishes, (top) p-n junction forms, and
××
(middle) éë VO ùû redistributing from charge-neutral box profile to straight-line profile

causes space charge ±Q* (shaded in colors) across junction thickness d * , building up
(bottom) junction electric field E * and potential Df* .

3.2 Overview
3.2.1 Defect chemistry and conductivity bifurcation
At the temperature of interest, cations in STO are immobile, and VO×× , though mobile,
are sluggish enough to be quenched from the annealing temperature to the test
temperature. In an ambient environment, quenched-in VO×× dominates the conductivity of
quenched STO and local PO 2 , thus setting the local concentrations of other defects as
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described in Appendix C. Donor-doped STO is highly conductive and cannot be
degraded. So, we studied crystals doped with a mixed-valency-acceptor (Fe) to increase
VO×× concentration ( éë VO ùû ) along with an “undoped” STO with some trace Fe impurity. At
××

the test temperature, both quenched crystals started almost colorless; they acquired a
brown/black color from electro-oxidized Fe4+ during testing.
As in all redox-active oxides, electronic conductivity crossovers from electron
conductivity se dominance (n-type) to hole conductivity s h dominance (p-type) as PO 2
increases in Figure 3.1a. (More plots in Supplementary Figures C.1 – C.4.) At mid-

PO 2 , éë VO×× ùû is limited by Fe-doping, thus a flat VO×× conductivity ( sV ) dominates (“iO

type”). An STO pushed beyond such range is an n-type or p-type semiconductor.11 This
can be achieved by redistributing quenched-in VO×× (dotted black line in the circled inset
of Figure 3.1a), via electromigration, thus altering the local PO 2 in different parts of the
sample. Hence, in addition to the original i-region, HALT can create, in Figure 3.1a-b,
(i) a highly reduced, VO×× -accumulating, Fe3+-rich n-region near the cathode, and (ii) a
highly oxidized, VO×× -depleting, Fe4+-rich (black/brown) p-region near the anode. In each
××
region, although éë VO ùû may not vary much, PO 2 can span a huge range, and the i-region

has an especially sharp PO 2 gradient. Therefore, starting with an initial state at the
bottom of the boat-shaped total conductivity stotal in Figure 3.1a, any carrier-segregation
will lead to a conductivity bifurcation that increases the overall conductivity. As E××
driven, éë VO ùû -mediated carrier segregation and conductivity bifurcation becomes more
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severe, more resistance degradation follows, especially at lower temperatures when the
boat shape looks more extreme. (See Supplementary Figures C.1 – C.4.) Such is the
physics of DC resistance degradation.
In addition to E and (absolute) temperature (T), the severity and lengths (and
kinetics) of different regions in Figure 3.1a-b depend on the length (L), time (t) and
electrode’s ability to block oxygen: ingress at cathode and egress at anode. A huge
increase in J first comes when n- and p-regions impinge each other (Figure 3.1c). It is
followed by the gradual establishment of a purely electronic steady-state J ss , which is
possible if no oxygen exchange is allowed at electrodes. Such state has no oxygen
current, so s V no longer matters. Therefore, the p-n junction must pass through the VO

shape bottom in Figure 3.1a, a minimum in total electronic conductivity where se
intersects s h . However, if oxygen is lost at the anode, then no steady state is obtained,
and eventually the junction along with its conductivity minimum is eliminated: The pregion is gone, the n-region remains, and J increases continuously. Lastly, Figure 3.1a
dictates that a highly reduced n-region is much more conductive than a highly oxidized pregion, the latter’s s h saturating at 5×10-5 W-1cm-1 (oval circle in Figure 3.1a).

3.2.2 Governing equation and scaling law
Since VO×× electromigration sets the local PO 2 and defect concentrations, one must
××
first solve the continuity equation for éë VO ùû under an electric potential f

(

(

¶ éë VO×× ùû ¶t = Ñ • éë VO×× ùû M VO Ñ kT ln éë VO×× ùû + zVO e f
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))

(3-1)

(

)

××
Here, k is the Boltzmann constant, and the entropic force -Ñ kT ln éë VO ùû and electric

(

force -Ñ zVO e f

)

drive electromigration of VO×× with a mobility M V and a charge
O

f
2
zVO e = 2e . While the solution of Eq. (3-1) obeys a scaling law, M VO t µ L , with the

××
failure time t f set as the characteristic time, no other scaling law between f , éë VO ùû , t f

and L holds since Eq. (3-1) is nonlinear.

3.3 Analytical Solution
3.3.1 Degradation kinetics and lifetime
××
Adopting a box-shaped éë VO ùû in Figure 3.1b, we have in effect linearized Eq. (3-1)

and made it solvable. Here the degrading sample is expressed in a normalized coordinate
×
x, its p-region with a hole concentration éë h ùû
i

f

from x = 0 to x1 , i-region with

éë VO×× ùû = éë VO×× ùû from x1 to x2 , and n-region with [ e¢] from x2 to 1. The above
f

concentrations [ d ] (d = h × , e¢ , or VO×× ) are for the conduction-dominant defects only, and
their superscripts (i or f) indicate that their values coincide with the initial (i) or final (f)××
state solution. In solving Eq. (3-1), it suffices to treat éë VO ùû = [ e¢] = 0 in the p-region,

éë h × ùû = [ e¢] = 0 in the i-region, and éë h × ùû = 0 in the n-region where VO×× rises to
f

i

éë VO×× ùû = éë VO×× ùû > éë VO×× ùû . Later, when comparing with numerical solutions, we will
f

××
introduce nonlinearity into éë VO ùû .
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Using similar procedures in Chapter 2,25 we solve the moving interface problem as
follows (details in Appendix C). First, in each region, the conductivity sd from the
respective dominant defect is sd = ( zd e ) M d [ d ] , where M d = Dd kT , with Dd the defect
2

diffusivity and zd e the defect charge. This allows us to determine (i) the respective
resistance of three regions, which form a set of serial resistors, and (ii) the potential drop
in each region subject to the boundary potential: fA at the anode and fC = fA - Df at the
i

××
cathode. Second, using the quenched-in population éë VO ùû and the potential drop in the i××
region, we obtain the VO×× flux j. Third, applying the continuity equation for éë VO ùû at x1

××
and x2 to conserve VO×× across the concentration discontinuities D éë VO ùû1,2 , we obtain

dx1,2 dt = j LD éë VO×× ùû , the speeds at which the two interfaces move toward each other.
1,2
Fourth, integration gives the solution for x1 and x2 . If the resistance of the n-region
which has a very high se is ignored, then the simplified solution is
x1 =

xf æ
t
2æ t
çç1 - 1 - f + g ç f
1- g è
t
èt

i
æ
éë VO×× ùû
x2 = 1 - ç
ç é V×× ù f - é V×× ù i
è ë Oû ë Oû

öö
÷ ÷÷
øø

ö
÷x
÷ 1
ø

(3-2)

(3-3)

Here, x = x f and t = t f are, respectively, where and when the i-region disappears,
f

éë VO×× ùû - éë VO×× ùû
x =
f
éë VO×× ùû
f
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i

(3-4)

æ kT öæ L2
t f = x f (1 + g ) ç
÷ç
ç zV eDf ÷ç 2 DV
O
è O
øè

ö
÷
÷
ø

(3-5)

and g is a constant,
æ z 2 M é V×× ù i
V
V
O
g = ç O O ë fû
2
×
ç z M éh ù
è h hë û

(

i

)

ö
÷ xf
÷
ø

(3-6)

f

××
f
××
××
From the above, we obtain éë VO ùû = 1 - x éë VO ùû , which confirms éë VO ùû conservation.

The current density J being the same throughout the length
J=

s VO Df
t
æt ö
L 1- f + g2 ç f ÷
t
èt ø

(3-7)

has two limiting values

J

t =0

J t =t f =

=

sVO Df
L

sVO Df
gL

sh Df
xf L

=

(3-8a)

(3-8b)

with
i

sVO = zV2O e2 éë VO×× ùû M VO
f

(3-9)

sh = zh2 e 2 éë h × ùû M h

(3-10)

g=J

(3-11)

It also follows
t =0

J

t =t f

<< 1

which completes the solution.
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J ( t failure ) = 10 J t =0 ,2 we find t failure

Defining failure in HALT as

almost

indistinguishable from t f (see Figure 3.2a). In the highly oxidized p-region in Figure
3.1a, s h saturates at a value ~2500× higher than s V

O

g = J t = 0 J t =t f

in the i-region. Therefore,

should be 10-2 to 10-4 for HALT with a fully degraded sample.

Experimentally-measured ratios should be even more extreme because, toward t failure or
t f , J is already highly non-Ohmic due to inelastic electron collisions and Joule heating,

which creates more carriers and different mobilities. The above consideration will be
used to judge whether, at t failure or t f , the sample has reached, or will soon reach, the
steady-state or saturation state.

3.3.2 Steady-state p-n junction
0

××
So far, we have not specified éë VO ùû in the p-region of Figure 3.1b; we only assume

éë VO×× ùû » 0 . At the steady state, the i-region has shrunk to zero, and there is no VO×× flow,

(

which implies the thermodynamic relation kT ln éë VO×× ùû

f

éë VO×× ùû

0

) = 2eDf . On the other

hand, if doping by mixed-valence-acceptors (e.g., Fe) is robust enough, then the charge of
VO×× is fully compensated except at junctions. Below we treat the space charge region at

the p-n juncion drawn in Figure 3.1c. (It also contains the V-shape minimum

( se + sh )min . The polarity of this region is opposite to that of the depletion layer in a
semiconductor p-n junction because its charge arises from VO×× redistribution instead of
electron and hole depletion.) Since charge neutrality is assumed in our box-profile
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××
solution, a redistributed éë VO ùû —the straight-line one in Figure 3.1c—will create a space

charge layer with the following consequences.
(a) Without any VO×× flow, VO×× must have a constant electrochemical potential, giving

(

kT ln éë VO×× ùû

f

éë VO×× ùû

) = 2eDf

0

*

where Df* is the junction potential.

(b) The space charge density from VO×× redistribution is shown as colored triangles.
0

f

f

××
××
××
For éë VO ùû ! éë VO ùû , its peaks at the junction center are ± zi e éë VO ùû 2 .

Integration over the half thickness d * 2 then gives the areal space-charge-density
f

Q* = zi ed * éë VO×× ùû 8 . Next, from the Gauss Law, the junction-center E-peak is
f

*
*
*
××
obtained: E = Q e = zi ed éë VO ùû 8e where e is the permittivity.

(c) Integration of the parabola-shaped E across d * gives the junction potential
2

f

Df* = zi ed * éë VO×× ùû 24e , which must be consistent with (a) thus setting d * .
(d) At the junction center that coincides with the conductivity minimum, E * itself can
drive an electronic J * = ( se + s h )min E * .
From the above, we obtain

æ 3kT
E* = ç
è 8e

æ ×× f ö
ö ×× f ç éë VO ùû ÷
÷ éë VO ùû ln ç ×× 0 ÷
ø
é ù
è ë VO û ø

æ
24ekT
d = ç
ç z 2 e 2 é V×× ù f
è i ë Oû
*

(3-12a)

ö æ é V×× ù f ö
÷ ln ç ë O û ÷
÷ ç é V×× ù 0 ÷
ø è ë Oû ø

(3-12b)
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Df* = E * d * 3

J = ( se + s h )min
*

(3-12c)

æ 3kT
ç
è 8e

æ ×× f ö
ö ×× f ç éë VO ùû ÷
÷ éë VO ùû ln ç ×× 0 ÷
ø
é ù
è ë VO û ø

(3-12d)

Here, d * is essentially the Debye length due to charge screening by redistributing VO×× .
××
Inspecting the past numerical solutions4,11 finds éë VO ùû in the p-region drops

0

precipitously from the junction side to the anode side. So the éë VO ùû in the junction
××

0

××
solution is not the same as the éë VO ùû at the anode side, which is why Df* ! Df as will

become clear next.

Figure 3.2 (a) Analytical and numerical (from Fig. 5b of Ref. 11, claimed to be “steadystate”) solutions of J J i vs t t f . (b) x2 vs x1 using data in Fig. 6 from Ref. 11. (c)

t f E E ref vs x f with Eref = 0.8 kV/cm using data in Fig. 8-9 from Ref. 11.
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3.3.3 Analytical solution agrees with numerical solutions
We made the solution possible by assuming a set of box profiles for defect
concentrations and disregarding their E -dependences, which allows VO×× conservation
alone to dictate interface velocities. A direct outcome of this assumption is Eq. (3-3): The
trajectory of ( x1 , x2 ) must fall on a straight line. This is verified in Figure 3.2b using the
numerical solutions of ( x1 , x2 ) of Wang et al. (their Fig. 6).11 It also lends support to
another assumption in our box profile, that

éë VO×× ùû

f

does not change during

××
electromigration and x1 x2 movement. This is a good assumption because éë VO ùû in the i××
region is mostly set by the dopant ( 2 éë VO ùû = Fe ) concentration, so it is rather flat in
××
Figure 3.1a and Figure C.1. Thus, even a large Df cannot push éë VO ùû much higher

especially in the highly conducting n-region where E is small.
Our solution further assumes E is constant within each region. In contrast, all the
previous work4,11,14 emphasized the importance of sharp E-field-spikes at x1 and x2 . The
spikes arise to overcome the entropic driving force on VO×× . For a concentration jump (c)
of 10 times, the entropic driving force kT ln ( c ) at 573K for a divalent VO×× can be
countered by a potential drop of 0.055 V. So, a mere potential drop of 0.5 V at x1 or x2 is
××
enough to work against c = 109 , which surely exceeds c < 105 , the éë VO ùû range over the

entire sample length reported in all the numerical solutions!11-12,14-15 Therefore, in a
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typical HALT using Df ~ 100 V , the potential drops at these spikes have no material
effect on the overall E and f .
Our predicted J (t ) in Figure 3.2a has a similar initial shape as the numerical
solution of Wang et al.11 At longer times, our J t =t f is controlled by s h , and J

by

t =0

saturated
sVO is ~2500 in Figure 3.1a. Wang et al.’s11 solution,
s VO , so their ratio set by s h

however, shows a final J less than 100× J

t =0

. Later (Section 3.5.2), we will show theirs

is not the steady state solution.
f

f

××
××
a
Next, we demonstrate that including a weak E-dependence in éë VO ùû , éë VO ùû µ E ,

will enable our solution to capture all the essential nonlinear features of the numerical
solutions. (Why the dependence is weak is explained in the Appendix C using a simple
f

××
0.25
scaling argument.) We start with Wang et al.’s11 Fig. 9b, which gives éë VO ùû µ E .

Conservation of VO×× in the box profile thus requires 1 - x f to gradually shrink with E, so

(

f

we expect a weak E-dependence for x f = éë VO×× ùû - éë VO×× ùû

i

)

f

éë VO×× ùû , say x f µ E b , which

along with Eq. (3-5) and g << 1 gives t f µ x f L2 Df µ E -(1-b) . It can consistently explain
two results of Wang et al.’s11: (inset of their Fig. 9a) t f µ E -0.61 or b = 0.39 , and (inset of
f

Fig. 9b) x f µ E 0.34 or b = 0.34 . Therefore, admitting a weak E-dependence to éë VO ùû , a
××

posteriori, suffices to embody the essential element in our solution to reproduce all the
nonlinear E-dependences in numerical solutions.
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Our solution further predicts the following. First, 1 t f should have the same
activation energy of DV , which is 0.86 eV. Wang et al.11 found an activation energy of
O

0.84 eV, the small discrepancy coming from a slight decrease in x f at increasing

(

f

temperature. Second, since t f µ x f = éë VO×× ùû - éë VO×× ùû

i

)

f

×× i

éë VO×× ùû , an increasing éë VO ùû –

achievable by increasing the annealing temperature or decreasing the annealing PO 2 –
will cause both x f and t f to decrease, and vice versa. Indeed, Wang et al.’s11 Fig. 8e-f
show increasing x f and t f with increasing annealing PO 2 . Likewise, their Fig. 8c-d
show decreasing x f and t f with increasing annealing temperature, albeit only slightly
i

××
because éë VO ùû is already quite large at the pressure used (2´10-5 bar). Lastly, although

Wang et al.11 did not test the predicted t f µ L2 dependence, it was implied in their work
and confirmed by the experimental study of Waser et al.2
Finally, t f µ x f L2 Df suggests Et f vs x f is a straight line. Wang et al.11 presented
four sets of calculated x f and t f , each set covering a range of dopant concentrations,
annealing temperatures, annealing PO 2 , and E, respectively. As predicted, they all fall
on the same straight line in Figure 3.2c, again providing very strong evidence that our
solution embodies the correct form of E, L, x f and t f .
To complete, we estimate junction characteristics using these numerical solutions.
f

0

××
××
Reading Wang et al.’s11 éë VO ùû and éë VO ùû across the junction (their Fig. 8a-f, from three

sets of studies on dopant concentrations, annealing temperatures and annealing PO 2 ), we
estimate d * to vary from 56 to 142 nm compared to the Debye length of STO ranging
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from 30 to 200 nm in the literature;26 Df* from 0.095 V to 0.212 V compared to our
earlier estimates of spike potentials; and E * from 19.9 kV/cm to 113 kV/cm compared to
the nominal field of 0.8 kV/cm used by Wang et al.11. These estimates confirm that,
while the E-spike is rather sharp, it only contributes to a miniscule Df* . Lastly, although
J * is expected to be much smaller than Wang et al.’s11 J ss , they are proportional to each

other as shown in Supplementary Figure C.5.

3.3.4 Conundrums and questions
××
With our analytic solution of éë VO ùû transitions, x f

and t f (including their

temperature, field, composition and heat-treatment dependence) in excellent agreement
with past numerical solutions, and with additional insight afforded by E * , d * and Df* ,
two conundrums concerning the discrepancy between the consensus picture of VO××
electromigration and the experimental data of resistance degradation, summarized in
Table C.1, becomes evident.
(1) Why are experimental lifetimes in HALT so sensitive to E or Df , typically
following E - n , where n > 2 and even reaching 15.6? This is totally inexplicable in the
consensus picture which predicts t f µ E -1+b or n = 1 - b ~ 0.66 . (We recall that the

( ) increases with E, following E , so time to failure is longer than
b

f
migration distance Lx

what the linear theory predicts.)
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××
(2) Why do the “steady-state” éë VO ùû profiles in past numerical solutions claiming full
××
degradation and zero VO×× flow span such a narrow éë VO ùû range—less than 105? 4,11 As we
××
illustrated earlier, a 105 range of éë VO ùû can at most withstand 0.28 V, which is miniscule

compared to the typical 100-1000 V used for HALT of macroscopic samples, 70-1000 V
for HALT of MLCC, and 8-50 V for testing/forming thin film devices.
Indeed, these conundrums make us further wonder whether past numerical solutions
are “steady-state” solutions at all, and whether most reported HALT had ever reached the
steady state. Our study below will answer these questions.

3.4 Experiments
3.4.1 Experimental procedure
To resolve the above conundrums, we conducted over 90 HALT at up to 200 V from
200°C to 490°C using undoped (MTI Corp., total impurity level < 25 ppm wt. with 1
ppm wt. Fe) and 0.05 wt.% Fe-doped (MSE Supplies) STO single crystals following the
procedure in our 8YSZ study.25 (See Appendix C for more on temperature stability of
experimental set-up.) Test bars of 5 mm long, 1.6 mm wide and 0.5 mm thick, cut from
as-received crystals, were deposited with Pt electrodes, made from a pure Pt paste (Fuel
Cell Materials) and applied to two opposite ends on the same face. On some bars we also
placed electrodes at opposite corners on opposite faces to steer electrical fields along the
body diagonal. Before the electrical test, each test bar was annealed at 1000°C (2 h), then
cooled at 10°C/min. Most tests were conducted on a hot plate, in air, but some were in
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silicone oil (viscosity = 12,500 mm2/s, flash point above 359°C) to minimize oxygen
ingress and to observe oxygen egress. Color-band development, electroluminescence and
oxygen bubble evolution were captured by a video camera aided by additional lenses, and
only in-situ photos are shown below.

3.4.2 Generic degradation curve
Like 8YSZ, semi-log resistance-time R (t ) curves of degrading STO crystals exhibit
a three-stage behavior25 depicted in Figure 3.3a. Sometimes extremely brief, Stage I is
concave downward and followed by a concave upward Stage II. At lower temperatures,
HALT often ends here with a resistance that seems to have stopped degrading, as in many
past HALT in the literature. Yet it is not the steady state because, as will be demonstrated
later (see Figure 3.9), accelerated degradation resumes after some incubation time. At
higher temperatures, Stage II is compressed, and degradation soon reaccelerates and
enters Stage III, which is concave downward. Log-log R (t ) curve, shown in
Supplementary Figure C.6, shares the same three-stage feature of accelerationdeceleration-reacceleration of degradation. To avoid ending tests in abrupt sample
fractures or electrode detachment, we set a current compliance, typically 20 mA or less.
Compared to YSZ, the temperature dependence of t f in STO is weaker. When R(0)
of Fe-doped STO increases from ~1 MW at 400°C to ~100 MW at 290°C, its (200 V)
degradation time changes from a few seconds to a few minutes; in YSZ a similar R(0)
difference changes the degradation time from seconds to hours or days. Likewise, while
t f is just a few seconds at 400°C in both materials, at 290°C it increases by ~35´ in STO
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compared to 500´ in YSZ. Undoped STO degrades similarly, though typically faster
(Figure 3.3b) because its M V is higher in the absence of Fe¢Ti -VO×× attraction. Both
O

crystals show considerable variance (see Appendix C) similar to what Waser et al.2-3
reported.

Figure 3.3 (a) Resistance vs time plot of Fe-doped STO crystal degraded at 350°C and
200 V in air showing anode-initiated dark band developing much slower than resistance
degradation. Inset: schematic top view of sample, electrodes shown as shaded areas.
Vertical, black dashed lines divide 3 different stages, denoted at top of their respective
areas. (b) Current (left scale) vs time plot of undoped STO crystal degraded at 350°C and
200 V in air. (Right scale) 1 minus average tristimulus value of each color in RGB at
sample spot marked (green cross). Tristimulus values refer to the fractional values of each
primary color−red (R), green (G), and blue (B)−in a particular pixel or area. Yellow,
which may be quantified by “1 − blue”, is the color changing the most. Increasing yellow
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electroluminescence with current also evident in time-stamped photos. Inset: schematic
top view of sample, half-width electrodes shown as shaded areas with cathode on bottom
face and anode on top. Red circles in both plots mark start of compliance.

3.4.3 Electrocoloration vs electroluminescence
Different regions in an n-i-p multi-junction appear as different color bands in Figure
3.3. With the reduction of residual Fe4+, the cathode side gradually loses its initial light
brown color after the test begins. Meanwhile, when Fe4+ forms in the p-region, the anode
side acquires a dark brown/black color, to be referred to as electrocoloration. After
prolonged degradation, especially under a current compliance, VO×× electromigration
towards the cathode leaves the anode side “totally” VO×× deprived, and such extreme
oxidation manifests as a pitch-black color. With only 1/500th of the Fe concentration,
undoped STO still blackens, though much less (Figure 3.3b).
Just as Waser et al.3 reported, the cathode side in Figure 3a brightens turning bright
yellow12 during testing, which they attributed to Fe3+. However, yellow color also
appears in Figure 3.3b in undoped STO suggesting it is not from Fe3+ but from the host,
and the fact that even the anode side is yellow further rules out Fe3+. (In doped STO, the
yellowness of the anode side is masked by the blackness of too many Fe4+.) Moreover,
Figure 3.3b reveals that the yellowness is strongly correlated to J. (Color perception is
known to scale with log(intensity), so the data indicate yellow luminescence is
proportional to J.) Such J-luminescence correlation was seen in every sample we tested—
doped and undoped ones, and in every phase—including when compliance control was
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entered (see Appendix C) and when J was suddenly quenched upon a metal-insulator
transition. (See Sections 3.4.5 and 3.4.11.) Therefore, what was seen must be
electroluminescence.

3.4.4 DC electric degradation ends in a flash
One of the most spectacular observations of DC degradation in 8YSZ was that it
ended with a flash, starting as a bright, red or white spot at a point (e.g., a protrusion)
right next to the anode. Some common requirements for the flash are (a) sample is under
a constant voltage, (b) there is a point of localized and excessive Joule heating, which is
possible if (c) the point is a conductivity minimum, and (d) the conductivity minimum
spans a vanishingly thin/small spatial extent. These conditions will ensure a high enough
current to arise to generate such concentrated Joule heating that thermal runaway must
take place. Indeed, in 8YSZ, the last bit of the most resistive section is always right next
to the anode, which is why flash occurs there.
In STO, DC degradation also ended in a flash if a current compliance was not set,
thus meeting requirement (a). Like in 8YSZ, a ~10 mA compliance can control the flash
and make it last; a smaller compliance will suppress it. However, flashes in STO do not
start at or next to any electrode and their locations depend on the voltage. For example, at
350°C, the brightest part of the flash at 125 V is closer to the cathode in Figure 3.4a, but
in Figure 3.4b, at 150 V, it is closer to the anode.
According to Figure 3.1a-b, the ionic “plug”, referring to the most resistive part
(thus meeting requirement (c)) in a multi-junction, is not next to either electrode. (In
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conductivity bifurcation, the most resistive part should never be next to either electrode.)
This agrees with our observations. More specifically, we expect the flash to occur at x f
when the i-region is being pinched off, because it satisfies requirement (d). According to
f

Wang et al.,11 a higher voltage causes éë VO ùû , hence x f , to increase, thus moving the
××

ionic plug—and the flash—toward cathode, which is opposite to what we observed. As
already suggested (Section 3.2.1), a severe oxygen loss at higher voltages can cause the
n-region to grow and the ionic plug to move toward the anode. Such evolution, which can
explain our results, is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.4c-d.

Figure 3.4 Red spot in undoped STO near (a) cathode at 125 V and (b) anode at 150 V,
both developing into a flash at 350°C in air. Schematic of ionic plug, closer to (c) cathode
at lower voltage, and to (d) anode at higher voltage. It is called a flash instead of a glow
because in real-time, it occurs in a matter of seconds, sometimes even shorter.
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3.4.5

Degraded STO undergoes a metal-insulator transition

Severely DC-degraded 8YSZ are metallic but less degraded ones undergo an
irreversible metal-insulator transition during cooling. The same happens to STO in
Figure 3.5a, showing two degraded samples, held for 200 s after reaching the
compliance, then cooled. The one under 5 mA compliance shows a sudden metalinsulator transition signaled by a >100× resistance increase at ~87°C. While this
temperature is not representative of the local temperature because of Joule heating, there
is no doubt that some sample cooling did occur, causing the transition.
Because both samples were degraded at 200 V, which is a higher voltage than used
in Figure 3.4, very likely their n-regions have nearly overtaken the entire sample
sometime after reaching the compliance. This is especially true if oxygen loss has
occurred, a distinct possibility at such voltage as suggested earlier (Section 3.4.4).
Indeed, prior to cooling (starting at t=0 in Figure 3.5a), the sample while under a
compliance already saw its voltage decrease from 200 V to <100 V during the 200 s hold.
××
This may result in an n-region with a éë VO ùû higher than what Fe-doping can provide, and
××
an [ e¢] that reaches [ e¢] » 2 éë VO ùû may hold. Since VO×× is not very mobile and is easily

quenched, [ e¢] should remain constant during cooling, and the electron-rich n-region
should behave like a metal.27 (After an initial resistance increase during cooling from
350°C most likely due to electron trapping at VO×× , there is a voltage drop at lower
temperatures in the 10 mA test, which is strongly supportive of a metallic behavior.) So,
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the n-region cannot be responsible for the metal-insulator transition, and we must ascribe
××
the transition to the p-region. This is plausible because at low (but fixed) éë VO ùû , cooling
××
below a ( éë VO ùû -dependent) temperature Tcritical as shown in Figure 3.5b can cause a rapid
×
decrease of éë h ùû , thus triggering carrier localization. Presumably, the transition only

happened in the 5 mA sample because it suffered less oxygen loss, thus had a thicker pregion, making hole resistance feature more prominently in the sample resistance. Later,
we will revisit this subject after repeating the tests in silicone oil (Sections 3.4.7 and
3.4.11, which provides the photographs in Figure 3.5b.)
Obviously, if an i-region or a thick p-region in a p-n junction remains, then the
sample is an insulator. One example is shown in Figure 3.5c for a sample degraded to
Stage II, then cooled.
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Figure 3.5 (a) Voltage-time (solid curves) and resistance-time (dotted curves) plots of Fedoped STO crystals degraded in air at 350°C and 200 V to enter 5 mA (blue) or 10 mA
(red) current compliance, then after another 200 s (set as 0 s in plots) cooled to
temperature shown in upper scale under same compliance until metal-insulator transition,
××
upon which compliance is replaced by voltage (200 V) control. (b) At fixed éë VO ùû

(2.6×1012 cm-3 for black and 3.4×1015 cm-3 for blue) consistent with low M VO ,
×
temperature dependence of calculated éë h ùû and [Fe3+] changes abruptly at Tcritical in
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highly oxidized p-region in 0.05 wt.% Fe-doped STO. Below/above Tcritical is same as
extrinsic/saturated regime in Figure 3.1a. Photos demonstrate redox effects of
temperature-sensitive [Fe3+]: time-sequenced snapshots taken from silicone-oil test
(described in Figure 3.12b caption) showing blackened wedge, present at 295°C and
193°C, momentarily disappeared during interim flash to red hot state (red circle) in
supercooled sample. (c) Resistance-time plot of Fe-doped STO crystals degraded to
prolonged Stage II in air at 200°C and 200 V, then cooled under 200 V.

3.4.6

Resistance degradation faster than electrocoloration

It was not uncommon to find one or more dark bands, often rather sharp and narrow,
to span from cathode to anode in barely degraded (10-20% drop in resistance) 8YSZ
crystals.25 Dark bands in STO seemed to come much later. The sample in Figure 3.3a is
black in less than 50% of the length even though it is well past the current compliance.
Other samples just before reaching the compliance usually had their dark bands confined
to ~0.2 mm from the anode. Therefore, unlike in 8YSZ, resistance degradation in STO
seems to proceed much faster than electrocoloration.
The observation in Figure 3.3a only painted a partial picture, however, and an
examination of the back face, shown in Figure 3.6, revealed blackening started as soon
as the test began. Yet its sight would be blocked by the electrode in Figure 3.3a if it had
not propagated past anode’s leading edge. The dark band in Figure 3.6 was initiated
relatively uniformly over most area beneath the anode, and it more or less grew as a
plane-front parallel to the leading edge of the surface anode in agreement with Figure
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3.3a. Such widespread darkening beneath the anode implies said electrode is surrounded
by a uniformly resistive p-region, which makes it unlikely to have any anode-based field
concentration to nucleate a localized dark band. Note that back-face examinations of
8YSZ also found its anode covered by a uniformly insulating region,25 and in this respect
the two materials behave similarly.
These observations suggest that unlike in 8YSZ, one should not expect finger-like
growth of fast-conducting paths in STO. This is despite their other similarities: Their
cathode-side regions are highly conducting, even metallic; their anodes surrounded by an
insulating region. On the other hand, perhaps the different impressions simply reflect the
difficulty of seeing fingers in STO, for any cathode-initiated finger is likely to be
colorless, whereas in 8YSZ, cathode-initiated fingers are black. To overcome the
difficulty, we turned to other test environments next.
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Figure 3.6 Resistance vs time plot of Fe-doped STO crystal (viewed from back side)
degraded at 350°C and 200 V in air showing dark band beneath anode. Darkening
initiated long before reaching current compliance (red circle) along edges. Leading edge
of surface anode marked as orange dotted line. Inset: schematic view of sample,
electrodes being shaded areas. Red circle in plot marks start of compliance.

3.4.7

Atmospheric oxygen affects electrocoloration and R(t)

With no flash, Fe-doped STO samples held at a compliance current gradually became
totally/mostly black as shown in Figure 3.7, suggesting the p-region had spread to the
entire sample. This would be a total surprise to the consensus theory, which envisions an
n-region, not a p-region, to dominate in a completely degraded sample! Fortunately,
repeating the test in silicone oil solved the puzzle: The sample with a similar R (t )
remains mostly clear throughout the test, showing yellow luminescence in Figure 3.8.
Comparing test results in air and in silicone oil at lower temperatures proved
informative. As mentioned before, Stage II is often prolonged at lower temperatures. This
is especially true in air tests though not in silicone oil tests as shown in Figure 3.9a.
There are three notable environmental effects. First, at comparable temperatures, the airtested sample (Figure 3.9b, bottom) is considerably darker than silicone-oil tested ones
(Figure 3.9b, top and middle). Second, air tests at 240-290°C often feature a shallow
resistance minimum (Figure 3.9a). Third, at comparable temperatures, samples in
silicone oil degrade faster, and unlike air-tested ones they quickly proceed to Stage III
without “getting stuck” in Stage II (Figure 3.9a).
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These effects can be explained by reoxidation via oxygen ingress into the surface of
the n-region. Usually, oxygen ingress is only possible at the cathode where the external
circuit can supply 4 electrons to convert O2 to 2 O2−. But it should be also possible on the
surface of any electron-conducting region that can receive electrons from the cathode.
This explains the color difference: The n-region of air-tested samples becomes black
especially at higher temperatures over a long time (Figure 3.7) because, under such
condition, the n-region becomes more extended; so, atmospheric oxygen can readily enter
its surface, thus annihilating VO×× and restoring Fe4+. This is impossible in silicone oil,
which blocks atmospheric oxygen, thus the n-region stays transparent. It also explains the
resistance difference: In air tests, reoxidation of the n-region increases its resistance, thus
giving the appearance of a resistance minimum; again, this is impossible in silicone-oil
tests. Lastly, it explains the time lag to Stage III, which is set off by accelerated general
reduction caused by severe oxygen loss as demonstrated next in Section 3.4.8. If such
loss is countered by reoxygenation on the n-region surface as in the air tests, then the
onset of Stage III will be delayed. (There is also a surface effect, see Section 3.5.1.)
In short, silicone-oil tests can avoid reoxidation artifacts and, most importantly,
extraneous darkening that masks all other features. Therefore, they will be further
explored below, which eventually led to the revelation of invisible short-circuiting
needles.
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Figure 3.7 Resistance vs time plot of Fe-doped STO crystal degraded in air at 350°C and
200 V under 10 mA compliance with dark band spreading to entire sample. Inset (upper
right): Another Fe-doped crystal similarly degraded at 350°C for 3000 s showing full
darkness except in outlined region. Red circle marks start of compliance.
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Figure 3.8 Degradation curve for Fe-doped STO crystal in silicone oil at 290°C and 200
V with time-stamped photographs showing anode-emitted bubbles and creation of dark
wedge (320 s), later nearly disappeared (400 s). Red circle on curve marks start of
compliance, blue dots mark the (same) farthest spot reached by dark wedge, and red dots
mark some anode-emitted bubbles.

Figure 3.9 (a) Resistance vs time plots of Fe-doped STO crystal with prolonged Stage II
at 200 V, in silicone oil and air at 215°C and in air at 275oC. Note faster degradation in
silicone oil than in air at same temperature, e.g., 215°C. (b) Photos of Fe-doped STO
crystal degraded at 200 V in silicone oil at (top) 205°C and (middle) at 215°C, and
(bottom) in air at 215°C. Time stamps mark time in Stage II.

3.4.8

Anode and “non-electrode” oxygen bubbles

Starting at 300 s, oxygen bubbles marked by red dots in Figure 3.8 begin to form at
anode. This is right after R (t ) started a Stage III plunge, but well before the current (1
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mA) had reached the set compliance (10 mA). Upon reaching the compliance, bubbling
accelerates and continues thereafter. (Ignore the two off-sample bubbles at 260 s; they
came from the bottom of the container where a hot spot caused silicone oil to bubble.
Bubbling on the sample is easily confirmed because it promptly stopped when the voltage
was removed or the sample was quickly quenched—hence carrying a much lower
current— by the addition of cold silicone oil.) Since detection necessarily lags formation,
and sample reduction with increased conductivity must follow bubble emission, we
suggest oxygen bubbling causes accelerating degradation in this stage: the plunge of the
R (t ) curve, the onset of current compliance, the intensifying yellow electroluminescence

accompanying the above (see the difference between 300 s and 309 s), and the further
resistance drop afterwards. If kinetics are so slow that oxygen bubbling never starts, then
Stage-III degradation will never occur either. This in turn leaves the impression that
HALT stays in Stage II indefinitely.
Figure 3.10a shows a sample with two diagonally placed electrodes at two corners
of opposite faces: cathode on the upper left of the top face, anode on the lower right of
the bottom face. While it is impossible to see through Pt and monitor the anode surface,
once anode bubbles migrate to the sample/electrode edges, they become visible as “edge
bubbles” (unmarked in Figure 3.10a) starting at 242 s. Interestingly, “non-electrode
bubbles” (encircled in dotted blue at 242 s, 262 s and 557 s) also form on the top face
from a small region far away from any electrode, making us believe that they are emitted
from the top STO surface. This is possible if we assume an invisible virtual electrode
there: a virtual electrode initiated from the cathode and propagated along or near the top
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face to land its tip at the (same) blue dot (tentatively assigned, to be justified later) in
Figure 3.10a. Such tip has a highly negative potential, which can strongly repel O2−, thus
building, against the top face, an O2− pileup—if bubble emission is initially inhibited—
until it becomes strong enough to emit bubbles. (If there is some Fe4+ in the vicinity, then
the 4 electrons left by converting 2 O2− to 1 O2 will go to them, thus no blackening is
expected.) This picture is schematically depicted in Figure 3.10b and elaborated below
by calling attention to other evidence in Figures 3.8 and 3.10.

Figure 3.10 (a) Resistance vs time plot of Fe-doped STO crystal degraded at 280°C and
200 V in silicone oil, with electrodes across body diagonal (half-width electrodes on
opposite faces and corners) and sample viewed from top (cathode) face. Dark band
started beneath (opposite face) anode from which numerous anode bubbles emerge at
edges of bottom (anode) face. Additional non-electrode bubbles, encircled in dotted blue,
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were emitted from top face next to an invisible virtual-cathode needle, its likely tip
location marked by blue dot. (b) Interpretive schematics for three photographs in (a)
showing (top) needle-growth, (middle) dark-band progression and bubble formation of
anode origin (dotted red circles) and non-electrode origin (blue circles), and (bottom)
dark-band recession. Middle panel is 3D schematic, top and bottom panels are 2D
projections. Dotted-broken lines or objects are outlines of objects beneath top face, vs
solid ones for objects on top face.

3.4.9

Virtual-cathode needles and their E-field lines

Envisioning a virtual cathode as an n-type “needle” with E-field lines converged at
its tip leads us to the following observations. (i) The field pushes away O2−, which
accumulates upstream and converts Fe3+ to Fe4+, causing blackness along field lines. (ii)
If a high density of field lines intersects the sample surface, then they will cause an O2−
pileup against the surface barrier and eventual emission of non-electrode bubbles. (iii) If
the tip is within a characteristic length (either the width or the length) of surface anode,
then its image charge will modify the field lines to make them fan out like a triangle, with
its base lying on the front edge of the surface electrode and its tip pointing toward the
needle. One such triangle, shaped as a wedge and blackened by Fe4+, is seen at 328 s in
Figure 3.8. (It grew from 309 s to 328 s, then shrank to almost disappearance at 400 s
presumably because continual oxygen loss made the sample too severely reduced. But
even in this highly reduced state, a small, blackened residue right next to the anode
remained, in agreement with the predicted existence of a p-region there. Such blackened
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residue right next to the anode was seen in every sample tested in silicone oil.) (iv) When
both electrodes are on the top face, as in Figure 3.8, most field lines should lie on or near
the top face, as does the needle. Some stray fields, though, will “dig below” to reach the
bottom-face anode, which explains the blackness beneath the anode in Figure 3.6.
These field lines can also explain several other observations in Figure 3.10. (i) A
blackened zone appearing at 20 s has a more diffuse appearance because the field lines
there, presumably emerging from a needle tip on the top face and ending at the bottomface anode, must traverse across the sample and suffer more optical scattering. (ii) The
field lines in (i) being non-planar must shape like a cone with its base lying on the bottom
electrode. This explains why, at 240 s, the black zone has covered the entire back side of
the anode, similar to what is shown in Figure 3.6. (It is also a testament that the material
around the anode must be insulating enough to support a diffuse electrical field.
Otherwise, a short-circuit would have formed there.) (iii) Those field lines that intersect
the top face are not far from the tip of the virtual cathode, also at or near the top face. So,
they are rather intense and can push the O2− pileup at the top face to emit non-electrodebubbles starting at 242 s. (iv) Oxygen outflow along the most intense field lines can cause
reduction and remove Fe4+ electrocoloration. It begins in front of the needle tip, clearing
the blackness there. Meanwhile, the surrounding region that sees less intense field lines
and less oxygen outflow is less reduced or not reduced at all, so it remains black. As a
result, at 557 s the previous all-black region has a new appearance: It is like a set of Vshaped “jaws,” “spitting” out non-electrode bubbles. (v) Finally, at 2050 s, reduction has
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become so widespread that almost no Fe4+ remains, which eliminates all blackness except
in a small residue next to one far section of the anode edge.
While the above was observed in silicone oil, air-tested samples most likely also emit
oxygen bubbles in Stage III and continue bubbling when under compliance, during which
there is further resistance drop that may be attributed to oxygen loss. Therefore, it is
understandable why, in the late stage of compliance-controlled testing, they too develop a
highly reduced region, such as the clear region outlined in dotted white in the inset of
Figure 3.7. Presumably, this region is being pointed at by a virtual-cathode needle, which
directs local reduction.

3.4.10 Making virtual cathode visible
Having seen evidence that strongly implicates the existence of invisible virtual
cathodes and knowing the surface of an n-region can uptake atmospheric oxygen to cause
blackening, we seek to combine the two to make the virtual cathode visible. In brief, we
let oxygen uptake come to the virtual cathode, and in doing so, we turn the surrounding
of the virtual cathode black and make such highlighted virtual cathode visible. This may
take some time because after a virtual cathode first forms, which can be very fast, the
neighboring region still needs time to become an n-region before it can uptake oxygen.
One such example is seen in Figure 3.11a over the course of a HALT of an Fe-doped
STO in air. As illustrated in Figure 3.11b, the O2– flow follows Eq. (3-1) and a virtual
f

××
××
cathode that must maintain a very high éë VO ùû ( éë VO ùû in our model) during HALT will

attract O2–, drawn in from surface reoxygenation. Therefore, if there is any kinetic
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sluggishness in O 2- -VO×× recombination, then around the virtual-cathode needle O2– will
accumulate and local oxidation/darkening will occur, giving the needle a black
appearance. (This is analogous to how the track of a high-energy charged particle
becomes visible in the Wilson cloud chamber: The ionization radiation of the particle
nucleates droplet condensation from the surrounding supersaturated water/alcohol vapor,
creating a condensate trail.) At longer times (say 120 s in Figure 3.11a), the black
“cloud” around the virtual cathode thickens, and a dark, fan-shaped p-region following
the outline of E-field-lines grows from virtual-cathode’s tip toward the anode. This gives
them an overall appearance of funnel or one-stem rose. Lastly, when too many virtual
cathodes form and their funnels/one-stem-roses overlap, as illustrated in Figure 3.11c,
the needle appearance will no longer be recognizable, and the ones shown in Figure 3.7
will take over.

Figure 3.11 (a) Initially invisible virtual cathode (lower half of left panel) becomes
increasingly darker and recognizable over time in Fe-doped STO crystal tested at 350°C
and 200 V with 10 mA current compliance setting in at 90 s. (b) Top: Schematic showing
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n-region of virtual cathode, presumably an imperfect O2– sink, is surrounded by oxidized
black sheath due to O2– pileup. Insufficient oxygen outgassing at anode may also
contributes to pileup upstream. Bottom: Schematic field lines between tip of virtualcathode needle at left and anode at right, covering approximately triangular area causing
dark-band growth from anode. (c) Overlapping field lines from multiple virtual-cathode
needles form plane-front-like black region with some pointed protrusions.

3.4.11 Cooling in silicone oil: bubbles, flashes, luminescence and conductivity
transition
To provide further details connecting resistance degradation and defect
distributions/evolutions, two sets of Fe-doped STO were degraded to reach the 10 mA
compliance, at 350°C, in silicone oil, and held there for an additional 200 s before
cooling under the same compliance in two ways.
(i) Slow cooling: With gradual addition of cold silicone oil to the bath, the cooling test
confirmed a sudden resistance jump, by ~170×, at ~82°C in Figure 3.12a; anode
bubbling also persisted down to 50°C despite a much smaller current. As expected, the
sudden resistance increase quenched the yellow luminescence, visible before the
transition at 2740 s and gone at 2790 s and 2920 s in Figure 3.12a, changing the sample
appearance to pale white/colorless.
(ii) Supercooling: Using a glass tube to channel some cold silicone oil near the sample
caused an almost immediate drop of the sample temperature, which later recovered
partially when the warmer surrounding oil mixed in. Corresponding to the thermal
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transient was a resistance transient peaking in the interim: At its peak, a flash started at
the most resistive spot in the sample, which was subject to a current compliance of 10
mA. As highlighted by red circles in Figure 3.12b, the first flash is a red-hot one
appearing at 159 s (219°C), the second a white spot from 347 s to 352 s (101°C to 92°C).
Note that both flashes occur at the same spot, right next to the anode. Shortly afterwards,
at 88°C, a metal-insulator transition sets in most likely at the very same spot. Since the
anode-edge is the most oxidized part of the sample and should have a higher s h than
further out, the fact that flashes occur there implies that the entire p-region has already
shrunk to nothing. Again, Figure 3.12b confirms (a) the resistance transition quenches
the yellow luminescence (compare 352 s and 362 s), and (b) anode bubbling (see edge
bubbles from 347 s through 362 s) continues to the lowest test temperature despite the
miniscule current left in the insulator.
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Figure 3.12 Resistance vs time plot of two Fe-doped STO crystals, with full-width
electrodes on opposite faces and in silicone oil, degraded at 350°C and 200 V until
reaching 10 mA compliance, then remaining under same compliance until metal-insulator
transition, upon which changing to voltage (200 V) control. Time 0 is when cooling
begins (200 s after compliance). (a) In monotonic slow cooling, anode bubbling persists
to 50°C, well below ~82°C of metal-insulator transition, which quenches yellow
luminescence. (b) Faster cooling with two interim supercooling episodes, which under
current compliance trigger flashes at green circles in time-temperature-stamped photos.
Metal-insulator transition at ~88°C quenched yellow luminescence, but anode bubbling
persisted to 73°C. Additional photographs for (b) illustrating redox effects in Figure
3.5b.

Lastly, in all but one photograph in Figure 3.12b, there is a blackened wedge located
right in front of the flash point, e.g., at 347 s and 352 s. The wedge actually formed well
before the compliance was hit. But curiously, while it existed at 107 s and 237 s as shown
in Figure 3.5b, it disappeared in front of a red-hot flash at 159 s in Figure 3.12b and at
172 s in Figure 3.5b. The transitory disappearance/reappearance is caused by
temperature-mediated Fe3+/Fe4+ redox in Figure 3.5b: Heating above Tcritical during redhot flashing causes reduction and wedge disappearance, and post-flashing cooling below

Tcritical causes reoxidation and wedge reappearance.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1

Needle-growth means strong E dependence

Our experimental evidence for needle-growth challenges the notion of plane-front
growth in Figure 3.1b. Needle-growth mechanism is well accepted for dielectric
breakdown of thin-film ceramics, e.g., Waser and coworkers embraced the idea for both
single crystals and thin films, claiming many needles in SrTiO3 are perhaps 100-edge
dislocations.5,12 In bulk-crystal HALT, we observed needles in both early and advanced
stages of degradation (their R varying by 103-104´), so it is also relevant. Yet most likely
we only saw a subpopulation of them, for in the silicone-oil experiments much of the
samples are too reduced to show any Fe4+-caused electrocoloration that reveals virtualcathode needles, and in air experiments, surface reoxygenation will mask needles
underneath. In retrospect, needle-growth should have been expected because a planefront solution of the Laplace equation of electrostatic potential is fundamentally unstable.
Physically, any protrusion with an arbitrarily small local radius of curvature (a) on the
plane front will consume almost all the potential drop (or driving force, in general), most
of it within a radial distance r ~ a from the tip of the protrusion. Since a sharp potential
gradient equals a sharp field, it follows that the sharpest protrusion will grow the fastest,
eventually into a needle with a tip radius a. Finger/needle-growth instability is well
known in solidification28 and diffusion-limited aggregation29; in electroreduction and DC
degradation, it was evidenced in 8YSZ (Chapter 2)25,30 and now in STO.
Unlike plane-front growth, needle-growth is not a one-dimensional (1D) problem.
Nevertheless, the underlying physics—electromigration and electroreduction—is the
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same, though it must be solved around the tip of a needle using either spherical
coordinates in 3D—for a tip buried inside a sample, or cylindrical coordinates in 2D—for
a near-surface tip between two same-surface electrodes. Once again, an n-i-p multijunction extended to the anode is expected, but it is initiated not from the cathode but
from the tip of the needle, and its Df is not expended over entire L but mostly within
r ~ a . This means a much more compressed n-region spanning ~ a in size, which

supports a much stronger field/flux; however, its surrounding i/p-region is large,
spreading out like a fan (in 2D) or a conical cone (in 3D) and carrying only a relatively
weak field/flux. This explains why it takes time to muster electromigration to develop the
above multi-junction as illustrated by the frames of 309, 320 and 328 s in Figure 3.8;
only at 328 s does the black triangle reach its largest size. If we take 328 s as the quasisteady state, then the needle tip being a distance a away must be right next to the tip of
the triangle—for a is very small. This allows us to mark the tip by a blue dot in Figure
3.8. (The triangle later retreats because of the overall reduction of the sample.)
Like the n-region in our plane-front solution, the needle being a virtual cathode is
like a short circuit, so its tip potential is ftip = fC . The tip field, about ( fC - fA ) a , is
thus much stronger than the nominal field

( fC - f A )

L that drives the plane-front

growth. However, the fact that we did observe “stuck” needles in Figures 3.8 and 3.10
(the one in Figure 3.8 stuck while still far away from the anode) suggests that ftip must

(

have fallen after some growth, so much so that the remaining field, ftip - fA

)

a , is too

small to propel further growth. To understand why, let us assume that the initial growth
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occurs not by electromigration but by dielectric breakdown, via ionization and/or electron
avalanche, which is the nanoscopic mechanism seen in very thin films. Unlike in thin
films, though, athermal breakdown in a bulk sample will stop because the broken-down
material left in its wake (the rear part of a needle) is highly defective and resistive. This
makes a long, grown needle so resistive that its tip potential ftip must fall much below

fC , which explains why long needles get stuck. This diffusionless mechanism can
explain the extremely rapid initial needle-growth and the equally rapid initial R (t ) drop,
falling 3-4 orders of magnitude in 30 s in mm-sized samples. Note that needle-growth
instability pertaining to the Laplace equation is applicable to athermal breakdown—
lightning in sky being one example.
The mechanism can also explain the strong E dependence of t f . Athermal breakdown
requires a threshold field; in bulk samples, it can only be reached when the relatively
small applied E, ( fC - fA ) L , is hugely amplified by a field concentrator. Since the
statistical availability of concentrators decreases with their potency (e.g., measured by
their sharpness, 1 a ), a higher nominal E will find more concentrators that are potent
enough to trigger breakdowns. Therefore, an overall strong nominal-E dependence is
expected for t f , which explains the HALT data.
Polycrystals of STO are known to have a stronger E-dependence than single
crystals.2-3 In a polycrystal, needle-growth needs to restart every time it reaches a grain
boundary. Thus, the search for the most potent field concentrators must be repeated,
which accentuates the strong E-dependence. Grain boundaries are also known to be sites
of defects, and grain size variation will further the disparity of defect distribution.
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Moreover, grain boundaries as kinetic bottlenecks are sites of large overpotential, hence
stress concentrations.4,31 These factors all conspire to make defect statistics more
important in polycrystals than in single crystals, hence a stronger E-dependence. In this
respect, porosity has the same effect of providing more defects, and it is well known that
dielectric strength decreases with porosity.32-33
Lastly, the large variation of t f may also be related to needle-like growth and other
field/current-related singularities, and the presence of multiple parallel conducting paths
adds additional complexity: via their Joule heating they can influence each other’s
conductivity and defect concentrations thus their electrical behavior. Indeed, we
sometimes saw the flash point on or close to the anode jump around during testing,
attesting to the stochastic nature of conduction and degradation. Recently, following the
earlier work of Waser et al.,5 Yildiz and coworkers reported that dislocations are fastconducting paths and can cause an increase in se under a reducing atmosphere at
650°C,34 which could foretell the growth of surface-deformation-related needles. Indeed,
darkened wedges along sample edges (in Figure 3.5b, 3.6, 3.9b, 3.11b and 3.12b) where
surface deformation most likely existed could mirror edge needles. At about the same
temperature, a PO 2 > 10-5 atm was also found to cause a decrease in sh and VO××
mobility.34 This could explain why degradation in air tests, with ample reoxidation during
a prolonged Stage II at lower temperatures, is much slower than that in silicone-oil tests
(Figure 3.9a).
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3.5.2

Steady state possible in HALT?

A steady state must be nonchanging, including stoichiometry. Since oxygen is
usually blocked at the cathode, no oxygen should exit the anode either, meaning no
oxygen flow at all at the steady state. This demands a constant electrochemical potential
of VO×× and disallows any i-region, leaving p-n junction as the only option. Meanwhile,
the sum of electron and hole currents must be constant, meaning the entire electric
potential must be borne by the p-region because the n-region is much more conducting.
These considerations dictate that, despite their claims, all the previous numerical
solutions had not reached the steady state.4,11-12,14-15

××
Figure 3.13 Schematic p-n junction (top) with corresponding éë VO ùû (from Fig. 6a of Ref.
×
11) and éë h ùû (not to scale and much exaggerated) profiles. Calculated from
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( kT

(

2e ) ln éë VO×× ùû

f

)

f

éë VO×× ùû where éë VO×× ùû is n-side- éë VO×× ùû at p-n junction at x f , potential

drop over ( x f 2 , x f ) equals 0.129 V, leaving remaining ~239.97 V to (0, x f 2 ).

××
To see why, we reproduce in Figure 3.13 a “steady state” éë VO ùû profile from Fig. 6a

of Wang et al.11 The calculation was for 210°C and 0.8 kV/cm over 0.3 cm, giving a total
voltage of 240 V. Dividing the p-region into two equal parts, from 0 to x f 2 and from

x f 2 to x f , and applying the condition of constant electrochemical potential to divalent
f

VO×× , we obtain a potential drop of 0.129 V for ( x 2 , x f ), leaving almost the entire 240 V
×
to (0, x f 2 ). This is impossible because: (i) éë h ùû and sh are higher in (0, x f 2 ) than in

( x f 2 , x f ), and (ii) outside the p-n junction there is no high field (their Fig. 6e) in Wang
et al.11 A similar but lesser problem exists in Baiatu et al.’s calculations,4 which used
0.01 kV/cm over 0.1 cm for a total voltage of 1 V, although the calculations were
purported to represent their HALT experiments that mostly used 1 kV/cm or higher. The
above argument equally applies to single crystals and polycrystals because absence of
oxygen current at the steady state makes the afore-mentioned grain-boundary bottlenecks
moot.
Experimentally, a “steady-state” with a degraded but relatively stable Stage-II
resistance is often reported at lower HALT temperatures. To compare with their
numerical solutions, Wang et al.11 reported such a test in their Fig. 5a, with a final
conductivity, ~10-6 W-1 cm-1 at 210°C, which are comparable to our results in Figure 3.9
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corresponding to a 10-5 -10-6 W-1 cm-1 conductivity at similar temperatures (215-275°C).
The ratio of the final conductivity to initial conductivity in these tests is about 100, but if
the p-region is fully oxidized to reach ssaturated
in Figure 3.1a as certainly expected for a
h
HALT with a Df more than a few volt, then the conductivity ratio should reach about

ssaturated
sVO ~ 2500 . Therefore, these tests ending at the Stage II all fell far short of the
h
steady state. (Actually, the above numbers all overestimate the actual conductivity as they
are large-current measurements in non-Ohmic samples.) In support of the above, our
samples, when cooled, showed a steep insulator-like resistance increase as in Figure
3.5c, implicating a substantially resistive p-region, far from attaining ssaturated
. In these
h
samples, there must be a VO×× flow from the p-region to the n-region, which will (a)
f

××
oxidize the next-to-anode region further and (b) grow the n-region if éë VO ùû is fixed. This

is indeed seen in Figure 3.9b (bottom panel) for a Stage-II sample over a time of 3000 s
at 215°C in air.
As the above process proceeds, E and s h in the p-region increase, the sample
resistance decreases, and the steady state featuring a resistance of about 1/2500 of the
initial resistance is eventually reached. This is a slow process, however. Applying Eq. (3××
1) to the p-region, we see d ln éë VO ùû dt » - M VO zVO eDf

( x L)
f

2

( )

or d ln éë VO×× ùû d t t f ~ 1 ,

××
f
meaning each one-decade decrement in éë VO ùû will take about a time t ln(10) , and there

are many decades to go according to the above analysis of potential drop. Therefore, the
march to the true steady state may take a very long time in low-temperature HALT and its
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numerical simulation. Electrically, this means much of the time in a prolonged Stage II is
spent lowering the resistance of the p-region so that its voltage can be transferred to the
even more resistive, though much narrower, p-n junction region. Once such transfer is
sufficiently complete, the sample will enter Stage III. Kinetically, the above process is
very slow because the VO×× current in the p-region is too small to appreciably change

éë VO×× ùû unless there is a very long time. It is for this reason that the numerical simulations
and experimental HALT of Wang et al.11 did not reach the steady state. More broadly, we
suspect all the HALT reported in the literature that ended in Stage II (i.e., without
reentering the stage of accelerated degradation) with a current ratio of less than 100, such
as Fig. 1c for Fe-doped STO single crystals at less than 270°C in Ref. 3, never reached
the steady state.
Finally, it is instructive to contemplate what the steady state solution should look like
f

××
if both electrodes are inert and oxygen blocking. Let us assume (a) éë VO ùû in the n-region

is insensitive to Df as in our analytic solution, (b) the p-n junction potential Df* is
insensitive to Df , (c) n-region’s se is so high that there is hardly any potential drop
×
there, (d) éë h ùû and s h right next to the anode—though not elsewhere in the p-region—
××
have saturated, and (e) a correct steady-state éë VO ùû profile albeit for a rather small Df is
××
already available. Under these assumptions, the steady-state p-region éë VO ùû profile

××
(called éë VO ùû

new

(

)

*
*
below) for an arbitrarily large potential drop, l Df - Df + Df , where l
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××
is a constant, can be generated from the éë VO ùû profile in (e) by a transformation:

éë VO×× ùû

new

0

(

= éë VO×× ùû éë VO×× ùû éë VO×× ùû

) . Here, the notation in Figure 3.1c is used: éëV ùû

0 l

×× 0
O

éë VO×× ùû at the p-edge of the p-n junction. Elsewhere in the n-region, éë VO×× ùû

new

is the

= éë VO×× ùû

f

according to (a).
The validity of this large-potential, steady-state, new solution is verified in four steps.
(i) The electrochemical potential for VO×× with éë VO ùû
××

new

in the p-region is constant under

×
the new potential. (ii) Since éë h ùû and s h right next to the anode have already saturated,

they remain unchanged with or without the transformation, except for a hole current l
times higher after transformation. (iii) Since [ e¢] and se in the n-region have already
reached very high values requiring a negligible field to drive any arbitrarily large electron
current, the same values suffice with or without the transformation, except for an electron
f

××
current l times higher after transformation. (iv) Since éë VO ùû in the n-region is insensitive

to field, the same value suffices with or without the transformation, thus still maintaining
f

××
charge neutrality achieved by éë VO ùû and [ e¢] there.
××
To visualize éë VO ùû

new

××
, start by “anchoring” éë VO ùû

new

0

××
at the same éë VO ùû at the p-edge

(

)

*
*
of the p-n junction where the potential is fC + Df = fA - Df - Df , then on the ln-plot
××
gives ln éë VO ùû at other locations in the p-region a downward “affine-shift” of ( l - 1)
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( ln éëV ùû - ln éëV ùû ) .
××
O

times

××
O

0

(The

“affine-shift”

amounts

( ln éëV ùû - ln éëV ùû ) axis.) For large l, it brings to ln éëV ùû
××
O

××
O

×× new
O

0

to

rescaling

the

a value hundreds to

××
thousands lower than ln éë VO ùû , which is needed to support a voltage of >10 V or >100 V.

Note that other than the much smaller value of éë VO ùû
××

new

(by many hundred to thousand

××
××
orders of magnitude), the shapes of ln éë VO ùû and ln éë VO ùû

new

are similar and not unlike

that in Figure 3.13. This is because, given a constant electrochemical potential of VO×× and
××
×
to maintain a constant hole current in the p-region, d ln éë VO ùû dx µ d f dx µ E µ 1 éë h ùû
××
must hold. The slope of ln éë VO ùû in Figure 3.13 meets the above expectation: (i) It

approaches a constant right next to the anode corresponding to a constant E, just as it is
×
supposed to for a saturated éë h ùû , and (ii) it becomes increasingly steeper as the p-n

junction is approached corresponding to an increasing E, just as it is supposed to for a
×
rapidly decreasing éë h ùû there (not drawn to scale in the figure).

3.5.3

Why oxygen outgassing coincides with Stage III

The above discussion on degradation kinetics assumed oxygen-blocking electrodes.
As pointed out by Waser et al.,4 there is no segregation and resistance degradation if both
electrodes are completely transparent. However, when the anode becomes less blocking
at some later stage, it actually accelerates resistance degradation as demonstrated by our
silicone-oil tests, which find the onset of oxygen bubbling coincides with the transition
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from Stage II to Stage III. Oxygen loss holds the key to the onset of Stage III because it
can hugely shorten the time of VO×× depletion from the p-region, which is an enormously
time-consuming process before reaching Stage III. Applying Eq. (3-4) and (3-5) to the
analysis of VO×× depletion during Stage III—stipulating each one-decade decrement in

éë VO×× ùû will take about a time t f ln(10) —we find oxygen loss shortens t f ( t f µ x f in (Eq.
(3-5)) by decreasing x f , the latter achieved by increasing VO×× population (i.e., increasing
i

f

éë VO×× ùû ), which causes x f in Eq. (3-4) to drop. (Recall that éë VO×× ùû in Eq. (3-4) is
insensitive to the test parameters.) Physically, a continuing oxygen loss leads to a
continuing acceleration of kinetics because it continuously shortens the width of the pregion ( x f L ) from which VO×× must be depleted. More specifically, as VO×× created at
anode by oxygen outgassing electromigrates toward the cathode, the n-region must grow
and the p-region must shrink, hence the final degradation must accelerate.
Why oxygen bubbling happens at a later stage? We can again apply thermodynamics
to answer it. Once most Df is shifted to the p-region, which occurs after reaching Stage
II, one can compare the anode PO 2 with that of the p-n junction, which is the same as a
×
pristine STO hence at 1 atm. In the case of saturated éë h ùû , the oxygen potential follows
high
kT ln ( PO high
POlow
ratio of 1010017
2
2 ) = 4eDf , which for Df = 240 V comes to a PO 2

atm at 210°C! This enormous PO 2 will overcome any resistance against plastic
deformation and force the anode to form oxygen bubbles, which later leak out as we
observed in silicone-oil HALT. Likewise, if a virtual-cathode needle has its tip pointing
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close to the STO surface, then a similar pressure will result at the surface and force nonelectrode oxygen bubbles to emit there, which we also observed in silicone oil. Other
than bubbling, anode-metal oxidation is possible albeit at the cost of reduced current
density; e.g., Pt can form PtO2 which is a good insulator capable of supporting a large
voltage.35
The above considerations apply equally well to MLCC and thin films like ReRAMs.
Because kT is usually less than 0.05 eV at any reasonable HALT temperature, even a 1 V
bias is more than what a p-n junction can bear in a steady state. Allowing for an
additional electrode Nernst overpotential, typically ~1 V, we expect any bias of 3 V or
more in these devices will see enough voltage in the rest of the device thickness, thus
yielding the same outcome of anode bubbling and/or anode oxidation in the final stage of
HALT. In particular, a fully broken-down MLCC or ReRAM is no doubt in the steady
state in that its resistance is already so low that it is essentially metallic. To realistically
simulate their resistance degradation using bulk-sample HALT, the test must go beyond
Stage II, for which high-temperature (such as the ones we conducted) or high-voltage
conditions are essential.

3.6 Conclusions
(1) Definitive visual evidence has revealed the existence of virtual-cathode needles in all
stages of DC resistance degradation of intentionally/unintentionally-Fe-doped SrTiO3.
Fast, flaw-statistics-dependent needle nucleation and growth can explain why, in
highly accelerated tests, sample lifetimes are strongly dependent on the nominal
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electric field, a common observation that runs counter to the findings of previous
numerical simulations.
(2) The total conductivity s total of SrTiO3 in Figure 3.1a is boat-shaped and the initial
××
state is at the bottom of a flat s total . Therefore, any éë VO ùû -mediated carrier

segregation will bring about conductivity (p-n) bifurcation endowing more overall
conductivity to the sample, hence resistance degradation. Despite extreme
segregation, highly efficient charge compensation by dopants leaves a neutral SrTiO3
except over a Debye length around the p-n junction. So, degradation thermodynamics
and kinetics are dominated by electromigration and back-diffusion of VO×× under the
applied field.
(3) Commonly reported end states of highly accelerated lifetime tests featuring a
degraded but relatively stable resistance are not the steady state and do not resemble
the broken states of real devices. The resistance will continue to degrade very slowly,
by oxygen-vacancy outflow from the p-region to the n-region, causing the highly
conductive n-region to grow and the near-anode region to further oxidize thus
creating more holes.
(4) At higher temperatures, faster migration in accelerated lifetime tests leads to faster
resistance degradation and near-anode oxidation, reaching an extreme PO 2 at some
later time thus triggering oxygen bubbling. This in turn causes the n-region to expand
and the p-region to shrink continuously, thus accelerating the p-region redox kinetics
and resistance degradation, reaching an end state akin to the broken state of real
devices.
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(5) When at least 3 V is applied to SrTiO3, the above findings hold for single crystals and
polycrystals, for bulk and thin ceramics, and for thin films. The findings also see
analogy in DC degraded Y0.08Zr0.92O1.96 despite entirely different defect chemistry and
conduction mechanism.
(6) In accelerated lifetime tests, highly conducting n-region surfaces of SrTiO3 behave as
a non-blocking cathode and can uptake dissociated atmospheric O2, thus causing local
re-oxidation and widespread black electrocoloration of Fe4+. Local re-oxidation can
also decorate the virtual cathodes, by black-coloring its surrounding, thus revealing
the otherwise invisible needles.
(7) Fully degraded SrTiO3 with various degrees of oxygen loss is either an n-type metal
or an n-type metal with a small p-type residue next to the anode, the latter often
suffering a metal-insulator transition during cooling. This residue also borders a thin
region of conductivity minimum, which sometimes serves as a flash point.
(8) Yellow electroluminescence, its intensity positively correlated to the current density,
is observed in both Fe-doped and undoped SrTiO3, providing a visual signal of
resistance degradation and metal-insulator transition.
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Chapter 4 Resistance Switching of Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia Single Crystals
Synopsis
In situ forming and switching is studied in bulk yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) single
crystals with the help of hot-stage photography. We found that the as-formed (i.e.,
degraded under a DC stress) YSZ single crystal leaves a thin layer of barely metallic YSZ
adjacent to the anode of the as-formed state, which turns into an insulator upon voltage
unloading. With a subsequent change in the DC voltage, the formed crystal can undergo
unipolar switching. However, if forming is followed by a voltage reversal and additional,
prolonged resistance-degradation under such polarity—a step we called priming—then
the primed crystal can undergo bipolar switching: it switches to a high resistance state
upon the next voltage reversal. Direct observations of dark band evolution found that
filament fragmentation, which we suggest is due to current bifurcation, to be crucial.
During priming, it generates a configuration akin to that of a single filament; during
switching, it controls the crystal resistance via filament breakage and filament
reconnection to electrodes. To maintain the single-filament configuration, short halfcycle times and asymmetrical voltages are needed, and under said conditions repetitive
switching is possible. It is also possible to reach multilevel resistance states by tuning the
magnitude of the switching voltages. Lastly, testing in oxygen-lean silicone oil promotes
the formation of a single filament, thus offering a setting most analogous to thin-film
resistance memory. This is because the lack of atmospheric oxygen prevents the sample
surface to act like a virtual cathode, thus limiting the sites for filament nucleation and
growth.
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4.1 Introduction
Resistive switching of binary (such as TiO2,1-2 Ta2O53-4 and HfO25-6) and ternary
(such as strontium titanate, STO)7-21 oxides has been extensively studied due to their
potential applications in resistive memory (ReRAM) to replace conventional nonvolatile
memory (NVM) and in embedded memory to perform analog and neuromorphic
computing. The above materials all have transition-metal cations of variable valence, so it
is generally believed that their switch between a high resistance state (HRS) and a low
resistance state (LRS) may rely on anion-vacancy migration. For this reason, they are
referred to as valence change memories (VCM). While less common than STO, resistive
switching of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ)22-25 and hafnia (YSH)26-28 has also been
carried out. However, most of these studies have been done on thin film devices, which
are difficult to incorporate in situ observations to determine the critical events and
locations for resistance changes and device failures. This work is conducted to overcome
such difficulty by using transparent YSZ single crystals, which allow in situ hot-stage
photography during electrical testing.
Since accelerated resistance-degradation is fundamentally the same as forming—a
preparatory step to render pristine oxide switchable—the findings of our previous YSZ
degradation study (Chapter 2)29 are relevant and will be used as a starting point to
launch the present study. Two findings of our previous work are particularly relevant to
resistance switching. First, while the oxygen stoichiometry of insulating YSZ whose
oxygen concentration being dictated by Y concentration is mostly unchanged, it is
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nonetheless possible to trigger an insulator-to-metal transition by imposing a large
enough voltage to effect electroreduction that raises the chemical potential of electrons to
reach the conduction-band level. Second, the metal obtained from electroreduction
contains many defects (including oxygen vacancies), which makes it a bad metal. In
particular, the last layer immediately adjacent to the anode in a degraded (or as-formed)
YSZ is likely to be barely metallic, and it is prone to a metal-to-insulator transition during
a temperature or voltage quench. In the present work, we will seek to take advantage of
the above transitions to effect resistance switching.
Our electrical testing will be informed by in situ photography of the entire crystal.
This is to survey changes and to identify change-critical events and locations, thereby to
better visualize the switching circuitry and to assess the switching-relevant mechanisms.
Toward this goal, two features will prove especially informative. The first is dark bands
that are indicative of electroreduction. Understanding their evolution will be most
valuable for rationalizing the development of those filamentary conducting paths that are
sufficient and necessary for bipolar switching. Indeed, we will find bipolar switching
impossible for as-formed YSZ; it begins to exhibit bipolar switching only after an
additional priming step that produces the necessary dark band to facilitate the operation
of single-filament switching. The second feature is oxygen bubbles, whose evolution
from anode at above a certain current density is vividly visible in silicone-oil tests (see
similar tests in Chapters 229 and 321). In fact, silicone oil tests can also prevent certain
extraneous redox reactions (due to surface reoxygenation) detrimental to single-filament
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switching. These findings will prove valuable for understanding resistance switching
mechanisms in thin films.

4.2 Overview
Below is a brief synopsis of several scenarios relevant to resistance switching in YSZ
based on our prior study (see Chapter 2) of YSZ degradation.
(i) Quasi-steady state: With a voltage Df above a threshold value provided between an
anode and a cathode, a quasi-steady state is established in YSZ, which is divided into two
phases: a metallic phase of suboxide on the cathode side and an insulator YSZ phase on
the anode side. This is not a steady state but a quasi-steady state because the
metal/insulator interface is not stationary: it advances toward the anode at a velocity v
that is dependent on Df and the length of the insulator phase DL. Hence DL decreases and
v increases over time, which is the main reason of resistance degradation of YSZ under a
DC voltage. The solution to the above problem, in Chapter 2, states that, to the first
approximation, the metal side behaving like a virtual cathode supports no electric
potential despite an arbitrarily large electronic current, whereas the insulator YSZ having
a fixed stoichiometry sees the electric potential as the only driving force for the ionic
current. Therefore, on the insulator side, the current is entirely ionic, proportional to
Df/DL, and on the metal side, the current is almost entirely electronic. But the metal side
also carries a very small ionic current driven by the gradient of the oxygen potential that
is slightly higher at the cathode than at the metal-insulator interface. The resulting
mismatch in ionic current at the interface forces an interface movement to maintain mass
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balance of oxygen: The metallic phase grows at a velocity v µ Df /DL. Over time, once a
sufficiently wide metallic section is developed in front of the cathode, it will in turn
electrostatically screen the back side of the cathode, making the leading edge of the
cathode the only cathode section that is electrically active. Meanwhile, the entire anode,
including its back side, is active with its near surrounding fully supportive of the electric
potential. Because electrocoloration makes the metallic part darker especially after severe
resistance degradation, the above developments are visible in real time as shown in
Chapter 2. However, a dark band during initial resistance degradation may not be
completely metallic. (See (v) below.)
(ii) Transient after zero-voltage quench: Starting with (i), we consider the case of a
sudden removal of Df. Meanwhile, all chemical potentials remain momentarily
unchanged because of lack of mass redistribution. As this happens, the ionic current on
the insulator side vanishes immediately, but the small ionic current on the metallic side
remains. As a result, there is some oxygen accumulation at the metal/insulator interface
that causes it to move, this time in the cathode direction, namely the metallic phase
retreats. However, the retreat velocity is rather small because the ionic current is minute.
(iii) Transient after polarity reversal: Again, starting with (i), we consider the case of a
sudden application of an opposite electric potential Df´ to replace Df. As before, all
chemical potentials remain momentarily unchanged because of lack of mass
redistribution. In the insulator phase, the opposite electric potential causes the ionic
current to reverse direction immediately. In the metallic phase, there is also a reversal of
the electric current to match the ionic current, but the ionic current, which is small,
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remains unchanged. Since the ionic current in the insulator phase dominates, the interface
velocity, determined by the former, reverses the direction and becomes v µ Df´/DL.
(iv) Current bifurcation: Because there is an inherent stability in the Laplace equation in
electrostatics, the growth of the metallic phase is typically nonplanar and easily
filamentary, and in our experiments more than one filament or “finger” may grow
concurrently. Consider two such fingers under the same Df. After some time, current
bifurcation may occur with one finger carrying a much higher current than the other.
Such current bifurcation is driven by the Joule heat: upon some small perturbation, one
finger carrying a slightly higher current will become hotter, thus experiencing faster
transport, hence capable of carrying an even higher current. This sets up a positive
feedback loop. Meanwhile, the other finger sees a negative feedback loop. Therefore,
current bifurcation is also an inherent instability, especially at large currents, namely after
severe resistance degradation. As a result, the metallic phase in the finger of lesser
current will shrink to increase DL, which decreases Df/DL in the insulator phase, hence
decreases the current further. Meanwhile, the metallic phase in the finger of higher
current will grow to decrease DL, which increases Df/DL in the insulator phase, hence
increasing the current further. This again sets up a set of positive/negative feedback
loops, which further drive the bifurcation. With a self-driven and accelerating current and
growth/shrinkage bifurcation, the growing metallic finger will soon reach the anode,
while the shrinking one will soon disappear. This phenomenon can occur even when
there is no change in test parameters (Df and temperature). Note that the Joule heat of the
high-current finger may also raise the temperature of the other finger causing the latter’s
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current to increase, hence its metallic part to grow. However, experimentally, in the later
stage of resistance degradation we mostly observed (metallic) dark band rearrangement
and “cleanup”, with some white/clear regions emerging nearby. Such observation
strongly suggests it is current and growth/shrinkage bifurcation that dominates, and the
Joule heat effect on both fingers may be less significant.
(v) Finger metallization and reoxidation: As already explained, experimentally, resistance
degradation does not follow plane-front growth. Instead, a metallic finger is surrounded
by YSZ insulator and receives, from the surrounding YSZ, a flux of oxygen ions driven
by an oxygen gradient, causing reoxidation. Therefore, to stay metallic, reoxidation must
be countered by electroreduction via a Df-driven O2– flow toward the anode. A finger
grows if electroreduction exceeds reoxidation. Conversely, it retreats or simply becomes
less metallic, even losing metallicity and electrocoloration at the same time. It is easy to
see that these processes all follow a feedback loop making them self-reinforcing: the
stronger becomes stronger, and vice versa.
(vi) Schottky barrier and Ohmic junction: Above a threshold voltage, the cathode is
connected to a metallic phase. So, the junction is Ohmic. The anode junction of
(Pt)/insulator-YSZ has a Schottky barrier, however. The above is the situation after
forming and the state may be termed as-formed state or AFS. During bipolar switching of
SrTiO3 and TiO2, Waser et al.7 and Yang et al.1 envision the Schottky barrier to remain if
its electrode sees a positive voltage (namely under the same polarity of forming). So the
AFS is the high resistance state (HRS). (It is highly non-Ohmic and, at a larger voltage,
the current will increase exponentially.) In principle, when such electrode sees a negative
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voltage (namely under the opposite polarity of forming), the Schottky barrier will be
smoothed by oxygen vacancies that rush in. However, this is unlikely for YSZ because its
stoichiometry is fixed. Thus, the junction will not become Ohmic until a threshold
voltage is exceeded causing YSZ metallization.

4.3 Experimental procedure
We performed over 85 HALT experiments on 8YSZ single crystals (MTI Corp.,
Richmond, CA, either single-side or double-side polished) from 250°C to 350°C to
simulate forming. Post-HALT samples were next used for resistance switching conducted
at either the same temperature as HALT, or at a lower temperature. All the test bars had a
width of 1.6 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm; while most were 5 mm long, a few 10 mm
long. The electrode-to-electrode distance was 2 mm regardless of the length of the bar.
Three electrode configurations were used: full width electrodes on the same face, full
width electrodes on opposite faces, and half-width electrodes on opposite faces placed at
the two corners across the body diagonal. They were made by applying a pure Pt paste
(Fuel Cell Materials, Lewis Center, OH) to the sample surfaces, followed by annealing at
1000°C for 2 h. All experiments were carried out on a hot plate to allow in situ
observations of the sample using an optical camera during the resistance degradation and
switching process. To further explore the dark-band morphology underneath the
electrodes, some experiments were carried out with the electrodes facing the hot plate.
While most experiments were conducted in air, some were carried out in silicone oil
(with a flash point from 314 to 359°C depending on the composition) that has good
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oxygen solubility and permeability. These latter experiments made it possible to track
oxygen bubble evolution during testing. Their boundary condition features a much leaner
oxygen environment, which affected the dark-band morphology.
To achieve bipolar switching, two preparatory steps were found necessary: forming
and priming. In our experiments, forming was always performed at +200 V, which passed
over to a current control when the current reached 10 mA. The stage of current control
lasted anywhere from 3,000 s to 10,000 s to allow dark-band rearrangement, presumably
by current bifurcation. The priming step refers to holding the formed sample at –150 V,
sometimes at –200 V, which again would pass over to current control once the set
compliance level (5 or 10 mA) was reached. During priming, the stage of current control
lasted anywhere from 100 s to 10,000 s, and current bifurcation causing additional darkband rearrangement could occur. After priming, bipolar switching was first demonstrated
using a voltage from +5 V to +100 V to reach a significantly different resistance; this step
did not need any current control since the current stayed low. In some experiments,
forming and initial priming were carried out at a higher temperature such as 350°C,
followed by final priming at a lower temperature (as low as 250°C) and further followed
by bipolar switching at the same (low) temperature. Without priming, the formed samples
exhibited unipolar switching (after being formed at +200 V followed by holding under 10
mA anywhere from 300 s to 4,000 s). These sample also exhibited unipolar switching
when subsequently tested at a lower voltage, such as +50 V.
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From the above, it is clear that the final switching characteristics depend on the prior
history. Below, forming, priming and the two switching types are described in more
detail to further delineate the various pathways.

4.4 Results & Discussion
4.4.1

Resistance degradation: forming

A forming step is needed for bipolar or unipolar switching and is achieved by
resistance degradation in a highly accelerated lifetime test (HALT) under +200 V
including an extended time spent under compliance control. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
despite the scatter of forming times, degradation curves take on a generic shape with
three stages of resistance degradation: accelerating degradation, followed by decelerating
degradation, and then by accelerating degradation again. To avoid catastrophic
breakdown in the form of sample/electrode breakage, which happens when the current
becomes excessive, a current compliance of 0.01 A was set.
As described in Section 4.2 (i), under a constant DC voltage, resistance degrades
because of electroreduction starting from the cathode-YSZ interface, forming a suboxide
metallic phase locally that acts as a bad metal. As the metallic phase grows toward the
anode, resistance degradation proceeds. The final degraded state may be regarded as the
as-formed state (AFS). While there was some variance in forming time from sample to
sample even when tested under identical conditions, after a long time under current
control, the formed sample has a resistance anywhere from 1.9 to 10.3 kW, which may be
taken as the low resistance state (LRS). That is, in our study, AFS is the same as the LRS.
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During

forming,

there

is

concurrent

electrocoloration

associated

with

electroreduction in the reduced phase, forming a dark band. It is typically finger-like,
growing from the leading edge of the cathode. The initial growth of the dark band/finger
is very fast and may reach the edge of the anode well before the resistance reaches a very
low value (or LRS). Therefore, the blackened region though indicative of a reduced state
of YSZ is not necessarily metallic. This may be explained by the competition between
finger metallization and reoxidation as described in Section 4.2 (v). Nevertheless, with
enough time and resistance degradation, a metallic suboxide will form and extend all the
way to the anode, getting rid of any insulating YSZ along the way, thus allowing the
sample to reach a low resistance and making the dark band in its present state most likely
metallic. In the final stage of degradation, after the last piece of the ionic (or insulating)
material next to the anode is removed, a weak metal is created in the sample. This last bit
of insulating material may be near a protrusion of the anode, and when such is the case,
the removal of this ionic plug often leads to a flash right there. Sometimes, flashes occur
at more than one location, with one flash outliving others.
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Figure 4.1 Serial photographs of the backside of a single crystal taken during forming
conducted in air at 350°C, +200 V and 10 mA compliance. The dark band reaches the
anode before there is significant degradation. When compliance is reached, the dark band
gets darker and moves further underneath the anode. After long time under current
control, there is some white band created.

When the current compliance is reached, the band begins to turn darker. Looking at
the backside of a sample (Figure 4.1), one can see the dark band already extends past the
leading edge of the anode. Indeed, the entire region beneath the anode becomes dark
eventually, suggesting the region is fully capable of supporting an electrical field because
there is no metallic region surrounding the anode, as already mentioned in Section 4.2 (i).
As also described in Section 4.2 (i), the region underneath the cathode remains clear
throughout forming because the metallic region in front of the leading edge of the
cathode provides electrostatic screening, preventing any electric field to develop in this
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(clear) region. During the time under compliance control, some of the dark bands will
rearrange, some even disappear, becoming white bands. This is explained by current
bifurcation aided by the Joule heat as in (iv) of Section 4.2.

4.4.2

Unipolar Switching

After forming, the sample can exhibit unipolar switching in the following way. The
formed sample was first unloaded to 0 V for a few seconds. After that, a voltage of the
same polarity but at a value no higher than the forming voltage (e.g., as low as +50 V and
as high as +200 V) applied to the sample will cause it to reach a high resistance state
(HRS) between 0.2 and 1.2 MW. Interestingly, there seems to be no correlation between
the “switching” voltage (+50 V to +200 V) and the final resistance reached. Figure 4.2c
shows a representative R(t) curve including the degradation step (showing only its final
portion under a current compliance) followed by a 0 V quench for 5 seconds and then the
application of +200 V, triggering a resistance switch of ~40´.
The above result cannot be explained in terms of a Schottky junction at the old anode
because the reload voltage of 200 V should be more than enough to overcome such
barrier. Instead, we suggest the following interpretation. As mentioned in (i) of Section
4.2, the forming step under +200 V followed by compliance control causes the growth of
a metallic suboxide phase (likely in the form of a finger) from the cathode to the anode.
However, due to the high density of defects in such metal, the thin metallic segment that
formed last, which is next to the anode, may be considered a bad or weak metal (WM).
This weak metal may turn into a mixed conductor or weak insulator (WI) during the 0 V
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quench (Figure 4.2a), in a similar way to when it undergoes a metal-insulator transition
during a temperature quench in Chapter 2. When a voltage of the same (positive)
polarity is applied again, it drives an ionic flux, jO2- , to result in electroreduction and
regrowth of the metallic phase in the (same) direction of the anode. However, given the
much higher resistance, hence the much smaller current, the regrowth must be much
slower than before. In addition, the fact that the thin segment mentioned above is a mixed
conductor implies a rather small jO2- , which is only a part of the total current. Therefore,
as explained in Section 4.2 (v), the electroreduction effect is quite weak, and is
insufficient to counter the dynamic reoxidation effect caused by the redistributing oxygen
from the surrounding YSZ insulator that is much less oxygen deficient than the metallic
phase and the WM/WI phase. As a result, the weak insulator is unlikely to be restored to
the metallic phase, and the overall sample will exhibit HRS (Figure 4.2b and 4.2c). The
~2´ resistance decrease after initial switch under a constant voltage (+200 V in Figure
4.2c) may be regarded as evidence of the small effect of metal regrowth/oxygen current.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Schematic showing the sample after extended +200 V/10 mA testing with
a metallic filament that has a small segment of weak metal (WM) near the anode; this
WM is turned into a weak insulator (WI) when the voltage is removed. (b) Schematic
showing the WI remains when the sample is positively stressed once again, at +200 V,
despite a small jO2- that will slightly shrink WI. (c) Resistance-time curve supportive of
processes shown in (a) and (b).

4.4.3

Priming

As mentioned in Section 4.3, a priming step between forming and switching is
needed to achiever bipolar switching. This is further described below. After forming
(under a positive polarity) and sample unloading (to 0 V), a voltage of the opposite
polarity is applied (–150 V in Figure 4.3b), which initiates priming. Initially, there is
again a resistance increase over an order in magnitude, which may be attributed to WI
formation during the 0 V quench as described above. But this cannot be considered as
successful bipolar switching because the high resistance is unstable and decreases
immediately, and after just a few seconds at most, the resistance becomes so low that
current control is triggered. As it turns out, further staying in this current-control state for
some time completes the priming step, allowing the primed sample to undergo bipolar
switching next.
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Figure 4.3 (a) Schematic showing the sample with a new metal finger (green thick
arrow)

growing

from

a

protrusion

(blue

semicircle)

at

the

new

cathode

penetrating/piercing the weak insulator (WI) if the WI is thin enough. (b) Resistance
curve showing the last 50 seconds of the forming step at +200 V (blue) followed by a 0 V
unloading (dashed, black) and the first 50 seconds of priming at –150 V (red), showing
the momentary increase in resistance that promptly degrades to the same LRS value as
during forming.

The above finding cannot be explained by a Schottky junction at the “old” (AFS)
anode used in forming. If switching is controlled by the junction mechanism, then a
negative voltage should have caused switching to the LRS, which is just the opposite of
the first response upon loading to –150 V. (According to Waser et al.7 and Yang et al.1,
such switching, though still controlled by oxygen diffusion, should happen very fast
because of the high field across a nanoscale junction.) Instead, it seems plausible that,
following the change in polarity, a new metal finger will grow from a protrusion of the
old (AFS) anode, which acts as a field concentrator. While the original metallic finger
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should slowly retreat as well (see (iii) in Section 4.2), it is the growth of the new finger
that is more significant because, with the aid of field concentration, it can rapidly pierce
the thin WI region to re-establish contact to the original metallic filament. This is
schematically shown in Figure 4.3a, which reveals a “short” between the two electrodes
resulting in another LRS as shown in Figure 4.3b. After that, the current continues to
increase and soon triggers current compliance, sometimes even causing flashing near the
new anode in our tests. Similar to the LRS/AFS after forming, the steady state resistance
values of the new LRS also ranged from 1.9 to 10.4 kW when a 10 mA compliance is
used.
Once the new finger breaks through the weak insulator, the current mostly flows
through the completely connected new finger in a way very similar to that during the
forming process, except the polarity of the electrodes has switched (the cathode is now
the anode and vice versa). With time, the metallic nature is strengthened (e.g., the finger
should grow to its full width near the new cathode), while the thin segment near the new
anode should become a new bad metal. When the sample is unloaded to 0 V, the tip of
the filament near the new anode is the most precarious metal, namely a weak metal. In
all, the sample in its new form is rather similar to that after forming, except it has an
opposite polarity, one that is a mirror reflection of Figure 4.3a: the cathode and anode
have switched sides due to the change in polarity.
During priming, the dark-band morphology is found to change significantly, in
particular during the first minute. The dark band grows and extends into the new anode
(the AFS cathode), which was previously noted. As mentioned in Section 4.2 (i), the
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entire back side of the anode is effective as an electrode, and all its nearby region can
support an electric field, thus supporting the development of dark bands. In some
experiments, the switch of polarity resulted in a flash at a protrusion at the new anode,
even though the sample may or may not have undergone flashing previously during
forming. After an extended time spent in the priming step, under current compliance,
some of the darkened region cleared away, leading to what we referred to as a white band
(see (iv) in Section 4.2). These white bands often border the sample edge (see Figure
4.4) possibly suggesting an effect of environmental oxygen whose intake may contribute
to the elimination of metallic phase. (More on this later in Section 4.4.7.) Note too that,
in the above figure, the white band covers a significant portion of the new anode, but its
connection to the cathode spans a relatively small area giving the white band the
appearance of a triangle, attached to the cathode from one point. (Again, more on this
later in Section 4.4.7.) This is also understandable. In Chapter 2, we found that only the
leading edge of the cathode is the effective electrode, and as described in (iv) of Section
4.2, current bifurcation among fingers (dark bands) will cause one finger to shrink
completely, which explains why the white band can eventually cover a large portion of
the leading edge of cathode. Therefore, only the section of cathode that directly connects
to the highest-current finger needs to remain as a part of the final dark band. Naturally, to
support the large current, such section must have a higher or the highest electrode
efficiency compared to rest of the cathode.
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Figure 4.4 Photographs of the backside of a YSZ single crystal during different points of
priming at 310°C, –150 V and 10 mA compliance.

4.4.4

Bipolar switching

Bipolar switching becomes possible in primed samples. An exemplary R(t) plot over
the entire sequence of forming, priming and switching is shown in Figure 4.5. After
being primed under a large negative voltage that was sufficient to drive the sample into
current compliance (either 5 or 10 mA) for as little as 100 s and as long as 10,000 s, a
positive switching voltage may be applied to cause a resistance increase. A wide range of
switching voltages between +5 V and +100 V can achieve an HRS, usually in the MW
range. But much higher values even exceeding the initial resistance of a virgin sample
were also observed. While there is no apparent correlation between the switching voltage
and the resistance value obtained, under the positive switching voltage the HRS
apparently strengthens reaching a higher resistance over time. Note that whereas both the
forming and the priming steps end up in current control (10 mA for forming and 5 mA
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for priming in the case of Figure 4.5), after switching the HRS is under voltage control.
We found a HRS can be maintained for at least 3.3 h at +100 V.

Figure 4.5 Resistance curve for bipolar switching achieved by (blue) a forming step
started with +200 V (blue) voltage control that switches to 10 mA compliance control
when the set current is reached, a priming step with –150 V (red) control that again
switches to current control when the current compliance is met (5 mA), and a switching
step at +100 V (green) that leads to a stable high resistance state with a 0 V unload
(dashed, black) between each step.

4.4.5

Priming needed for bipolar switching

Why is priming needed for bipolar switching? Morphologically, we found after
bipolar switching to the HRS, there is general rearrangement of the dark band, including
its retreat from the new anode and the growth of white bands. If this continues, most part
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of the sample would eventually look quite like an undegraded sample, except for one
faint, dark band in the middle. This observation and the finding that unipolar switching
prevails when priming is omitted make us reason the following connection between
priming and bipolar switching.
First, we argue that the schematic in Figure 4.3a is over-simplified and not entirely
representative of the AFS, for if the picture were correct, then a primed sample would
just be a mirror image of a formed sample, and their electrical response should be
identical except for an opposite polarity. This is contradicted by the fact that a primed
sample can be bipolarly switched whereas a formed sample can only be unipolarly
switched. (Other differences in electrical behavior will become clear below.)
Second, as mentioned previously, there is significant band rearrangement during the
priming step, which leads to the creation of white bands throughout the sample, as
evidenced in Figure 4.6a-b showing fewer (or less extensive) dark bands after priming
than after forming. As described in Section 4.2 (iv), such rearrangement can be
understood in terms of current bifurcation across two parallel filaments, possibly aided by
some Joule heat. This suggests that Figure 4.3a must be modified to include at least two
filaments.
Third, as an example, Figure 4.6c-d present one simple representation of two
filaments. It has two electrode-connecting conducting filaments, one no longer connected
after priming. This is like creating a single filament in thin-film switching, which
increases the statistics of obtaining an HRS after applying a positive switching voltage.
Next, we may attribute different characters to the two filaments. One possible scenario is
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that they have different connections to the electrodes, for example, one is connected to a
field concentrator on the electrode but the other is not. As shown in Figure 4.6c-d, with
the presence of a single filament that cannot be easily reconnected with the electrode
because of the absence of a field concentrator, a switching voltage of the opposite
polarity can take advantage of the WM-to-WI transition at the previous anode, and the
resultant HRS will not fade for it is no longer prone to rapid short-circuiting that is
related to the electrode protrusion. Indeed, with time, the HRS will strengthen under the
positive switching voltage because the conducting finger, no longer connected to the new
cathode in view of the WI obstruction, will gradually retreat from the new anode
according to the scenario depicted in Figure 4.6d. This is observed in both the R(t) plot
in Figure 4.5 and the photographs of Figure 4.7. (More on this later in the section of
Section 4.4.7.) This is quite unlike the case of a weakening HRS in unipolar switching
seen in Figure 4.2c.
It is thus clear that priming can remove redundant parallel fingers to create a
configuration analogous to that of a single filament in thin-film switching, and once
attained, this filament is capable of undergoing bipolar switching. This explains the
connection between priming and bipolar switching. The connection also explains the
magnitude of (i) priming voltage and the asymmetry of switching voltages for (ii) HRS
(small positive) and (iii) LRS (large negative). (i) Since priming must substantially
disrupt the dark band microstructure left by forming, it must be of a magnitude
comparable to the forming voltage (specifically, the voltage when forming is under the
current control). This is why it is –150 V (and smaller when priming enters current
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control) in our experiment. (Note that an opposite polarity is more effective for
disruption, more on this later in the section of Section 4.4.7.) (ii) While switching to
HRS, which relies on the WM-WI transition, the above dark-band/finger microstructure
established by priming (during its stage of current control) should remain mostly intact.
Thus, the switching voltage must be small enough. This is why it is +5 V to +100 V in
our experiment. (iii) While switching to LRS, the previous microstructure established by
priming (during its stage of current control) must be restored and refreshed. Thus, the
switching voltage must be similar to that used in priming, specifically, the voltage during
its stage of current control. Hence, why it is –125 V to –150 V in our experiment (see
next section, Section 4.4.6).
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Figure 4.6 (a) Photograph of the backside of a single crystal after being formed starting
with +200 V followed by time under current control (10 mA). (b) Photograph of the
backside of the same single crystal after being fully primed starting at –150 V followed
by time under current control (10 mA). (c) (Top) Schematic of a sample after being
formed, then unloaded to 0 V, showing two fingers—obtained by forming, all connected
to old anode before unloading—are no longer connected after 0 V quenching because of
WM-to-WI transition; (middle) same sample further subject to –150 V, which causes a
new finger (green thick arrows) to rapidly grow from (new) cathode protrusion (blue
semicircle) and to pierce WI, thus reconnecting upper finger to cathode and resulting in
LRS; (bottom) after spending time under current control during priming, cathode
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connection of lower finger is eventually restored by VO×× flow; meanwhile, upper finger is
broken because of annealing/bifurcation. (d) (Top) Schematic of previous state (bottom
of (c)) after further unloading to 0 V, causing WM-to-WI transition at both fingers
breaking their electrode connections there; (middle) same sample further after switching
to +5 V, which is sufficient to grow finger from cathode protrusion to upper finger but
not from cathode to lower finger, thus obtaining HRS; (bottom) same sample under +5 V
for longer time with the middle finger retreating from anode thus strengthening HRS.

Figure 4.7 Photographs of backside of YSZ single crystal tested in Figure 4.5 at
different time points during (a) forming at +200 V and 10 mA compliance, (b) priming at
–150 V and 5 mA compliance, and (c) switching at +100 V and 5 mA compliance, all
carried out at 350°C in air.

4.4.6

Returning HRS to LRS
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Once a HRS is obtained in bipolar switching, it is possible to return it to LRS if a
high enough negative voltage is applied, and further cycling between bipolar LRS and
HRS also becomes possible as shown in Figure 4.8. The magnitude of negative voltage is
important: a smaller magnitude will only return it to a LRS of a higher resistance. This is
understandable: a negative voltage will grow a new finger from the new cathode to reach
the already detached old finger, but this is in competition with the retreat of the old finger
(see Section 4.2 (iii) and (v)) and the competition will tilt towards connection only if a
larger voltage is used. For example, in Figure 4.8, for this particular sample, –100 V and
–110 V are not enough to fully reconnect the finger; instead, they lead to an intermediate
high resistance state. (In a way, this could be considered multilevel switching.) After
another HRS at +5 V, the stable LRS is recovered by using –150 V. Here, it is worth
noting that the region between the finger and the (anode) electrode from which it
retreated is likely to be a mixed conductor. Therefore, under the same voltage, its ionic
current is smaller than that of a standard YSZ, making the growth of a finger slower. A
similar point was previously made in Section 4.4.2 referring to Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.8 Resistance curve that shows repetitive 60 s cycling between a HRS driven by
+5 V and an LRS driven with a testing voltage of –150 V and –125 V with an
intermediate resistance state when the magnitude of the negative voltage is not large
enough (–100 V and –110 V).

Repetitive cycling is also highly sensitive to the time spent in HRS under a positive
voltage. If too long a time is spent in HRS under a positive voltage, it is more difficult to
return to LRS. As shown in Figure 4.9, if the HRS is maintained for a longer time (500 s
in the case of Figure 4.9a), switching back to –150 V leads to a temporary decrease in
resistance, but the resistance later increases again. However, if the HRS is maintained for
a shorter time (60 s in the case of Figure 4.9b), then the same –150 V can fully restore
the LRS stably. This is again understandable: during the time spent in HRS under a
positive voltage, the conducting finger will retreat from the anode (see Section 4.2 (iii)),
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which needs to be later reconnected by a negative voltage to return to LRS. Therefore,
too much a dwell time in HRS, hence too far a retreat, will make reconnecting that much
more difficult. Lastly, as shown in Figure 4.9a, too much a dwell time in HRS also
causes the resistance, initially switched under –150 V toward LRS, to soon return to the
HRS. This may be explained by noting the dynamic competition between metallization
and reoxidation (Section 4.2 (v)), in which reoxidation due to the inward diffusion of
surrounding oxygen into a conducting path will increase its resistance. As this happens,
the filament carrying a lower current will actually shrink in a way that is similar to case
(iv) described in Section 4.2 for a more resistive finger during current bifurcation. (As
explained in Section 4.2, these processes all follow a positive feedback loop making
them self-reinforcing.)

Figure 4.9 (a) Resistance curve tested in air and at 350°C in which the LRS cannot be
recovered with –150 V (red) after 500 s at the HRS (green, +10 V). (b) Resistance curve
in which the LRS is recovered with –150 V (red) if the HRS (green, +5 V) is only
maintained for 60 s. After that, the HRS can recovered again after a switch of polarity.
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We also found it possible to switch repetitively using much shorter cycles such as
shown in Figure 4.10. In this case, the sample is formed and primed under a higher
temperature (350°C) before being cooled down to 295°C during the second part of
priming. The sample is then switched between +15 V and –150 V with half-cycles lasting
2 s for each. In both polarities, roughly the same end resistance values were obtained
cycle after cycle. Note that, in Figure 4.10b, while a large negative voltage allows for an
immediate drop in resistance reaching the steady state LRS rather quickly, a positive
voltage is always accompanied by a slow transient that takes much longer to reach the
steady-state HRS, sometimes exceeding the 2 s half-cycle time. This may be partially
related to the various considerations mentioned above. Another possible explanation is
the longer RC time of the equivalent circuit of the HRS, which is described in Appendix
D.

Figure 4.10 (a) Resistance vs time curve showing forming at 350°C, +200 V and 10 mA
compliance for 3,000 s followed by 2,000 s of priming at 350°C, -150 V and 10 mA
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compliance before cooling down to 295°C while holding a -150 V/10 mA compliance.
The sample is then switched between +15 V/2 s (green) and -150/2 s (dark red). (b)
Zoomed in version of the resistance vs time plot shown in (a) with only the switching
behavior.

4.4.7

Oxygen diffusion from environment

Experiments in silicone oil provide further insight in two respects. First, we directly
verified that oxygen bubbles are released from anode in the LRS half-cycle, whereas
bubble release is minimal, if any, in the HRS half-cycle. Second, the boundary condition
in the silicone oil experiment essentially cuts off oxygen intake from the sample surfaces,
which proves to be greatly effective in affecting the dark band morphology as well as
resistance switching as follows.
Resistance value: While the resistance of steady state LRS in air mostly ranged from
4.3 to 10.3 kW after both forming and priming (no discernable difference between the
two), those formed in silicone fluid had resistance values ranging from 1.9 to 3.8 kW after
a long time at 10 mA current control (after +200 V voltage control). The same trend in
steady-state LRS values holds for the priming tests done at –150 V followed by 10 mA
(1.9 to 2.7 kW). This is easily understandable: without atmospheric resupply of oxygen,
reoxidation in the dynamic competition (between metallization and reoxidation) is
suppressed; thus, the metallic filaments are likely to maintain a more reduced state than
otherwise, hence a lower resistance. Note, however, a less efficient cathode (as it will
become clearer below) in the silicone oil test may cause a delay of resistance degradation,
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which was observed in Chapter 2. Therefore, the above statement of a lower resistance
in silicone oil tests only holds after long-time testing under a current control.
Band morphology: Visually, there is already a difference in the band morphology
after the forming step between the tests done in air and in silicone fluid, and their contrast
becomes even starker after priming and during switching. As shown in Figure 4.11, in
two representative samples after a long time at 10 mA current control (after +200 V
voltage control), the area of the black band is larger when tested in air (Figure 4.11b)
than in silicone oil (Figure 4.11a).

Figure 4.11 Photographs of a single crystal degraded at 310°C and 10 mA current control
after +200 V voltage control for t = 2240 s (a) in silicone oil and (b) in air, showing the
differences in band morphology between two environments.

Further observations of a smaller dark band when tested in silicone oil is shown in
Figure 4.12, in which the triangular-shaped dark band, while shrinking and growing from
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time to time, always covers just a small portion of the leading edge of the cathode. That
is, it is as if the triangle is attached to a single point on the cathode. The morphology in
Figures 4.11-4.12 can be explained as follows. (1) At the later stage of forming/priming
when current is large and when current bifurcation becomes commonplace, it is the most
efficient part of the cathode edge that becomes the most important because it can provide
the largest current. This explains why we often see the dark band attached to such a part.
(2) At the later stage of forming/priming, the entire dark band should be quite conductive.
Hence, in principle it can act like a virtual cathode if it can, by providing electrons,
dissociate atmospheric oxygen and incorporate O2–, which is needed to sustain the ionic
flow at the metal/YSZ interface (Section 4.2 (i)). This is why the entire sample appears
black in Figure 4.11 when tested in air. (3) The scenario described in (2) becomes
impossible in tests conducted in silicone oil, except at the edge of the Pt cathode where
O2 dissociation to provide O2– into the crystal is aided by Pt catalyst, and often only at the
most efficient point on such electrode edge. Therefore, in silicone oil tests, oxygen uptake
from sample surfaces is suppressed, there is no virtual electrode, and only the most
efficient part of the cathode edge is operational. The above three can explain all the
important features in Figures 4.11-4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Serial photographs of a single crystal taken during the priming step (thus
negative voltage although its absolute value is shown here, starting at time zero)
conducted in silicone oil at 310°C under –150 V followed almost immediately by 10 mA
current control. Note the series of shrinkage and expansion of dark band triangles over
time, and the rather “violent” fluctuations of voltage required to maintain a constant
current of 10 mA.

Dynamics of band morphology: Two especially interesting aspects are described
below. (i) Polarization reversal: given the tendency of adopting a triangular shape with
one apex hung from the cathode, voltage reversal creates an interesting series of
intermediate configurations as the initial triangle tries to “pivot” itself. It turns out that
this occurs by going through a “saddle point”, which is an intermediate configuration
between the two end points. As shown in Figure 4.13a, the saddle point has one triangle
based on the new anode, and it is connected at its hung corner to a rhombus with its
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opposite corner attached to the other electrode. However, in bipolar switching, Figure
4.13b after polarity reversal enters an HRS with a very small current left. So the final
configuration is more like what is depicted in the bottom panel of Figure 4.6d, with both
sides of the (already pinched-off and separated) dark band retreating from their adjacent
electrodes.
A closer examination of other photos in the videos of silicone oil tests reveals
underlying events that finally “nucleate” the sudden changes that happen to dark bands.
As shown in Figure 4.14, the video over a period of 6 min with the same polarity and
under the same current control captured two such events. Initially, the dark band is a
triangle based on the anode on the left. Later on, as the triangle becomes a much narrower
one at 244 s, a side protrusion in the middle section begins to form, apparently prompted
by an increased resistance on its left (see below). This side protrusion becomes more
prominent at 249 s, and at 256 s it apparently acts like a lightning rod and nucleates a
new triangle, again based on the anode (acting as a collector plate) but is significantly
larger. Over time, this newly formed triangle also shrinks and narrows, and at 335 s it
developed a neck in the middle, which apparently raises the resistance again. Almost
immediately, a new dark band forms once more, with a much-expanded size. (Over time,
the latter also shrinks and narrows.) Interestingly, prior to both “big-bang” episodes
(forming a suddenly expanded triangle), we recorded a voltage increase, which is
consistent with the above picture of resistance increase. Therefore, there is no question
that these dramatic events are related to the increase of internal resistance, which,
obviously, has a profound effect on the field concentration that eventually triggers the
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sudden expansion of the dark band. In Figure 4.12, such voltage instability should not be
mistaken for as “noise,” even though they do look like.

Figure 4.13 (a) Schematic showing (left) the dark band with a triangular shape with its
base at the anode and apex at the cathode and after polarity switch, (middle) the saddle
point with a rhombus-shaped dark band near the new cathode as again a triangularshaped dark band close to the anode with its base at the anode and apex pointing towards
the cathode until (right) there is just a triangular-shaped dark band with the base on the
anode. (b) Serial photographs of a single crystal tested in silicone oil at 305°C during
priming (–150 V voltage control followed by 10 mA current control) for t = 3500 s on the
left and following polarity reversal at +5 V for different periods of time.
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Figure 4.14 Photographs of a single crystal taken during the priming step (starting at
time zero) conducted in silicone oil at 310°C under –150 V followed almost immediately
by 10 mA current control showing the fast fluctuations in dark band including both
thinning and widening of the band.

Finally, a few additional points are relevant concerning different test environments.
First, the voltage instability/noise is only seen in silicone oil tests, no doubt because its
electrical current is so critically dependent on the operation of one or two high efficiency
spots on the electrodes. Second, while the final “big-bang” episodes described above may
happen rapidly, its development often takes a much longer time in silicone oil tests. This
is in contrast to the air tests when most of the morphological changes in the dark bands
occur relatively quickly, often during the first 1-2 minutes after a new (voltage loading)
step begins. The rapid change in air tests likely results from the fact that the entire
metallic region of YSZ acts like a virtual electrode—it receives surface supply of oxygen,
and its electronic conductivity enables oxygen dissociation on the surface, thus allowing
rapid kinetics and dynamics throughout the sample. Third, the reason for dark band
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shrinkage is likely due to oxygen flux from surrounding YSZ insulator (see Section 4.2
(v)), which causes reoxidation. Treating the filament as a cylinder, we see that the flux
varies inversely with the cross-sectional radius. Thus, it is the thinnest section that sees
the highest flux and experiences the fastest resistance increase. This process is selfreinforcing, which is why we see such section acting as the precursor or even the
nucleation site of new-band formation. Fourth, it is clear from Figure 4.14 and especially
the videos (not shown) that the dark band velocity can be very fast (~170 µm/s), meaning
very fast diffusion of O2–. Since this has been repeatedly seen in the same sample within
a short time span of each other, inside the silicone oil, it is unlikely to be a surface event
tied to the surface (adsorbed) oxygen. Instead, it must be a bulk phenomenon. On the
other hand, perception of electrocoloration is highly sensitive, so the sudden appearance
of a large dark band does not necessarily imply a large O2– current—a minute flow may
suffice. Indeed, during such event, we did not see any change in the electrical current,
which remained at the set (compliance) value.

4.5 Conclusions
(1) The precarious nature of the metal-insulator transition allows for unipolar and bipolar
switching in YSZ. Of special importance is a thin YSZ segment adjacent to the old
anode, always turned into an insulator after voltage unloading.
(2) Of importance to filament formation and survival is cathode efficiency, electrode
protrusion, intake of atmospheric oxygen, current bifurcation, and oxygen flux from
surrounding YSZ to filament. Proper control of these processes makes it possible to
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recreate, in single crystal YSZ, unipolar switching and bipolar switching, the latter
with a mechanism that is akin to the single-filament switching mechanism in thin
films.
(3) Whereas unipolar switching is achieved through the irreversible transition of the
weak metal to a weak insulator, bipolar switching needs the setting of filament
fragmentation, by way of current bifurcation. It necessitates an additional step, called
priming, between forming and switching.
(4) It is possible to maintain repetitive switching on a bulk YSZ single crystal sample if
the half-cycle times are kept short. Meanwhile, the magnitudes of switching voltages
are rather asymmetric because of the need to create and to maintain the singlefilament configuration.
(5) Testing in silicone oil offers a setting most analogous to thin-film switching, as it
greatly promotes the formation of a single filament. This operates by preventing
virtual cathode from forming—such virtual cathode must receive atmospheric oxygen
from the sample surface, which is not possible in silicone oil. As a result,
uncontrolled growth or even proliferation of filaments may be avoided.
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Chapter 5 Bipolar Resistance Switching in Strontium Titanate Single Crystals
Synopsis
Forming and switching mechanisms in resistance memory and neuromorphic
computing are studied in real time in a prototypical valence-change-memory (VCM)
oxide, SrTiO3 (STO). With and without acceptor (Fe) doping, a typical as-formed single
crystal is in the low-resistance state (LRS) with a set of fragmentary/filamentary n-type
and p-type regions divided by a p-n junction that straddles the composition of
stoichiometric, ionic STO. Both regions are highly conducting made possible by extreme
oxygen-vacancy

partitioning,

its

sharp

concentration

gradient

maintained

by

electromigration that counters the back-diffusion of oxygen ions. After a reversal of
voltage polarity, electromigration reverses its direction to act in concert with backdiffusion, so the concentration profile broadens and a nanolayer of ionic STO forms,
which only allows a much smaller tunneling current and causes the LRS to switch to the
high-resistance state (HRS). The process is reversible: reversing the direction of
electromigration again by reversing the voltage polarity switches the HRS to an LRS.
Due to electrocoloration and Joule heat, in situ optical and thermal imaging reveal the
fragmentary nature of the conducting paths, that the junction and the ionic nanolayer are
closer to the anode, and oxygen loss and the resulting p-type region shrinkage may move
them further toward the anode thus leading to HRS degradation. In contrast, LRS
degradation is caused by excessive thickening of ionic STO due to either cumulative
back-diffusion or inadequate electromigration under too low a voltage. Most remarkably,
imaging reveals a hot spot staying near the original anode throughout forming and
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switching, identifying such electrode as the active electrode and the conducting path
suffering a narrow/most-resistive constriction—hence filamentary. While the above
account applies for the so-called eightwise switching, a more severely formed crystal can
exhibit another type, counter-eightwise, switching. It features a lower resistance, lower
voltage and higher current, with the interfacial resistance at the original anode being a
Schottky junction becoming more significant. Electrical, thermal and diffusive crosstalk
of multiple conducting paths are also evident from in situ imaging and may further
account for the randomness in forming, switching and neuromorphic training.

5.1 Introduction
Voltage-triggered switching of resistance of a two-terminal metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) structure has been extensively researched with the goal of developing a viable
technology for digital memory (ReRAM) and/or analog neuromorphic computing. The
device features two non-volatile resistance states, a low resistance state (LRS) or ON
state and a high resistance state (HRS) or OFF state. One switching mechanism is via
anion (or anion vacancy) migration, which is especially common when the insulator has a
transition-metal cation of a variable valence (hence called valence change memory or
VCM). Using TiO2 and SrTiO3 as model VCM insulators, respectively, Yang et al.1 and
Waser et al.2 have demonstrated two current-voltage I(V) switching polarities shown in
Figure 5.1. One (called counter-eightwise, c8w) “sets” the HRS to LRS at a negative
voltage (conversely, the LRS “resets” to HRS at a positive voltage), the other (eightwise,
8w) sets the HRS to LRS at a positive voltage. (Conversely, the LRS resets to HRS at a
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negative voltage.) Here, the voltage polarity refers to the reference (or active) electrode,
so called because its vicinity supports most of the applied voltage and its junction having
a Schottky barrier is non-Ohmic. Since the “forming” operation, a preparatory DC
stressing/breakdown step performed on a pristine MIM structure to render it switchable,
usually leaves a Schottky barrier at the anode (the positive electrode), the switching
polarity can also be defined with reference to forming: c8w if it resets at the same
polarity as in forming, and 8w if it sets at the same polarity as in forming. Moreover,
since forming in thin-film structures is inherently unstable and stochastic, and it
invariably proceeds along a filamentary path, the above polarities should refer to the
filament/electrode interface. Lastly, whereas a filament is involved in both types of
switching, 8w switching has been thought to be more intrinsically homogeneous though
less common and understood than c8w switching. Therefore, this work aims to provide a
better understanding of 8w switching by studying bulk SrTiO3 (STO) single crystals.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic I-V curves showing forming (blue) as well as eightwise (red) and
counter-eightwise (black) switching. Inset: schematic showing the sample with Pt
electrodes, marking the anode as the active electrode.

Resistance switching of bulk STO single crystals, either undoped or acceptor-doped
ones, has been reported by Szot3, Waser2, Wojtyniak4, Skowronski5 and colleagues. Their
initial focus was on the role, in forming and switching3, of (100) edge dislocations, which
are fast diffusing-and-conducting paths. This was followed by identifying the Schottky
barrier at the (STO) dislocation-anode interface2, which results in c8w switching. An
advantage of bulk insulator crystals is their transparency, which affords an “inside” view
of the switching (as well as forming) events within the insulator. This is desirable
because forming only leaves a few filaments, possibly just one, which is difficult to find
in a thin-film device just like a proverbial needle in a haystack. Yet a bulk crystal may
not be of much value to c8w switching, which operates by an interface mechanism. In
contrast, 8w switching presumably does not rely on any interface mechanism. If so, and if
bulk-crystal studies can identify the critical locations for forming and switching, then
they should be of great interest. This is the focus of our study although c8w switching in
the same crystals will also be demonstrated in Appendix E.
With Ti as a VCM cation, STO is a prototypical perovskite and one of the best
understood oxides. Obviously, Ti reduction can result from oxygen loss, i.e., formation of

VO!! , but acceptor (such as Fe3+) doping replacing Ti has the same effect. Both undoped
and Fe-doped STO single crystals are readily available. Moreover, since STO and other
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titanates are important components of ceramic capacitors, their DC degradation and
breakdown has been extensively investigated for more than half a century. Indeed, to
simulate failures in thick-film capacitors, accelerated breakdown is routinely performed
using bulk samples employing a much higher electric field and test temperature than seen
in actual capacitors in the so-called highly accelerated lifetime tests (HALT), which are
not unlike forming in thin-film MIM structures. As reviewed below, the HALT
literature4,6-15 and our recent HALT study of STO16 have provided an excellent
background for our switching study.

5.2 Oxygen distribution and switching mechanism
Our understanding of DC degradation of single-crystal STO may be summarized as
follows. (i) Resistance degradation proceeds along one or more filamentary, needle-like
paths. Although their occurrences and locations are heavily influenced by defects (e.g.,
surface singularities, dislocations, sample edges and scratches) and field concentrators
(e.g., electrode protrusions and filament tips), overall, the process may be considered a
stochastic one because of the wide variety and complexity of such defects/concentrators.
(ii) As shown in Figure 5.2, VO×× are segregated on the cathode side and depleted on the
anode side. This is accompanied by charge-compensating electrons on the cathode side
(the n-type region, essentially metallic) and holes on the anode side (the p-type region,
more resistive), with hardly any space charge anywhere except at the p-n junction. The
extreme partition is possible because of the DC voltage that drives VO×× electromigration
to counter VO×× back-diffusion. In practice, the p-n junction is closer to the anode,
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sometimes right next to it. The junction is the most resistive part and will be referred to as
the i-region because it has the same stoichiometry as ionic STO. However, its thickness is
so thin and field so strong that it allows a steady-state electronic flux to match the
dominant (also electronic) flux flowing through the n- and p-region. Meanwhile, the
overall ionic flux is always negligible, and vanishes at the steady state. (iii) After
considerable degradation, oxygen release ensues at the anode rendering the sample more
reduced over time. It also makes a true steady-state impossible to attain, and the sample
may become an entirely n-region except for a thin patch of p-region at the anode. (iv)
While its details depend on the sample size, voltage (being positive by convention),
current compliance and temperature as well as stochastics, the above degradation process
may be regarded as the forming process. We will call the degraded state the as-formed
state (AFS). (v) The cathode junction is Ohmic because of the n-region is almost metallic,
but the AFS anode is non-Ohmic with a Schottky barrier across the p-region; its interface
resistance becomes important especially when the post-forming switching voltage is
small. (vi) Since the Schottky junction is typically very thin, it can be eliminated by
attracting VO×× when the electrode polarity is switched to negative. Therefore, relative to
such switched state, the AFS is HRS, and it sets to the LRS under a negative voltage,
namely by c8w switching. (vii) If a large switching voltage comparable to the
degradation voltage is used, then the AFS carrying a large current holds and is obviously
the low-resistance state (LRS). In this case, 8w switching applies.
Starting with the AFS as the LRS and the VO×× distribution in Figure 5.2, one can
predict how the distribution, hence the electrical properties, evolves when a negative
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voltage is applied to effect 8w switching. First, once the positive voltage is removed,
back-diffusion is no longer countered by electromigration, so the VO×× profile is smoothed,
the i-region thickened, and the p-region less oxidized (i.e., losing holes), which all
increase the resistance. (This reconfirms it is 8w switching.) Thickening of the i-region,
losing holes in the p-region and indeed shrinking of the p-region by moving the p-n
junction also occurs throughout 8w switching. This is because VO×× electromigration is
either too weak (when the voltage is positive but too small) or in the same direction as
back-diffusion (when the voltage is negative), which is how the HRS forms as
schematically shown in the right panel of Figure 5.2. Second, the above process is
reversible: when the applied voltage is changed to positive, electromigration will oppose
back-diffusion to thin the i-region as well as to oxidize the p-region, eventually restoring
the LRS. Third, in the HRS, the electron conducting mechanism across the i-region may
be drift conduction or tunneling (aided by the field and possibly traps, via trap-assisted
tunneling). However, the strong dependence of switching voltage on the i-region
thickness and the weak temperature dependence of the HRS resistance suggests tunneling
is predominant. As will become clear later, the above scenario finds much support in our
study of single-crystal switching.
For robust 8w switching, having a thin, nanoscale i-region and the ability to control
its thickness (despite its movement) by electromigration and back-diffusion is crucial.
Failure to do so will result in the deterioration of either LRS or HRS as well as its
inability to switch. For example, inasmuch as a negative voltage (i.e., during the HRS
half-cycle) will drive VO×× toward the negative electrode (same as the anode of the AFS),
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VO×× accumulation there will deteriorate the resistance of the HRS over time. Indeed, if the

voltage is too negative, then the new n-region initiated from the negative electrode may
encroach the i-region and totally eliminate the p-region, making it impossible to switch to
the HRS anymore. Risk of such deterioration is reduced if the negative voltage is limited
in magnitude, or there is first a zero-voltage hold to allow the i-region to thicken by backdiffusion before a negative voltage is applied. On the other hand, too thick an i-region
may make it difficult to switch to the LRS. Lastly, oxygen release from the anode under a
positive voltage (i.e., during forming or the LRS half-cycle) may turn the entire sample
into an n-region except right next to the anode, which again makes it impossible to switch
to the HRS. In the latter situation, there is still the possibility of c8w switching when the
Schottky barrier is smoothed under a negative voltage, thus obtaining the LRS.
To image resistance switching in single crystals in situ, a higher test temperature to
enable faster kinetics is needed, which allows for more electromigration and backdiffusion. Nevertheless, test parameters such as voltage and cycle time may be tuned to
obtain switching profiles representative of those seen in thin-film devices operated at the
ambient temperature. For example, one may use asymmetrical voltages—a higher
positive voltage and a smaller negative voltage—to counter the ever-prominent backdiffusion at high temperatures. Alternatively, one may use asymmetric half-cycle times—
a longer one at positive voltages and a shorter one at negative voltages—to avoid a
permanent alteration of the original i-region. The latter is reasonable because the original
profile in the AFS was established under a positive voltage and represents, nominally, a
steady state; naturally, providing a positive voltage is more stabilizing. That is, a positive
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voltage will better maintain the same state and is relatively “durable” or stable. This is
consistent with our experience as illustrated in Figures 5.3. First, in Figures 5.3a, an
undoped STO crystal is switched with almost symmetrical voltages but asymmetric cycle
times (–100 V for 0.25 s vs +150 V for 1 s). Second, in Figure 5.3b, asymmetric voltages
but symmetric cycle times (1 s for both –15 V and +200 V) can also succeed in
switching. Lastly, note that STO forming is ultimately a stochastic process, and the AFS,
including the position and thickness of its i-region, can vary greatly from sample to
sample even when test parameters are fixed. This in turn affects the subsequent switching
characteristics.

Figure 5.2 Defect model for forming and switching. Schematic image showing the
oxygen vacancy concentration as well as direction of electromigration, back-diffusion
and oxygen ion flow during forming (left) and switching under negative (right) and
positive (left) voltages. Under short times, a negative voltage leads to the creation of a
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small ionic (i-type) region that disappears when a large positive voltage is applied,
leading once more to the formed state with only a p-n junction.

Figure 5.3 Switching voltages and time. (a) Symmetric voltage and asymmetric time.
Resistance vs time plot of forming and switching behavior of undoped STO at 350°C in
air after forming at 200 V with 5 mA compliance for a total time of 100 s. Switching
cycles between –100 V/0.25 s and +150 V/1 s with small voltage (+2 V) measurement
(0.25 s) after 9 switching half-cycles. (b) Asymmetric voltage and symmetric time.
Resistance vs time plot of forming and switching behavior of undoped STO at 350°C in
air after forming at 200 V with 5 mA compliance for a total of 100 s. Switching cycles
between –15 V/1 s and +150 V/1 s with small voltage (+2 V) measurement (0.25 s) after
9 switching half-cycles.

5.3 Experimental Procedure
We performed over 160 forming experiments (HALT) followed by multiple
switching cycles on transparent single crystals of undoped (MTI Corp., total impurity
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level < 25 ppm wt. with 1 ppm wt. Fe) and 0.05 wt.% Fe-doped (MSE Supplies) STO.
Here, Fe-doped crystals were selected because they have lower VO×× diffusivity due to
VO×× -Fe association, and their electrooxidation of Fe3+ to Fe4+ provides a convenient

means to “stain” the p-region. These crystals were polished on one side as received and
cut into test bars of 5 mm long, 1.6 mm wide and 0.5 mm thick. Deposited with
electrodes made from a pure Pt paste (Fuel Cell Materials), they were first annealed in air
at 1000°C (2 h), then cooled at 10°C/min. To limit surface-related artifacts such as uptake
of environmental oxygen and field/current concentrators at surface defects (including
scratches and sample edges), special electrode configurations were used to steer the
filamentary paths into the interior of the crystal. The following two were most often used:
full-width electrodes on opposite faces, and half-width electrodes on opposite faces at
opposite corners. The latter will be called body-diagonal configuration, and it is
especially effective in minimizing the role of fast-conducting/diffusion of (100)
dislocations, which must climb (a relatively slow process) a macroscopic distance to
bridge the two electrodes, which is unlikely in fast switching. To limit variability from
test to test, after an experiment, the electrodes were removed from the sample and the
sample “regenerated” by annealing it at 800°C/6 h in air; after that, electrodes were redeposited and the sample re-annealed (1000°C/2 h) before being used for another test.
Experiments were either performed in air or in silicone oil (flash point >359°C).
Regardless, samples were heated by a hot plate to allow in situ observations using an
optical and/or thermal camera during forming and switching. As alluded above,
electrooxidation of Fe3+ (also present in undoped crystals as an unintentional impurity) to
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Fe4+ causes a brown color to develop, which “stains” the p-region, most intensely right
next to the positive electrode (anode). This works best when there is silicone oil around to
shield the sample from atmospheric oxygen. As a result, dark band evolution (as well as
oxygen bubbles released from the anode) is readily visible in silicone oil tests. In
contrast, in air tests, as oxygen vacancies inside the crystal are drawn toward the anode,
surface ingress of atmospheric oxygen is induced causing surface oxidation and
darkening, masking the interior, and over time turning the entire sample black making it
impossible to follow the electro-evolution of the p-region inside the crystal. A similar
problem was encountered in YSZ in which the dark band, a sign of reduction in that case,
would cover the entire sample making it difficult to see changes inside.17
Before switching, samples were formed at 270°C to 385°C at +200 V with a current
compliance from 5 to 12 mA for a time (the total time under voltage control and current
control) from 100 s to 3,000 s. Subsequent switching was conducted anywhere from 50°C
to 350°C, after cooling under the same current compliance. The following procedure
focuses on 8w switching which is the subject of the main text. (Appendix E describes
how c8w switching is performed using these samples.) Starting with an AFS that is the
LRS, to obtain the HRS, a switching voltage from –5 V to –200 V was applied for halfcycle times from 0.25 s to 60 s; after that, to obtain LRS, a switching voltage from +5 to
+200 V was applied for 1 s to 60 s. Here, instead of voltage sweeping, a constant-voltage
hold was applied to provide information on the transient, which is relatively long given
the macroscopic sample size. In view of any possible non-Ohmic behavior, the smallvoltage (LRS/HRS) resistance was periodically measured at ±2 V at 0.25 s after
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switching to compare with the large-voltage resistance that was monitored continuously.
The deterioration of the resistance states was investigated using a half-cycle time of up to
3,000 s.
Auto-focused videos with a relatively large depth of field (using a 20x macro lens
attachment for a smartphone, OYRGCIK) were taken during the entire test to track the
appearance of the initially transparent sample in either air or silicone oil. In addition,
during air testing, thermal imaging was recorded on a thermal camera (CompactPro, Seek
Thermal), which has a 320 ´ 240 thermal sensor and a <9 Hz frame rate for temperature
measurements up to 330°C. Setting red at 700 nm for high temperature and blue at 400
nm for low temperature, the color (hence temperature) of a point (pixel) was
characterized by a set of hexadecimal numbers, which was mapped to a wavelength that
best matches the color. In this way, the temperature difference between two points may
be equivalently quantified by their wavelength difference.
The above tests studied “one-step switching.” Another set of tests were performed to
effect “cumulative switching”, namely incrementally changing the resistance with
repeated voltage excitations of a smaller magnitude than in “one-step switching.” Details
of such tests will be described later when their results are presented.

5.4 Results
5.4.1

Resistance Ratio

As shown in Figure 5.3a, the small-voltage resistance (black squares in the figures)
is higher than the large-voltage resistance for both LRS and HRS, strongly suggesting
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their non-Ohmic feature is due to Joule heating that is much more intense for LRS. (Some
resistance increase may be attributed to unchecked back-diffusion that thickens the iregion at the small voltage.) This explains why the resistance ratio of HRS to LRS at the
large voltage is typically 3´ that of the small voltage. Regardless, the ratio is at least
100´ at all voltages. The above observations were made for bipolar switching under a set
of symmetric voltages and asymmetric time. But the same trend was seen in bipolar
switching under asymmetric voltages with symmetric cycle times (Figure 5.3b): the
high-voltage resistance ratio is ~900´; at small voltage, it is ~70´.

5.4.2

Dark band movement

Movement of dark bands indicative of the (oxidized) p-region is visible during
switching. As mentioned above, this is best observed for Fe-doped STO tested in silicone
oil, since its coloration is entirely attributed to local electrooxidation, via electromigration
of VO!! , and not complicated by surface oxidation due to oxygen (surface) ingress from the
atmosphere. An Fe-doped STO thus tested at 315°C is shown in Figure 5.4a. It has an
irregularly shaped dark band on the anode side in the LRS, and the band retreats (moving
right) towards the same electrode during the 1 s half-cycle time when the LRS switches
to the HRS under –15 V. The movement signaling the retreat of the oxidative front
(hence the i-region, i.e., the p-n junction) of the p-region is made evident by overlaying
two snapshots, taken at 1 s apart and with saturated contrast. The estimated speed of the
oxidation front is ~250 µm/s if we assume a constant speed.
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Figure 5.4 (a) (Top) Photograph of Fe-doped STO at 315°C in silicone oil after forming
at +200 V with 5 mA compliance for 160 s upon switching to –15 V for 1 s leading to the
shrinkage of the dark band, which can be seen by the high-contrast photograph (bottom).
Red arrow shows the receding of the dark band under –15 V (beginning and end traces in
dotted lines) and the orange arrow shows the upward migration of bubbles during the 1 s
cycling step. (b) Resistance vs time plot for forming and switching experiment of Fedoped STO at 315°C in silicone oil after forming at 200 V with 5 mA compliance for 160
s. Switching cycles between –15 V and +200 V each for 1 s with small voltage (+2 V)
measurement (0.25 s) after 9 half-cycles. (c) Photographs of samples tested in (b)
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showing the shrinking of the dark band at later and later cycles with all of them showing
the sample under the –15 V cycling step. (d) Photographs of sample tested in (b)
switching between –15 V (left photo: beginning of cycle) and +200 V (right photo:
beginning of cycle) for 1 s each. Middle column shows traces of dark band spaced out
every 0.25 s with the beginning and end traces in solid lines and the intermediate ones in
dotted ones. The gradient brown arrow shows the direction of the traces with time. The
top shows the shrinking of the dark band under –15 V and the bottom shows the growing
of such with +200 V.

Because the integrated current is larger in the LRS half-cycle than in the HRS halfcycle, there is a net charge flow through the sample per cycle (Figure 5.4b). Most of the
flow is an electronic one, but since it is directional, there is also the possibility of a small,
non-zero O2– flow, which may lead to oxygen egress from the anode of the AFS hence
the overall crystal reduction. Evolution of oxygen bubbles in the LRS half-cycle is
confirmed in the silicone oil test in Figure 5.4a; they have an upward movement because
of buoyancy. In Figure 5.4c, the cumulative effect of reduction is manifested in the
overall retreat of the dark band over time. Toward the end of the test, only a very small pregion (dark band) remains. (Also note the pinch-off of the upper dark band between 261
s and 364 s.) Nevertheless, switching-related back-and-forth movement of its front is still
active, as can be seen by comparing the left photo at the beginning of a negative-voltage
(–15 V) half-cycle (each half-cycle lasted for 1 s) and the right photo at the beginning of
the following positive-voltage (200 V) half-cycle in Figure 5.4d. (The overall movement
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is actually up-and-down because the p-region is now restricted to one corner of the
electrode on the right.) Further details of the movement are provided by the traces of the
front, shown at ¼ s increments, between the two photos. Although the movement is
somewhat irregular and not entirely reversible, it does result in the overall
expansion/shrinkage of the p-region. These observations are consistent with the
mechanism depicted in Figure 5.2 including: (a) the actual path is filamentary and
somewhat stochastic, and (b) most changes occur closer to or right next to the original
anode.
As mentioned already, testing in air elicits too much surface oxidation which, in the
case of Fe-doped crystal, turns the entire formed crystal dark. Occasionally, though, we
did find a crystal that was not entirely dark after forming, which allowed us to follow the
dark band movement during switching as shown in Figures 5.5a and 5.5b. Although the
image quality is not as good as in Figure 5.4 because of some surface
oxidation/coloration which, like on a fogged mirror, obscures the details of the internal
dark bands, one can nevertheless discern the retreat of the dark band in the negativevoltage half-cycle, and the re-growth—though not to the original size and shape—in the
positive-voltage half-cycle (Figure 5.5a). During subsequent cycles, the back-and-forth
movement continues albeit with some overall shrinkage. Toward the end of the test, the
HRS resistance is much lower, yet the dark band movement remains active as evidenced
in the two half-cycles in Figure 5.5b. Like in Figure 5.4, as far as the dark band
movement is concerned, all the actions are near the same electrode: the anode of the AFS.
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Figure 5.5 Photographs of Fe-doped STO at 350°C in air after forming at +200 V with
10 mA compliance for 1,000 s and then switched between -200 V and +200 V for 10 s for
each half-cycle of (a) first and (b) last cycle showing (left) the cathode under –200 V
after 1 s, (middle) the cathode after 10 s at –200 V switching to the anode as the sample is
switched to +200 V, and then (right) the anode after 10 s at +200 V. The electrode is
underneath the sample, touching the hot plate.

The above examples already demonstrated that the non-zero net electron flow in a
complete cycle can lead to a non-zero O2– flow toward the anode of the AFS, which
motivates oxygen gas egress from the same. In the end, the (more resistive) p-region is
localized to a small corner of the original anode of the AFS, and the sample resistance is
much lower. Yet it is impossible to permanently eliminate the p-region there because in
the next LRS half-cycle, the electrode is positive and becomes extremely
electrochemically oxidative, and at 300°C a mere 1 V bias will impose a PO2 ratio of 1035
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between the positive electrode and the negative electrode. This is verified in Figure 5.6,
in which the overall decrease of the p-region is apparent from comparing the retreatexpand cycles at 167 s/168 s and 607 s/608 s. Yet after the dark region had completely
disappeared at 607 s it reappeared as a small trace (circled in green) at 608 s right at the
positive electrode. Of course, a p-region so small and so close to the positive electrode
can be easily eliminated (along with the i-region) when the electrode turns negative in the
next half-cycle, which means it is impossible to establish the HRS in such half-cycle.
(There should be a small new p-region formed at the other electrode, but presumably it
along with the p-n junction there is not resistive enough.) Therefore, merely having the
back-and-forth movement of the p-region even with its elimination and rebirth is
sometimes not enough to effect HRS/LRS switching.

Figure 5.6 (a) Resistance vs time plot of forming and switching behavior of Fe-doped
STO at 320°C in silicone oil after forming at 200 V with 10 mA compliance for a total of
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160 s. Switching cycles between –15 V/1 s and +150 V/1 s with small voltage (+2 V)
measurement (0.25 s) after 9 half-cycles. (b) Zoomed-in plot of the first 45 cycles. (c)
Photographs of the sample at different cycles showing the shrinking of the dark band
under negative voltage as well as its general disappearance at later cycles due to oxygen
egress.

The above continuous, though somewhat stochastic, nature of resistance
switching/deterioration evidenced by dark band movement is consistent with our study of
switching transient. Modeling the switching crystal by a circuit of Rload+(Rs||C), where
Rload is a load resistance in series with a parallel RC element in which the resistance Rs
switches between a low resistance RLR0 and a high resistance RHR0, one finds the LRS to
be Rload + RLR0, the HRS Rload + RHR0, and the transient time Rs-dependent. If Rs switches
abruptly, the solution (see Appendix D) predicts a much longer transient in the HRS
half-cycle than in the LRS half-cycle. Moreover, in bipolar switching, the transient
should always feature a rising resistance. Although the above linear circuit is no doubt
too idealized to describe every aspect of reality, we did observe all the predicted features
in our switching experiment of another system, yttria-doped cubic zirconia, in Chapter 4.
However, except for the rising-resistance transient in the LRS-to-HRS switching, they
were not seen in STO. Yet, this is consistent with the gradual HRS-to-LRS transition that
involves electromigration, back-diffusion and dark band movement, all contributing to a
slow and resistance-decreasing process.
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5.4.3

The original anode is always hotter

To ascertain the i-region in Figure 5.2 remains on the same side throughout
switching, we used thermal imaging to follow the sample’s Joule heating. Despite the fact
that surface oxidation during forming will turn air-tested samples completely dark,
thermal imaging can be used because it does not require optical transparency and can
“see through” the “opaque” surface. However, for the same reason, thermal imaging
capturing all the radiation from the entire sample depth lacks the ability of depth focus
and cannot be interpreted in terms of the temperature of a single spot; it is only suitable
for comparative study, for example, comparing two sides of a sample to see which side is
hotter. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.7 for an undoped STO crystal switched at 310°C
using symmetric half-cycle times with asymmetric voltages. Two observations are
notable. First, given much more Joule heating in the LRS (+150 V) half-cycle than in the
HRS (–15 V) half-cycle, the former state is much hotter, which is verified in Figure 5.7b.
Second, the right-hand side (where the anode of the AFS resides) is always hotter than
the left-hand side. This may be explained by Figure 5.2 in which the i-region is closer to
the anode of the AFS both before and after switching. Therefore, in a sample that passes
through the same current, from the least resistive n-region on the AFS-cathode side
through the most resistive i-region in the middle to the intermediate resistive p-region on
the AFS-anode side, one should always see more Joule heating on the AFS-anode side
regardless of the magnitude of the current, which is HRS/LRS dependent.
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Figure 5.7 Thermal camera photographs of an undoped sample degraded at 310°C and
+200 V with 5 mA compliance for 160 s and then switched between –15 V/1 s (left
column) and +150 V/1 s (right column). (a) shows an earlier cycle (169 s/170 s), while
(b) shows a later one (199 s/200 s). The dotted black line shows the outline of the sample.
Under negative polarity, the anode is on the top face facing the thermal camera and the
cathode is on the bottom face touching the hot plate. The opposite holds for positive
polarity.

A similar experiment at a lower temperature (270°C) when the sample is more
resistive gave the same result. As shown in Figure 5.8, despite a much smaller
temperature gradient and a considerably lower temperature because of less Joule heating
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overall, there is always a small but measurable difference between the color indices of the
two sides. Here the color index is expressed in terms of an equivalent wavelength that
best simulates the overall (temperature-correlated) color. This wavelength difference is
about 3.5 nm, always hotter on the right (the anode side in the AFS) throughout all the
switching cycles—including the LRS-to-HRS half-cycle and the HRS-to-LRS halfcycle—despite the considerable scatter because of the smallness of the number. While the
AFS-anode side is always hotter according to thermal imaging, the same data also capture
an overall increase of ~1.5 nm during the HRS-to-LRS half-cycle and an overall decrease
of ~1.6 nm during the LRS-to-HRS half-cycle, confirming larger Joule heating during
LRS. Therefore, when switching is performed at a lower temperature, all the action still
occurs near the original (AFS) anode.
Lastly, when a sample is being cooled, we can again verify that the anode side stays
hotter. Shown in Figure 5.9 is a sample continuously monitored during cooling after
degradation at +200 V at 350°C followed by 5 mA compliance for 200 s at the same
temperature, before the hot plate was turned off; during the entire time in Figure 5.9, the
sample was under the same current compliance. The hottest, hence the most resistive
point is particularly clear in Figure 5.9e, where it is marked by an arrow. During cooling,
the voltage (Figure E.3) changed very little indicating the sample as a whole maintains
the metallic feature of decreasing/non-diverging resistance with decreasing temperature.
It is also interesting to note that, despite the nearly constant Joule heat of a constant
current, it is not the dominant heat supply to the sample. This is evident from Figure 5.9
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which shows that the sample promptly cools once the hot plate is turned off despite the
lingering hot spot lit by the Joule heat.

Figure 5.8 (a) Thermal camera photographs of an undoped STO at 270°C in air switched
between –15 V (top) and +150 V (bottom). The two crosses mark Points 1 (red) and 2
(blue) used in (b). (b) Differences in wavelength between Point 1 and Point 2 (Dl = lPt1 lPt2) as a function of cycle, switching between –15 V (HRS, closed circles) and +150 V
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(LRS, open circles). (c) Difference in Dl from (b) between the (plus sign) HRS-to-LRS
and (minus sign) LRS-to-HRS half-cycles showing that the LRS half-cycle is hotter.

Figure 5.9 Fe-doped STO at 350°C in air degraded at +200 V and 5 mA compliance for
200 seconds before turning off the hot plate and then taking thermal camera photographs
after (a) 340 s, (b) 730 s, (c) 880 s, (d) 1000 s, (e) 1300 s, and (f) 4600 s of cooling. The
dotted line marks the outline of the sample.

5.4.4

Cumulative Switching

Instead of achieving bipolar switching by a single positive- or negative-voltage
excitation, we also attempted to achieve the same switching by a train of smaller
excitations with a smaller excitation voltage interrupted by intermediate unloading to
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almost zero voltage. This is shown in Figure 5.10a and will be referred to as cumulative
switching. The direction of switching is the same: When a train of –5 V excitations is
used, after a few cycles it results in an HRS with a resistance value comparable to that
achieved by a single, large-negative-voltage excitation (e.g., –15 V in Figure 5.4);
meanwhile, the cumulative nature of resistance decrease after each excitation is again
obvious in Figure 5.10a. Conversely, when a train of 50 V excitations is used, after a few
cycles it results in an LRS although its resistance value is higher than achieved by a
single, large-positive-voltage excitation (e.g., 200 V in Figure 5.4); meanwhile, the
cumulative nature of resistance decrease after each excitation is again obvious in Figure
5.10a.
As described in our previous work (Chapter 3)16, although the filament bridging the
two electrodes is not visible on the cathode side (also called virtual cathode) because of
its reducing nature, in air-tests atmospheric oxygen may reoxygenate the sample surface
of the cathode half and the dissociated O2– may diffuse to the virtual cathode that is rich
in VO×× . Therefore, if the virtual cathode surface is not a perfect sink for O2–- VO××
recombination, excess O2– may accumulate there causing local oxidation and coloration
of Fe4+, forming a black “sheath” around the virtual cathode. This gives the initial
appearance of the virtual cathode, seen in Figure 5.10b at 161 s, when the polarity of the
electrodes was just switched—after degradation/forming under compliance was achieved.
Holding under a negative polarity allows for the reversal of the above sheath-formation
process, seen in Figure 5.10b from 161 s to 240 s. Meanwhile, back diffusion causes
thickening of the i-region to achieve the HRS. When the polarity is changed once more to
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positive, the electromigration helps thin out the i-region and thus causes a decrease in the
resistance. However, because the (positive) voltage is not high enough, electromigration
cannot entirely remove the i-region to the original, almost negligible, thickness to recover
the original LRS. It is also possible that due to the long-time testing under a negative
polarity, new i- and p-regions might have formed near the new anode (AFS cathode),
contrary to our standard switching protocol which consists of short cycles thus limiting
the likelihood of this. Formation of new regions under the positive polarity would mean
that the positive voltage must thin out not one, but rather two, i-regions at p-n (or n-p)
junctions, which is obviously more difficult. Therefore, despite the asymmetry in
magnitude of voltages for both polarities, the resistance decrease under repeated positive
voltage excitations levels off, and an intermediate HRS is obtained instead of the original
LRS.

Figure 5.10 (a) Resistance vs time plot of forming and switching behavior of Fe-doped
STO at 320°C in air after forming at 200 V with 5 mA compliance for a total of 160 s.
Switching cycles between –5 V/1 s and –0.5 V/0.5 s for 90 cycles followed by +50 V/1 s
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and +0.5 V/0.5 s for 216 cycles. (b) Photographs at sample in (a) taken at different time
stamps showing the retraction of the black needle under negative, cumulative voltage.

5.4.5

Influence of forming parameters

Although air tests are usually unsuitable for studying the evolution of the dark band,
insight obtained above allows us to interpret air-test results as illustrated by the following
examples. In this subsection, we focus on how the forming parameters affect the
AFS/initial-LRS and its ability/inability to switch to the HRS.
First, longer forming or a larger current compliance during forming will obviously
leave a more reduced sample, a smaller p-region and a less resistive AFS/LRS. Figure
5.11 compares 3 Fe-doped crystals, formed at 350°C for different times and subsequently
switched at the same temperature. At longer forming times, the p-region is too small to
switch to a stable HRS. The same trend was seen for undoped crystals in Figure 5.12,
which have a faster VO×× diffusivity thus suffer deterioration of the HRS state even at a
relatively short forming time.
As mentioned above, a larger current compliance during forming has the same
adverse effect on producing too small a p-region. One example is shown in Figure 5.13
for an Fe-doped crystal formed for a relatively short time but at a larger current
compliance of 10 mA (compared to 5 mA in Figure 5.11). While it is unable to switch to
a more resistive HRS (having <106 W instead of >107 W as in other examples shown
above), adding a zero-voltage hold after the negative-voltage half-cycle serves to increase
the resistance and makes the next state attained by the positive-voltage half-cycle no
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longer an LRS. This is because the zero-voltage hold thickens the i-region so much that a
positive voltage cannot thin it sufficiently to yield an LRS.

Figure 5.11 Resistance vs time plot for Fe-doped STO single crystals degraded at 350°C
with +200 V and 5 mA compliance for a total of (a) 100 s, (b) 500 s, or (c) 3,000 s and
then switched at –125 V/2 s and +150 V/2 s.
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Figure 5.12 Resistance vs time plot for undoped STO single crystals degraded at 350°C
with +200 V and 5 mA compliance for a total of (a) 100 s, (b) 160 s, (c) 200 s or (d) 500
s and then switched at –125 V/2 s and +150 V/2 s.

Figure 5.13 Resistance vs time plot for Fe-doped STO single crystals degraded at 350°C
with +200 V and 10 mA compliance for a total of 500 s, followed by 0 V/2 s, and then
switched at (a) –125 V/2 s and +150 V/2 s or (b) same condition as (a) but with 0 V/2 s in
between each switching step.

5.4.6

The stability of the HRS

One interesting manifestation of the effect of Fe doping, which lowers the VO××
diffusivity, is on the stability of the HRS. This kinetic difference is reflected in the
switching behavior in Figure 5.14a-b in two ways: (1) while the Fe-doped sample has an
HRS that is stable after the switching transient, the HRS of the undoped sample begins to
deteriorate at some point as evidenced by a resistance maximum within the HRS halfcycle, and (2) upon the imposition of +150 V, the undoped sample switches to a less
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resistive LRS than the doped sample. Here, (1) may be explained by the faster growth of
a newly formed (less resistive) n-region replacing the previous (more resistive) p-region,
thus resulting in HRS deterioration, whereas (2) may be explained by a faster and more
complete thinning of the i-region thus resulting in a less resistant LRS.

Figure 5.14 Resistance vs time plot for (a) Fe-doped and (b) undoped STO single crystal
degraded at 350°C with +200 V and 5 mA compliance for a total of 100 s and then
switched at –125 V/2 s and +150 V/2 s.

Likewise, an interesting manifestation of the temperature effect is on the stability of
the HRS. Here we refer to Figure 5.15 for the switching experiments performed at
different temperatures using Fe-doped samples formed at the same (higher) temperature.
Obviously, a lower switching temperature entails slower kinetics, which is reflected in
the much slower degradation kinetics that has an activation energy the same as that of
VO×× diffusivity. This apparently affects the thinning and thickening of the i-region the

most, causing a gradual increase of the resistance of HRS and LRS. Consequently, the
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HRS-to-LRS switching tends to fail at lower switching temperatures, resulting in a
convergence to the HRS state after several cycles.
Finally, while too large a negative voltage will destabilize the HRS producing a
resistance maximum just as in the case of undoped crystals shown in Figure 5.14b, too
small a negative voltage especially when accompanied by a relatively long half-cycle
time may create too stable a HRS by excessive thickening of the i-region. As a result, the
subsequent positive-voltage half-cycle cannot switch the HRS to the LRS, leaving an
intermediate resistance state instead, as shown in Figure 5.16a. This can be rectified,
though, by using a larger positive voltage, which successfully restores the LRS with a
resistance comparable to that of the original LRS, as shown in Figure 5.16b. These
results reaffirm the central importance of the i-region.

Figure 5.15 Resistance vs time plot for Fe-doped STO single crystals degraded at 350°C
with +200 V and 5 mA compliance for a total of 500 s and then switched at –125 V/2 s
and +150 V/2 s at (a) 350°C, (b) 300°C, or (c) 260°C.
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Figure 5.16 Resistance vs time plot for Fe-doped STO single crystals degraded at 350°C
with +200 V and 5 mA compliance for a total of 160 s and then switched at –15 V/1 s
and (a) +100 V/1 s or (b) +200 V/1 s.

5.4.7

8w vs c8w switching

The above observations on 8w bipolar switching, whether in one voltage excitation
or in multiple small-voltage excitations, are entirely consistent with the defect
distributions depicted in Figure 5.2 and described in Section 5.2, with the creation and
disappearance of the i-region near the anode of the AFS dictating switching behavior.
Switching also entails a slight modification of the (long) n-region and a much smaller pregion, with a negative voltage leading to thickening of the i-region to achieve an HRS
and a positive voltage to thin it out to recover an LRS. As long as all three regions
remain, the switching process can be carried out more or less reversibly and indefinitely.
In principle, the above switching behavior may hold both for one filament or for a sample
uniformly degraded as depicted in Figure 5.2. In reality, however, multiple filaments
may form, which complicates the electrical behavior, including bipolar switching.
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However, in highly reduced STO single crystals, another entirely different c8w
switching behavior has also been reported.4,5 This is readily understandable if the
potential drop between the anode and the p-n junction is less than the band gap, ~3.3 V in
STO. If so, then the anode behaves as a Schottky barrier, which suppresses the electronic
current under the positive polarity. When the crystal resistance is dominated by the
Schottky barrier, then the AFS becomes the high resistance state (HRS), and a LRS is
obtained when the barrier is lowered. As suggested by Waser et al.,2 this is eminently
possible for a very thin Schottky barrier, because a negative voltage at the electrode (the
anode in the AFS) will attract VO×× , thus generating electrons and lowering the conduction
band, hence with lowering or even eliminating the barrier as shown in the Appendix E
(Figure E.1). This means a negative polarity switches the AFS/HRS to the LRS. The
process is reversible: As a positive voltage forces out VO×× , the barrier returns as does the
HRS. Bipolar switching is thus of the c8w type and is controlled by VO×× electromigration
across the Schottky barrier at the anode of the AFS, being the active electrode. As shown
in the two examples in Figure E.2 in Appendix E, we saw c8w switching if we use (a)
highly degraded STO crystals (with a starting resistance of about 2 kW, which comes
from the n-region and the non-Ohmic junction associated with the almost eliminated pregion), and (b) a lower switching voltage. However, since the total resistance in our
macroscopic samples is much more than the junction resistance, the resistance change
during switching can be small in some tests. Wojtyniak and colleagues4 have shown that
by first reducing STO at high temperature in vacuum and next testing it in vacuum, the
highly conducting crystal with a resistance as low as 50 W is possible. In such crystal c8w
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switching is dominated by the Schottky barrier, and it may be reasonably interpreted as
due to such junctions at the interface between single (dislocation) filaments and anode.
As shown in Figure E.2b, a resistance ratio of 5 is possible in our c8w-switching bulk
crystals. Interestingly, Figure E.2b also reveals a much stronger non-Ohmic behavior in
HRS than in LRS, reflecting the different height of the Schottky barrier in the two states,
which is an important feature of c8w switching.

5.5 Discussion
5.5.1

Our experiments are relevant to ReRAM

Below we will compare our findings with those of Cooper et al.18 on a STO ReRAM.
The latter study involved switching in different atmospheres, including vacuum, which
like silicone oil can prevent reoxygenation from atmospheric oxygen. Also like here,
Cooper et al.18 observed 8w and c8w switching under different test conditions. Before
making specific comparisons, however, it is instructive to compare the test parameters in
the following ways. First, Cooper et al.18 used a film thickness of ~20 nm and a switching
voltage of ~10 V. Our single crystal experiments used a length of 2 mm that is 105´
longer, and a voltage of 10-100 V that is 1-10´ higher (but the electric field is 104-105´
lower). (Our experiments also yielded a directly observed dark-front velocity of 250 µm/s
implying a switching speed of 4 µs over a 1 nm active length; Cooper et al.18 did not
report the switching speed.) Because the governing equation of coupled electromigration
and chemical diffusion is highly non-linear, there is no mathematically rigorous way to
map the solution from one sample length to the other. However, the above
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correspondence of relative overestimates in length and voltage and underestimates in
field is self-consistent, suggesting a bulk crystal under a higher field could switch at a
comparable speed as a ReRAM. Second, it is known that if the same boundary conditions
of oxygen potential are used in samples of different lengths, then the same solution
applies if the product of current density and sample length is the same.19 The current
density of Cooper et al.’s18 1 µm filament under a compliance of 100 µA is 104 A/cm2
over a length of 20 nm for a product of 2´10-2 A/cm, compared to our product of 0.125
A/cm (from 2 mm sample length and 5 mA over a crystal cross section spanning a width
of 0.16 cm and a thickness of 0.05 cm). Thus, they are comparable. (If a much smaller
nanoscale filament is involved in ReRAM, then its product should be much higher.
However, the fact that a time-invariant hot spot exists in the single crystal giving direct
confirmation that the dominant conducting path there is also filamentary similarly implies
a much higher local current density thus a much higher product.) Third, in ReRAM it is
common to use a larger voltage for forming than for switching, whereas we used
comparable voltages for both. (To counter the temperature effect, we did require an
asymmetry in the magnitudes of the voltages used for LRS vs HRS.) This difference
stems from the fact that upon forming, a ReRAM is typically so short-circuited that most
of the applied voltage is spent on the load, with only a small voltage left for switching the
insulator film, which is not at all the case in our experiments. Fourth, since the same
mobility is involved in electromigration and chemical diffusion of oxygen vacancies,
studying the kinetics of any forming and switching mechanism controlled by the motion
of oxygen vacancies can be performed at any temperature. (The driving force for
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chemical diffusion does scale with kT, but this only introduced a variation of two if the
comparison is made between room temperature and 300°C, a very small variation indeed
compared to other factors that enter the driving force, such as electric field and vacancy
supersaturation, which can easily vary by orders of magnitude.) From the above scaling
considerations, it seems that our bulk crystal experiments performed at higher
temperatures are likely to be relevant to ReRAM and could offer important insight.
Our central observation, that both HRS and LRS share the same hot spot at the same
location close to the AFS anode, establishes such electrode as the active electrode whose
vicinity experiences the highest resistivity. Most significantly, the very existence of the
hot spot identifies it as the narrowest/most-resistive constriction on the conducting path,
which must be a filamentary path. Since the active electrode having a Schottky junction
will remain even when the overall sample resistance changes, it holds for both 8w
switching when the sample resistance is still substantial and c8w switching when the
balance of the crystal is much more conductive (i.e., when further formed). Specifically,
we found (a) the active electrode is the AFS anode where the adjoining oxide is a poorly
conducting p-region thus setting up a Schottky junction with the Pt electrode, (b) the
switching voltage is higher for 8w than c8w switching, (c) the switching current is higher
for c8w than 8w switching, and (d) the overall resistance is higher for 8w than c8w
switching. These observations are all consistent with the findings in STO and TiO2
ReRAM including ones made with both symmetric electrodes (such as two Pt electrodes,
one being non-Ohmic as in our experiments)1,2,20 and asymmetric electrodes (such as a
non-Ohmic Pt electrode and an Ohmic Nb-STO or Ti electrode)1,2,5,21-29. This favorable
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comparison of overall trends and filamentary conduction further bolsters our claim that
the single crystal STO experiments are relevant to ReRAM.
In single crystal STO, Szot and coworkers3 have emphasized that (100) dislocations,
being fast diffusion/conducting paths, are the de-facto filaments. However, in dislocationfree STO crystals forming and switching at comparable voltages as those with
dislocations was also observed.5 (Its switching is the 8w type, which is apparent from its
Figure 4c and 5d, further confirmed by private communication to the author M.
Skowronski.) In our crystals, it is impossible for (100) dislocations to bridge the bodydiagonal electrodes without a climb over a macroscopic distance, which is most unlikely
within a ~1 µs switching time. Indeed, many STO and TiO2 ReRAM are made of
polycrystals, poorly crystallized defective crystals or even amorphous oxides, in which
dislocation movement is at most short-ranged and often non-existent. Therefore, the fact
that all such ReRAM show very similar forming and (8w and c8w) switching behavior
strongly argues against dislocations as the only and/or enabling mechanism. To such
ReRAM, our single crystal experiments designed to minimize the role of dislocations are
particularly relevant. This holds for both one-step switching and cumulative switching.

5.4.2

Mechanisms of 8w switching

Our direct, real-time observations clearly established that the mechanism for forming
and 8w switching is that of oxygen-vacancy redistribution in STO, initially between two
blocking electrodes, and eventually with a leaking anode that releases oxygen bubbles
when the current density reaches ~0.125 A/cm2 (1 mA across a cross section of 0.16 cm
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width and 0.05 cm thickness) during forming at about the time when stage III degradation
in HALT starts, and most of the time during the LRS half-cycle. In support of Cooper et
al.18, we will rule out any electronic mechanism in view of the following observations:
the temperature dependence, the evolution of bubbles and the appearance of color-stained
p-region that is strongly atmosphere/boundary-condition (air vs. silicone oil test)
dependent. Cooper et al.18 also concluded that 8w switching operates by oxygen ingress
(during reset) and egress (during set) from the same active electrode, causing the
adjoining STO to become highly oxidized (during reset) in the HRS and reduced (during
set) in the LRS; meanwhile, the other side of STO adjoining the inactive Ohmic electrode
remains oxidized all the time. Unfortunately, our study does not support the above
mechanism. (1) Our observation of the same hot spot staying at the same location next to
the same active electrode is inconsistent with their conclusion, in that if the STO
adjoining the active electrode is highly reduced in LRS, then such region should become
highly conductive and cannot support a hot spot. (Indeed, the fact that the local STO
becomes reduced thus highly conductive contradicts the very notion of active electrode. It
also contradicts the finding from the same Waser-Szot group reported in another
publication—Wojtyniak et al.4, who reported c8w switching using highly reduced STO
single crystals—that found a higher resistance next to the same active electrode all the
time.) (2) We always saw a darkened p-region next to the positive electrode, including
when the positive electrode is the active electrode, namely when the LRS is obtained in
8w switching. The existence of such a p-region contradicts Cooper et al.’s18 conclusion
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of obtaining reduced STO there. In summary, the proposed 8w switching mechanism by
Cooper et al.18 does not apply to our experiments.

5.4.3

Oxygen evolution

Cooper et al.18 performed 8w switching in a transmission electron microscope
(TEM), in vacuum, which allowed them to spatially map the Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio and the
oxygen content in situ. As mentioned already, our silicone oil experiment is comparable
to their TEM experiment, in that there is no surface reoxygenation, although (a) their
sample was probably more reduced than ours and (b) we directly observed oxygenbubble release from anode. Since Cooper et al.18 believed oxygen intake is required for
switching to the HRS, they suggested that in the TEM experiment such oxygen must
come from internal oxygen stored in the Pt electrode in the previous LRS half-cycle when
oxygen egress occurred. Cooper et al.18 also performed switching experiments in
atmospheres of different oxygen partial pressures and saw an increased HRS (by 10100´) with a more oxidizing atmosphere, indicating the additional, beneficial role of
oxygen intake from the atmosphere. However, the higher HRS could be related to their
atmosphere-exposed thin-film sample, which is easily oxidized/reduced by the
atmospheric oxygen. Indeed, we did not see a systematic difference in either HRS or LRS
between the air tests and the silicone oil tests, although we did note the tendency for HRS
degradation over time, due to the overall loss of oxygen, in the silicone oil tests.
Moreover, none of their experiments precludes oxygen bubble formation. As we pointed
out in Chapter 3,16 once the n-region becomes highly conducting shifting most Df to the
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p-region, one can compare the anode PO2 with that of the p-n junction, which has the
same stochiometry as that of a pristine STO, hence at the same 1 atm. It then follows that

(

)

the oxygen potential ratio should obey kT ln POhigh
POlow
= 4eDf, which for
2
2

Df = 100 V (most relevant for the LRS half-cycle) and Df = 15 V (relevant for HRS) at
350°C comes to a PO2 ratio of 103235 and 10485! If PO low
is 1 atm, it means a PO high
of
2
2
103235 atm and 10485 atm, or 103231 GPa and 10481 GPa! Mechanically, forming a bubble at
the interface of a non-deforming oxide and an infinitely thick Pt is like plastically
punching out a hemi-spherical cavity into Pt, which requires a stress ~3´ the uniaxial
yield stress. For Pt, the latter is of the order of 550 MPa, meaning a threshold stress of 1.5
GPa for expanding a bubble; this is clearly doable under the enormous, electrochemically
provided pressure. Another estimate comes to the same conclusion. Here we use endpoint thermodynamics to estimate the pressure made available by two 15 V electrons of 1
oxygen ion, carrying an electric energy of 30 eV. Converting it to pV work with V being
the atomic volume of one oxygen (~106 pm3), it enables a pressure p = 5000 GPa, again
300´ more than needed. Thus, it is no surprise to see bubbles leak out in our silicone-oil
HALT. Other than bubbling, anode-metal oxidation is possible albeit at the cost of
reduced current density; e.g., Pt can form PtO2 which is a good insulator capable of
supporting a large voltage.30 Lastly, although nanoscale bubbles may have additional
nucleation

barriers,

given

the

enormous

mechanical

pressure

available

thermodynamically, we believe bubble formation remains a distinct possibility in all
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VCM ReRAM. Such oxygen loss will lead to the progressive degradation of HRS and the
gradual shrinkage of the p-region next to the active electrode after repeated switching.

5.6 Conclusions
(1) Successful eightwise switching of bulk SrTiO3 single crystals with a resistance ratio
between HRS and LRS close to 3 orders of magnitude is possible with either
asymmetrical voltages with the same cycle times or different cycle times at up to a
10´ difference in voltages. The resistance switch corresponds to a change of
configuration between a p-n (LRS) junction and a p-i-n (HRS) junction, made
possible by the thickening/thinning of the i-region driven by oxygen ion movement
under a combined electric and entropic driving force. Such mechanism relying on
internal defect redistribution only will be highly advantageous and reliable if realized
in ReRAM.
(2) Optical and thermal images help direct visualization of forming/switching filaments.
They showed all the electrocoloration and temperature changes during repetitive
switching occur near the original anode, centered at a hot spot that does not change
position despite voltage/polarity/temperature changes. This identifies such hot spot as
the most resistive part and the original anode the active electrode; it also establishes
that the conducting path must suffer a narrow constriction, hence is filamentary.
(3) Negative polarity causes the electrocolored dark band to recede back to the active
electrode, while positive polarity causes its re-growth. The process becomes less
reversible if the sample is progressively reduced, by oxygen bubble release at the
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anode during the LRS half-cycle. This is especially true in an oxygen-lean
environment such as silicone oil, in which the dark band gradually disappears leading
to a degradation of HRS. Excessive reduction can also make it difficult to thicken the
i-region and thus obtain an HRS. This can be mitigated by introducing a zero-voltagehold, during which the i-region thickens thus restoring the HRS.
(4) If the i-region becomes too thick, then the negative voltage cannot enable electron
tunneling through such region, so the LRS is no longer accessible. This also applies to
a zero-voltage unloading step that lasts too long and/or switching at a temperature
much lower than the forming temperature.
(5) Undoped STO, known to have faster oxygen vacancy kinetics because of absence of
vacancy-acceptor interaction, forms faster and can more readily maintain an LRS
resistance at the value of the as-formed-state. However, its HRS suffers from more
degradation, especially in later cycles.
(6) All the above holds for cumulative switching. Such mechanistic understanding will
help guide the design and operation of neuromorphic computing which utilizes
cumulative switching.
(7) When the crystal is formed under a larger current for a longer time to reach a lower
resistance, then the interface resistance due to a Schottky barrier at the active
electrode becomes significant. Subsequent switching can be performed at a lower
voltage, and it exhibits an opposite polarity following a counter-eightwise direction.
This suggests an entirely different switching mechanism involving oxygen vacancy
refill of the p-region, thus eliminating the Schottky barrier. Compared to eightwise
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switching, counter-eightwise switching features a lower resistance, a larger current,
and a lower switching voltage. Reflecting the different magnitude of the Schottky
barrier in different states, a much stronger non-Ohmic behavior is seen in the HRS
than in the LRS, which is opposite to the Joule-heating related non-Ohmic behavior in
8w switching.
(8) Electrical, thermal and diffusive crosstalk of multiple conducting paths are also
evident from in situ imaging and may further account for the randomness in forming,
switching and neuromorphic training.
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Chapter 6 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this thesis, resistance degradation (forming) and switching of yttria-stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) and undoped as well as Fe-doped strontium titanate (STO) bulk single
crystals coated with Pt electrodes were studied in situ with the help of hot-stage
photography and thermal imaging in two test environments with disparate oxygen levels:
air and silicone oil. These investigations provided new information on the evolution of
conducting paths and the critical events enabling resistance changes. The new insight
thus obtained is relevant and important to the same degradation/forming/switching
processes in corresponding thin film devices.
Acceptor doped zirconia such as YSZ is a fast oxygen ion conductor with little
electronic conductivity because its oxygen vacancy concentration is tightly fixed by the
concentration of acceptor dopants, 8 mol.% Y2O3 in this work. However, our highly
accelerated lifetime tests (HALT) show that electroreduction above a threshold voltage
can raise the chemical potential of electrons of YSZ to reach the conduction-band level,
enough to cause an insulator-to-metal transition, which is the reason of resistance
degradation. On the other hand, in similar HALT, STO, a p-type semiconductor with a
history-dependent initial concentration of oxygen vacancies, will see such vacancies
undergo extreme demixing, forming an oxygen-deficient n-type region near the cathode
and an oxygen-rich p-type region near the anode. At the p-n junction is a layer of
stoichiometric, ionic STO (called the i-region) that is the most resistive part of the
demixed crystal; hence its evolution and width dictate the development and extent of
resistance degradation. We found the extremely low concentration of oxygen vacancies in
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the p-region makes the late-stage demixing sluggish in low-temperature HALT, so much
so that the steady state may never be reached. In contrast, at higher temperatures, latestage degradation is often accelerated once the anode’s oxygen potential exceeds a
critical value that enables oxygen bubble evolution, which was directly verified in
silicone oil tests; such oxygen loss leads to the general reduction of the crystal.
Remarkably, despite fundamental differences in their resistance degradation mechanisms
and electronic properties, the two crystals have essentially indistinguishable DC
degradation curves in terms of relative resistance and time. Another common feature of
their degradation kinetics is that it usually proceeds along filament-like paths, which stem
from an inherent instability in the governing field equation (the Boltzmann-Poisson
equation). Such filamentary paths explain the strong field dependence and large variation
in experimentally observed lifetimes despite the huge differences in dimensions between
such devices and our crystals.
Resistance degradation is fundamentally the same as forming, which is a preparatory
step that renders a pristine oxide switchable, meaning its resistance can be changed in a
non-volatile way by the change, in either magnitude or polarity, of the voltage. Asformed YSZ is capable of unipolar switching. Direct observations of dark bands suggest
that switching most likely is caused by a metal-to-insulator transition in a thin layer of
barely metallic YSZ adjacent to the original anode. However, if post-formed YSZ is
subject to a voltage reversal followed by additional prolong resistance degradation in
such polarity, a step referred to as priming, then the primed YSZ becomes capable of
bipolar switching. Direct observations of dark band evolution during priming found
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filament fragmentation, likely caused by current bifurcation, which creates a singlefilament configuration that, in turn, controls the crystal resistance via filament breakage
and reconnection. (Such breakage/reconnection involves the above-mentioned metal-toinsulator transition as well as filament growth and retreat from relevant electrodes.)
Repetitive, reversible switching is demonstrated by adjusting the levels of switching
voltages and dwell times of half-cycles.
As-formed STO always switches bipolarly. However, STO switching falls into two
types. When the as-formed resistance is modest and the voltage remains substantial,
eightwise (8w) switching prevails, which proceeds by tuning the thickness of the
stoichiometric i-region that straddles the p-n junction. During degradation/forming under
a positive voltage, electromigration counteracts the back-diffusion of oxygen ions,
thinning out the i-region thus increasing the conductivity and obtaining a low resistance
state (LRS). Conversely, a negative voltage reversing the direction of electromigration
makes it act in concert with back-diffusion of oxygen ions, thus thickening the i-region
and leading to a high resistance state (HRS). With the crystal further degraded (formed),
achievable with a combination of longer degrading time and higher compliance, it
eventually supports only a lower voltage, and a reversal of such voltage enables countereightwise (c8w) switching leading to an LRS. This is presumably accomplished by
smoothing out the Schottky barrier at the previous anode, which after becoming negative
can attract oxygen vacancies to its vicinity, changing it from the p-type to the n-type. We
also demonstrated stable, bipolar eightwise and counter-eightwise switching can last
multiple cycles.
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Despite the huge differences in dimensions between our crystals and thin films,
findings in this thesis provided insight into the mechanisms of resistance degradation and
switching in thin film devices. Specifically, our hot-stage photography provided many
examples of the central importance of such features as filamentary paths, hot spots, and
active electrodes, topics often discussed in the literature despite paucity of experimental
evidence. Our results also provided an understanding of the conditions that
delay/accelerate degradation as well as those that cause loss of either the HRS or LRS.
For instance, while Fe doping slows down degradation of STO, it also makes it difficult
to attain an LRS in reasonable switching times. Therefore, the doping concentration must
be matched to the particular function the material is needed for. Since this thesis limited
itself to two Fe concentrations: 1 ppm and 500 ppm wt. Fe, future work can look at
intermediate Fe concentrations as well as other dopants to seek compositions that provide
the optimal vacancy concentrations and vacancy-dopant interactions to slow down
degradation, to facilitate and stabilize filament(s), and to provide the optimal resistance
ratio in switching. Additionally, while this work is the results of hundreds of experiments
covering different voltages and temperatures, the field could benefit from a further study
of similar parameters to understand and control the competition between metallization
and reoxidation, the latter being a matter of fact in both bulk crystals (because of surface
oxygenation) and in thin films (because a nanofilament is a potent sink of oxygens in the
surrounding). Moreover, a better control and measurement of local temperature in bulk
crystal testing will likely help quantify similar heating occurrences in thin films, the latter
having long been deemed important though hardly studied. Lastly, further investigation
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of the intermediate resistance states may be worthwhile. This is because their existence
and differentiation are easier defined and controlled in bulk crystals than in thin films,
and such study is motivated by the hope that intermediate-state-endowed ReRAM may
help realize applications such as analog and neuromorphic computing in embedded
memory.
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Appendix A Materials and Methodology

Single crystals were purchased from either MTI Corp. (YSZ and undoped STO with
total impurity level < 25 ppm wt. and 1 ppm wt. Fe) or MSE Supplies (0.05 wt.% Fedoped STO). All were 0.5 mm thick. As received, the single crystals were polished on
one or both sides. The as-received samples were then cut into test bars of 5 or 10 mm
long (mostly 5 mm) and 1.6 mm wide before being annealed at 800°C for 6 h and cooled
at 10°C/min. Pt electrodes were deposited using pure Pt paste (Fuel Cell Materials). The
electrodes had 3 different configurations: (1) full-width electrodes on the same face, (2)
half-width electrodes on the same face, and (3) half-width electrodes at opposite corners
on opposite faces. The last set of electrodes were used to steer electric fields along the
body diagonal. Pt wires were attached to the Pt electrodes before annealing at 1000°C (2
h), then cooled at 10°C/min. For air experiments, the sample was put directly on the hot
plate. For silicone oil experiments, the sample was lowered into a beaker of silicone oil
(Science Kit Store, viscosity = 12,500 mm2/s, flash point above 359°C) that was heated
using a hot plate. Since samples were reused to increase reproducibility, after each
experiment, the electrodes would be removed, and they would be cleaned using acetone
and then alcohol. The process would then be repeated: annealing at 800°C, putting on the
Pt electrodes and wires, and annealing once more at 1000°C. The lower temperature
anneal/regeneration (800°C) was carried out to ensure that the sample recover a
homogeneous concentration profile without risking the Pt electrode blocking/affecting
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the part of the sample covered by them. The higher temperature (1000°C) was used to
anneal the Pt paste.
To electrically test a sample (regardless of the type of degradation or switching
experiment), alligator clips were used to grab the Pt wires connected to the Pt electrodes.
The other end of the wire with alligator clips was attached to a Keithley 2400 Source
Meter. The Keithley was run using LabVIEW, set to run through the testing as fast as
possible. The LabVIEW program allowed the user to input the voltage and time for each
step/half-cycle as well as the compliance for the entire test. If any of the steps/half-cycle
reached the current compliance, the voltage would drop regardless of the input voltage to
maintain the set current compliance. Several hundred steps/half-cycles could be inputted.
Most tests were conducted on a hot plate, in air. In that case, the sample temperature
was verified using a non-contact infrared thermometer (Omega, model number: OSDT8855W). Additionally, sometimes an Omega Type K thermocouple was held using
high-temperature tape and a thin alumina tube as close to the sample as possible without
touching it. For silicone oil experiments, the thermocouple was positioned close to the
sample, but again without touching it. In the case of constant temperature monitoring, the
thermocouple was attached to a thermocouple data logger (National Instruments PCI4351 card with a TC-2190 terminal block) that would log the temperature every 2
seconds using LabVIEW. For all videos, a standard phone camera was used. For regular
optical videos, a 20x macro lens attachment for a smartphone (OYRGCIK) was used. For
thermal imaging, a SeekThermal CompactPro attached to the smartphone would be used.
To magnify the image, a Ge Plano-Convex lens (Thorlabs Inc., f = 50 mm, AR-Coated:
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7-12 µm) was placed between the sample and phone/thermal camera at the appropriate
distance to get the best image.
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Appendix B Theory of YSZ insulator-metal phase transition under a constant
voltage

B.1 Phase equilibrium between zirconia and metallic suboxide
We first ignore Y since cations are essentially immobile at low temperatures, so they
have identical composition and distribution in different phases. Without loss of
generality, we consider only one metallic suboxide, the monoxide, ZrO1+d with some O2−
interstitials, and one insulating oxide ZrO2-e, with some O2− vacancies. Under an O 2 gas
of a partial pressure PO 2 , the three-phase ( P = 3) equilibrium obeys the phase rule,

P = C - F + 2 , with two components (Zr and O) C = 2 thus allowing only one degree of
freedom F, which is the PO 2 isotherm, namely the P-T phase-coexistence line.
Therefore, at each temperature, there is a unique PO c2 , or equivalently a unique chemical
potential µ cO2 , at the three-phase equilibrium.
We may derive PO c2 and µ cO2 using a simple model. First, we consider the oxidation
reaction
1
O 2 + 2e = O 22

(B-1)

which dictates the equilibrium condition for the chemical potential, µi of the i-th species,
1 2 µ O2 + 2µ e = µ O2-

(B-1a)

and the electrochemical potential µ! i ,
1 2 µ O2 + 2µ! e = µ! O2-
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(B-1b)

In the above, µ! i º µi + zi ef , where f is the electric potential, zi e the charge of the i-th
species, and e the elementary charge. Second, we note that the population of delocalized
electrons is very large in the stoichiometric ZrO, which is metallic. So its Fermi level,
which is the chemical potential of electron, µ e , is not affected by the above reaction.
Therefore,

any

O2−

interstitials

inserted

into

the

suboxide

must

follow

µ O2- = 1 2 µ O2 + constant according to Eq. (B-1). Third, we now include Y3+ as an

acceptor dopant into ZrO2 forming YSZ with a large dopant concentration that fixes the
concentration of oxygen vacancies to maintain charge neutrality. So, any O2− ions
inserted into YSZ filling an oxygen vacancy can hardly affect O2− concentration, i.e.,
µ O2- = constant . Fourth, the chemical potential of electron in YSZ follows
µ e = - 1 4 µ O2 + constant to Eq. (B-1a), so its Fermi level increases with decreasing µ O2 .

Fifth, at a sufficiently low PO c2 or µ cO2 , the Fermi level of electrons in YSZ will equal the
constant Fermi level of the metallic suboxide, which determines PO c2 and µ cO2 . Note that
although the phase rule dictates that two-phase equilibrium must occur at a unique PO c2
and µ cO2 , inside the single-phase, metallic suboxide, the µ O can actually be higher,
2

meaning a higher concentration of O2− interstitials; this turns out to be the case at the
metal-cathode interface as will become clear later.
In summary, in the metallic phase, µ O

2-

varies with µ O but µ e is fixed, and vice
2

versa in the ionic phase. The two phases share a unique µ cO2 at their interface, and once
the µ O distribution on two sides of the interface is known, the distributions of µ O
2
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2-

and

µ e are also known from Eq. (B-1b). These are all the chemical x potentials needed to
solve the transport and phase-equilibrium problem—no need for the chemical potentials
of cations because they are immobile at the temperatures of typical HALT and device
operations.

B.2 Critical voltage for the formation of metallic phase
Consider a one-dimensional slab of YSZ placed in air. Across its length L there is a
voltage V driving a (negative) current flowing from the right (anode) to the left (cathode).
Below we will determine the critical voltage V c below which no metallic suboxide
forms. The metallic phase grows at above V c from the cathode and it eventually reaches
the anode. The boundary conditions are those at the two electrodes: O2− enters from the
cathode and exits from the anode; no oxygen allowed to enter or exit from the side.
Given the fixed composition of YSZ, the only way to start forming metallic suboxide
is to lose more oxygen at the anode than gain oxygen at the cathode. This is clear from
mass balance. Below we will solve the µ O distribution that satisfies the thermodynamics
2

and kinetics in support of the above picture. Our experiment strongly suggests that the
anode can quite freely release O2, which may not be the case for the cathode. So we
model these kinetics at these interfaces as interface-controlled ones of the simplest kind
having a current density proportional to the driving force, which is the difference of µ O

2

across the interface. At the cathode, we set the limit of the lowest µ O , called µ¢O , at µ cO2
2
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2

when the metallic phase forms, but set no limit for the anode µ O , called µ¢¢O . This gives
2

2

the following current densities, which are negative,

{

c
¢
¢ air
¢
j cathode º j ¢ = -Min k ¢(µ air
O2 - µ O2 ), k (µ O2 - µ O2 ) º jmax

}

(B-2a)

j anode º j ¢¢ = -k ¢¢(µ¢¢O2 - µ air
O2 )

(B-2b)

¢ is set by the thermodynamic limit.
In the above, k ¢ and k ¢¢ are rate constants and jmax
Next, we consider the current density in YSZ. Since µ O

2-

is constant, the force to

drive an oxygen current come from the electrical field E only, which must be constant at
the steady state. So it can be obtained from the electric potential difference Df between
the anode and the cathode to give the steady-state current density

j YSZ = -sO2- Df / fL

(B-3)

Here, f is the fraction of the length that is YSZ; for now, f = 1 . Since it is actually the
voltage V that controls the experiment, we need to relate f to V, which is the difference
between the Fermi level—namely the electrochemical potential of electron—of the
cathode and the anode. From Eq. (B-1b), this difference is
Dµ! e = -Df - (µ¢¢O2 - µ¢O2 ) 4e

(B-4a)

In writing the above, we recognized that µ O is constant. So,
2-

V = -Dµ! e = Df + (µ¢¢O2 - µ¢O2 ) 4e

(B-4b)

Finally, we use the continuity equation to solve the problem. As shown in Figure

¢ at the cathode, the continuity equation is
2.2, before reaching j ¢ < jmax
air
¢
¢¢ ¢¢
-k ¢(µ air
O2 - µ O2 ) = -s O2- Df / L = - k (µ O 2 - µ O 2 )
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(B-5)

The solution of Eq. (B-4b) and Eq. (B-5) for the following oxygen potentials is

-k ¢(µ¢O2 - µ Oair2 ) = k ¢¢(µ¢¢O2 - µ Oair2 ) = (1 + sO2- 4eLk ¢ + sO2- 4eLk ¢¢)(sO2-V L)

(B-6)

We can also express V in terms of the current density using j = j ¢ = j ¢¢ = j YSZ

V = ( j L sO2- )(1 + sO2- 4eLk ¢ + sO2- 4eLk ¢¢)

(B-7)

Here, the first bracket on the right is just the Ohm’s law, and the second bracket further
includes the equivalent cathode and anode resistance, 1 4eLk ¢A for R cathode and 1 4eLk ¢¢A
for R anode , divided by the resistance of YSZ of a unit area, L sO . Such form is well
2-

known in the transport problems where interface kinetics is limited. In the simple case of
constant k ¢ and k ¢¢ , it only adds a term to the total resistance, which is still Ohmic,
meaning that the resistance is independent of V. This breaks down when k ¢ and k ¢¢
themselves depend on µ¢O2 - µ Oair2 and µ¢¢O2 - µ Oair2 , as in the so-called Butler-Volmer
kinetics. Nevertheless, as long as the electrode resistance is small compared to that of
YSZ, e.g., when L is long and k ¢ and k ¢¢ are large, the device resistance is still
dominated by the YSZ resistance and appears relatively Ohmic.

¢ ,
The critical voltage V c is set by replacing j by jmax
c
¢
¢¢
V c = (k ¢(µ air
O2 - µ O2 ) L s O2- )(1 + s O2- 4eLk + s O2- 4eLk )

(B-8)

¢ but decreases with k ¢¢ because of a
which increases with k ¢ because of a larger jmax
lesser anode resistance. So the critical voltage is very sensitive to the electrode kinetics
and electrode conditions (roughness, porosity, microstructure, composition, etc.) and best
left as an empirical property to be determined experimentally.
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When the V exceeds V c , the µ¢O may increase or decrease from its value µ cO2 at
2

c
V = V c . First consider µ¢O2 < µ O2 , which means a larger driving force at the cathode but

¢ . This also means the apparent resistance increases,
the current density is still set at jmax
which we have not seen in our experiment, nor are we aware of such data in the literature.
(The resistance occasionally does rise in the beginning of a constant voltage experiment,
but only by a small amount and for a short time, before it gradually levels off and starts to
drop. This is not what is expected from the above scenario.) The other possibility is

µ¢O2 ³ µ Oc 2 , which means a smaller driving force and a smaller current density, which
allows the possibility of resistance decrease as indeed seen in our experiment. This
scenario will be considered in more detail in the next section.
In the above, we did not specify the electronic current of electrons and holes. In
YSZ, the electrolytic range, which is the range of µ O over which the electronic
2

conductivity seh º se + s h is small compared to sO , is very wide, especially at low
2-

temperatures. Therefore, there is little error in ignoring the electronic current in the above
solution. However, as we emphasized elsewhere, the µ O

distribution in YSZ is

2

sensitively tied to seh , which has a minimum at an intermediate µ O where the potential
2

experiences a step-like change. This minimum conductivity essentially coincides with the
intrinsic electronic conductivity of an undoped ZrO2, which is very small because of a
very wide bandgap. It can be shown that the step-like rise in µ O is needed to maintain a
2

steady-state electronic current, however small it is, across the entire YSZ. This happens at
the kinetic bottleneck where the conductivity minimum resides.
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B.3 Growth of the metallic phase and resistance degradation
The situation of V > V c is depicted in Figure 2.2, which shows a metallic phase
extending from the cathode over a length of (1 - f ) L , and YSZ on the right over a length
of fL . As time t increases, f decreases, and the phase boundary moves to the right at a
time-dependent (or position/f-dependent) velocity v. Because the resistance variation is
mostly that of the YSZ phase, it is proportional to df dt . So, the plot of f (t ) is a good
indicator of the resistance degradation. To solve v and f , we again consider current
continuity, which now includes the metallic phase. It will become obvious that with time
the growth and the resistance degradation will accelerate.
Since there is no electric field in a metal, its (interstitial) O2− can only move by
diffusion. With the distance from the anode denoted by x, we use the Fick’s first law for
the O2− flux, -c( D k BT ) ¶µ O

2-

¶x and µ O2- = 1 2 µ O2 + constant in the suboxide to obtain

the O2− current density, j metal = ec( D k BT ) ¶µ O2 ¶x . Here, D is the self-diffusivity of O2−
interstitial, c is its concentration, and k BT has its usual meaning. Since the suboxide is
likely to be defect-rich and a fast oxygen conductor itself, we will assume that c is a
constant. Therefore, at the steady state ¶µ O ¶x must be a constant and may be replaced
2

by Dµ O2 (1 - f ) L = (µ cO2 - µ¢O2 ) (1 - f ) L . So, the current density in the metallic phase is

j metal = ec( D k BT ) (µ cO2 - µ¢O2 ) (1 - f ) L º k metal (µ Oc 2 - µ¢O2 ) (1 - f ) L

(B-9)

The above diffusion transporting O2− in the metallic phase, from left (the cathode side) to
right (the YSZ side), demands that the µ O is higher at the cathode and lower at the metal2
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YSZ interface, which is consistent with our expectation mentioned in the last section.
Indeed, as the metallic phase grows with time, µ¢O must increase further to counter a
2

longer diffusion distance. So, counterintuitively, the cathode is not the most reducing
location in the slab, and it actually “reoxidizes” over time after the metallic suboxide
forms. This prediction did find support in our experiment. It also implies that the
magnitude of the cathode current density reaches the maximum

¢
jmax

at V c and

decreases at V > V c .
The continuity of current density is maintained across the electrode-metal and the
YSZ-anode phase interface, which gives
metal
¢
-k ¢(µ air
(µ cO2 - µ¢O2 ) (1 - f ) L = j ¢
O2 - µ O2 ) = k

(B-10a)

¢¢
-sO2- Df / fL = - k ¢¢(µ¢¢O2 - µ air
O2 ) = j

(B-10b)

V = Df + (µ¢¢O2 - µ cO2 ) 4e

(B-11)

Here, Df is given by

because the Fermi level is constant in the metal. The above equations Eq. (B-10) and (B11) can be solved to obtain j ¢ and j ¢¢ , as well as µ¢O2 - µ Oair2 and µ¢¢O2 - µ Oair2 , for any V and
L prescribed,

j ¢ = k ¢(µ¢O2 - µ Oair2 ) = (µ Oc 2 - µ Oair2 ) éë1 k ¢ + (1 - f ) L k metal ùû

(B-12a)

j ¢¢ = -k ¢¢(µ¢O2 - µ Oair2 ) = - éë(µ Oc 2 - µ Oair2 ) 4e + V ùû éë1 4ek ¢¢ + fL s O2- ùû

(B-12b)

c
They are understood as follows: in Eq. (B-12a), a total driving force µ air
O2 - µ O2 is used to

drive j ¢ over the sum resistance of the cathode and metallic suboxide ( fL 4ek metal A for
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R metal ); in Eq. (B-12b), an applied voltage V is used to counter the Nernst potential
c
-(µ air
O2 - µ O2 ) 4e to drive j ¢¢ over the sum resistance of the anode and YSZ.

While the above solution is correct, j ¢ and j ¢¢ actually do not match except for
f = 1 and V = V c . The mismatch necessitates a movement of the metal-YSZ interface,

across which there is an excess oxygen concentration

DC . (YSZ, being

0.92ZrO2+0.08Y2O3, has about 1 more oxygen for every cation than the suboxide,
although the exact value of DC depends on the valence of Y in the suboxide.) Such
movement creates a convection current, which allows the total oxygen flux to match as
follows
j ¢ = v(2eDC ) + j ¢¢

(B-12c)

This gives v, which is a function of f and V,
metal
ù é ¢¢
ù
é ¢
ùû + éë(µ cO2 - µ air
v(2eDC ) = (µ Oc2 - µ air
O2 ) ë1 k + (1 - f ) L k
O2 ) + 4eV û ë1 k + fL 4e s O2- û (B-13)

As expected, at f = 1 , v = 0 when V = V c , which reduces to the “static” solution
obtained in Eq. (B-7). When V > V c , v is always positive meaning f must decrease with
time,

dt = - L df v

(B-14)

Using v( f ,V ) of Eq. (B-13) and integrating Eq. (B-14) on both sides from t = 0 and
f = 1 then provides f (t ) , and the lifetime t is the time it takes for f to reach 0. In the

above, the complicated dependence of v( f ,V ) makes it impossible to realize the simple
relation of t ~ L / V . Lastly, while Eq. (B-12c) only satisfies mass continuity for O2−, in
the cathode and the suboxide there is also an injected electronic current density of vDC ,
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which does not require any voltage since these are metallic regions. It does not continue
into YSZ because at the metal-YSZ interface, it is completely used to convert Zr4+ in
YSZ to Zr2+ in ZrO. The solution is now complete.
The above solution can be cast into dimensionless form in terms of a characteristic
*
YSZ 0
c
V * , where
voltage, V * = (µ air
O2 - µ O2 ) 4e , and a characteristic time, t = ( LA2eDC ) R

RYSZ 0 = L AsO2- is the resistance of undegraded YSZ of a cross section A, and LA2eDC
is the total amount of charge required to converting ZrO2 to ZrO

- df d (t / t * ) = -1 ( R cathode R YSZ0 + (1 - f ) R metal R YSZ0 ) + (V / V * - 1) ( R anode R YSZ0 + f ) (B-14a)
In the above, t t * is the reduced time, V / V * is the reduced voltage, R cathode = 1 4eLk ¢A ,

R anode = 1 4eLk ¢¢A , and R metal = L 4ek metal A is the (diffusion) resistance of a ZrO (i.e.,
fully degraded YSZ) of a cross section A and a length L. Since this equation has the

(

) ( c + f ) , one can express

*
*
simple form of - df d (t / t ) = -1 ( a + (1 - f )b ) + V / V - 1

the critical voltage for getting negative df dt as V V * = 1 + c a + 1 a , which reduces to
Eq. (B-8). So, Eq. (B-14a) can be evaluated to obtain f (t t * ) for any V V * greater than

1+ c a +1 a .
A simplification of the above solution assuming k ¢¢ and k metal are infinite is possible
under suitable circumstances, but even in such case, v is not linearly dependent on V L
only, giving
air
é c
ù
(- L df dt )(2eDC ) = k ¢(µ Oc2 - µ air
O2 ) + (s O2- fL 4e) ë(µ O2 - µ O2 ) + 4eV û
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(B-15)

The circumstances are: first, very fast anode kinetics allowing k ¢¢ to become infinite, and
second, the metallic suboxide, which behaves like an electrode, admits oxygen if the side
surface of the sample is exposed to air. Indeed, the reduced form of zirconia, sometimes
broadly referred to as blackened zirconia, has reportedly good catalytic performance. In
such case, we can let k metal be infinite and replace k ¢ by the reaction constant of the
suboxide, denoted as k ¢metal . It can be shown that, for this problem, the effective V c
decreases with time because of the effective sample length is now fL , hence giving a
higher field. This will lead to an even faster degradation of resistance, but other main
characteristics of the above solution remain unchanged.

B.4 Degradation and reversal
We already mentioned that f (t ) is an indicator of the resistance degradation in the
normalized form. If the electrode resistance, which is 1 4eLk ¢A is R cathode and 1 4eLk ¢¢A
for R anode according to Eq. (B-7), remains unchanged, then the only degradation comes
from the resistance of YSZ, denoted by R YSZ . (Strictly speaking, R YSZ is the smallvoltage resistance because at large voltage, YSZ even without considering electrode
resistance is not Ohmic, especially at low temperature.) For a sample with a cross
sectional area A, RYSZ = fL AsO2- . So, we can equate the initial rate of resistance
degradation to that of R YSZ , which is

dRYSZ dt = -v AsO2-

(B-16)

Noting that at f = 1 , v is proportional to V - V c when V > V c in Eq. (B-13), we obtain
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dR YSZ dt

t =0

(

)

= -a éë(V - V c ) L ùû 1 + sO2- 4eLk ¢¢ = -a éë(V - V c ) L ùû (1 + R anode R YSZ ) (B-17)

where a = 1 2 eDCA . This result may be used to estimate the critical field, V c L .
Interestingly, the initial degradation rate is unrelated to the cathode kinetics even though
the latter is the origin of degradation that sets V c . Moreover, if R anode R YSZ is small, then
the initial degradation rate is unrelated to the cathode electrode kinetics either. This
leaves the degradation rate to be independent of almost all the material parameters other
except DC ; it is even independent of the sO

2-

of YSZ, thus independent of the

temperature and YSZ’s composition. This is because that although the conversion of YSZ
to metallic suboxide results in a resistance decrement proportional to YSZ’s resistivity or
1 sO2- , the rate of conversion is governed by O2− transport in YSZ that is proportional
sO2- , and the two factors cancel out. To apply this result, we should note that the

resistance is much higher at lower temperatures, so the same degradation rate may seem
imperceptible. Another note of caution is that Eq. (B-17) applies to the steady state,
which is established at t = 0 , but this may not be the case at low test temperatures.
As already mentioned, the velocity increases with decreasing fL so the degradation
rate under a constant V accelerates with time. This is because in Eq. (B-12), under the
c
same driving force of constant V and µ air
O2 - µ O2 , the current density in (a) the cathode-

metallic suboxide side decreases with increasing length of the suboxide, whereas in (b)
the YSZ-cathode side it increases with decreasing length of YSZ, thus causing an
increasing mismatch between j ¢ and j ¢¢ . This prediction can be directly verified by
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checking the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (B-13). Doing the same and further
dividing both sides by RYSZ = fL AsO2- , we also find
metal
é ¢
ùû +
-(d ln R YSZ dt )(2eDC ) = (µ Oc2 - µ air
O 2 ) fL ë1 k + (1 - f ) L k

éë(µ cO2 - µ air
ù
é ¢¢
ù
O 2 ) + 4eV û fL ë1 k + fL 4e s O2- û

(B-18)

So the same trend is seen in -(d ln R YSZ dt ) .
Although we will not attempt a full solution of the transient problem, it is easy to
see that, once the metallic suboxide has formed, a decrease in V could cause a pause of
the movement of the metal-YSZ interface at a certain V 0 , and a backward movement at
V < V 0 . Assuming µ¢O2 and µ¢¢O2 remain the same during the transient, we can obtain V 0
c
by noting (i) on the cathode-suboxide side, j ¢ in Eq. (B-10a) driven by µ air
O2 - µ O2 will

maintain as a positive oxygen flux; (ii) on the anode-YSZ side, Df = V 0 - (µ¢¢O2 - µ Oc 2 ) 4e
will drive a positive oxygen flux, j ¢¢ = -sO Df / L ; and (iii) j ¢ = j ¢¢ at V 0 . Thus,
2-

ù
V 0 = V éë1 + fL 4ek ¢¢ sO2- ùû - éë(µ Oc2 - µ air
O 2 ) 4e û

(

é fL 4ek ¢¢ s 2O
ë

) (1 + fL4ek ¢¢ s ) + ( fL4ek ¢ s ) (1 + (1 - f ) Lk ¢ k )ùû
metal

O

2-

O

(B-19)

2-

c
Since usually V ! (µ air
O2 - µ O2 ) 4e , to gain some understanding of Eq. (B-19), we may

focus on the first term on the right hand side, which states that a smaller voltage drop,
namely a V 0 closer to V, is realized when fL 4ek ¢¢ sO ! 1 . This condition corresponds to
2-

a larger µ¢¢O at the anode, either to overcome the slower anode kinetics (small k ¢¢ ) or to
2

accommodate a faster flux in YSZ (small resistance fL AsO ), which will lower Df
2-

that drives the positive oxygen flux in YSZ. Specifically, we expect the interface
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movement to be more easily reversed by a smaller voltage drop when the remaining
length of YSZ is short.
In the above derivation, we assumed µ¢O and µ¢¢O remained the same during the
2

2

transient. This assumption needs justification. At the anode where µ O

2-

is constant, µ¢¢O

2

is controlled by µ e , which can be instantly altered by injecting electrons. (This will also
quench oxygen exit.) However, because the electron mobility is very low in YSZ, even
lower than that of O2−, modifying µ O further inside will take some time. Therefore, the
2

effective µ¢¢O that influences Df will remain little changed for a while until µ¢¢O is
2

2

completely dissipated. At the cathode where the metallic suboxide has formed, µ e is
constant but µ O is controlled by the concentration of O2− interstitials, which need time
2-

to adjust. So the above assumptions seems justified until µ¢O and µ¢¢O relax.
2

2

B.5 Oxygen loss calculation

Figure B.1 Three generic YSZ resistance vs time plots tested at 350°C at +200 V and 10
mA current compliance for a total forming time of 4000 s.
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Figure B.1 shows three generic degradation curves for YSZ, all tested at 350°C at
+200 V followed by a holding period under 10 mA current compliance lasting through
the remainder of the total test time of 4000 s. As pointed out before, there is a huge
variation in failure times, but the shape of the curve remains the same. Therefore, the
three resistance-time curves were divided into three parts to calculate the amount of O2–
released at different stages during degradation. Part I consisting of Stage I and Stage II of
degradation is defined as when the current is below 2 mA (or a resistance above ~100
kW). Very likely, the current in Part I is almost entirely ionic. Part II, starting from the
beginning of Stage III and ending when the current compliance is reached, likely consists
of increasingly more electronic current as it progresses. Part III, being the entire part
under 10 mA, most likely consists of almost entirely electronic current. Using a Riemann
sum, the area under each of the current-time curves was calculated to determine the
charge through the same for each respective part. The above charge was then divided by
2e to calculate the number of O2– ions released. These results are tabulated in Table B.1,
along with its fraction in terms of the total oxygens in the sample, thus giving the fraction
of “oxygen loss” if the current is entirely ionic. It can be seen that in Part III of the green
curve, the fraction has exceeded 1, which is impossible; thus, most of the current in Part
III cannot be ionic. If we assume Part I is entirely due to ionic current, then of the three
samples the slowest degrading one (black curve) has ~6× more O2– ions released than the
green curve during Part I. Note that the charge involved in Part II is always very small
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because of its short duration. Therefore, Part I and Part II combined is almost the same as
Part I alone.

Table B.1 Calculated charge, number of O2– ions released, and fraction of oxygen lost for
each part of the three curves in Figure B.1.
Part

I
< 2 mA

II
2 – 10 mA

III
10 mA

Black

Red

Green

Charge

2.52 C

1.39 C

0.43 C

# of O2–

7.9 × 1018

4.4 × 1018

1.3 × 1018

Fraction of
O lost

0.08

0.04

0.01

Charge

0.12 C

0.08 C

0.10 C

# of O2–

3.7 × 1017

2.5 × 1017

3.0 × 1017

Fraction of
O lost

0.004

0.002

0.003

Charge

14.45 C

24.46 C

35.28 C

# of O2–

4.5 × 1019

7.6 × 1019

1.1 × 1020

Fraction of
O lost

0.44

0.75

1.08
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Appendix C Theory of STO degradation and literature review

f

C.1 Defect concentrations depend on PO 2 but é VO×× ù is insensitive to E
ë û
Defect calculations usually start with the redox reactions
cathodic reaction

K1a
1
¾¾®
O×o ¬¾¾
O 2 + VO×× + 2e¢
2

(C-1a)

anodic reaction

K1b
1
¾¾®
O 2 + VO×× ¬¾¾
O×o + 2h ×
2

(C-1b)

At a fixed concentration of VO××

( éëV ùû ) and Fe ( c
××
O

A

) , however,

PO 2 and other defect

×
x
concentrations, éë h ùû , [ e¢] , [ Fe¢Ti ] and éë FeTi ùû in the Kroger-Vink notation, can be more

directly solved from the following equations:

¾¾¾
® Fe¢Ti + h ×
FeTix ¬¾

(C-2)

3
¾¾
® e¢ + h ×
nil ¬¾
¾

(C-3)

cA = éë FeTix ùû + [ Fe¢Ti ]

(C-4)

éë VO×× ùû + éë h × ùû = [ e¢] + [ Fe¢Ti ]

(C-5)

K2

K

×
x
Specifically, eliminating [ e¢] in favor of éë h ùû using Eq. (C-3) and eliminating éë FeTi ùû in

favor of [ Fe¢Ti ] using Eq. (C-4) allow Eqs. (C-2) and (C-5) to be solved. It yields a cubic
×
equation in éë h ùû or [ Fe¢Ti ] that has a unique, analytical solution, from which other

concentrations and the local PO 2 are obtained from Eqs. (C-1), (C-3) and (C-4), shown
in Figure 3.1a and Figure 3.5b. These figures used the thermodynamic and mobility data
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of Denk et al.27; in particular, the activation energies for K1a, K2 and K3 are, respectively,
4.97 eV, 1.18 eV and 3.3 eV, in addition to entropic contributions. Numerical solutions
have shown that outside the space charge region near the p-n junction, local charge
×
××
neutrality (Eq. (C-5)) is a good approximation, and [ e¢] + éë h ùû << éë VO ùû + [ Fe¢Ti ] unless the

sample is excessively reduced by losing O2.
f

××
Turning to éë VO ùû , we expect it to at most weakly depend on E. This is because in the
××
n-region of Figure 3.1a and Figure C.1, éë VO ùû and s V stay almost flat even when [ e¢]
O

and se vary by many orders of magnitude. Rather than deriving this result by repeating
our box-profile analysis without ignoring the potential drop in the n-region, we can reach
the same conclusion by applying a scaling analysis to the steady state. Referring to
Figure 3.1a and Figure C.1, we let

1
éë h × ùû µ ×× (p-region)
éë VO ùû

[e¢] µ éëVO×× ùû

(

At the steady state, kT ln éë VO×× ùû

f

κ

with κ>>1 (n-region)

éë VO×× ùû
0

0

(C-6a)

(C-6b)

) = 2eDf , giving
f

éë VO×× ùû = éë VO×× ùû e - 2 eDf kT
f

(C-7)

We consider two limiting éë VO ùû under the same Df and use it and éë VO ùû
××

××

conductivity in the n- and p-region, respectively,
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0

to find

f

i

0

××
××
××
(i) éë VO ùû >> éë VO ùû : It gives x ~ 1 and a very large éë VO ùû . Thus, the n-region is highly
×
conducting but the p-region having a very low éë h ùû is very resistive. So, all the E-field is

spent to support a hole current density

(

f

)

J p = M h e 2 éë h × ùû E µ M h e 2 E éë VO×× ùû e 2 eDf kT
f

i

(C-8)

0

××
××
××
(ii) éë VO ùû » éë VO ùû : It gives x ~ 1 and a very small éë VO ùû . Thus, the p-region is highly

conducting but the n-region having a very low [ e¢] is very resistive. So, all the E-field is
spent to support an electron current density

(

J e = M e e 2 [ e¢] E µ M e e 2 E éë VO×× ùû

f

)

κ

(C-9)

The correct solution may be gleaned from setting J p = J e , which leads to
f

éë VO×× ùû µ e 2 eDf (1+ κ )kT = e 2 eEL (1+ κ )kT

(C-10)

f

××
Thus, because of κ >> 1 , éë VO ùû has a very weak E-dependence.

C.2 Literature Review
Table C.1 Literature review of experimental HALT data
Material
BaTiO3-based
Y3+-doped (Ba1-xCaxO)m-(Ti1yZryO2) + MnO + SiO2
BaTiO3-based
Mn-doped nano BaTiO3-based

Thickness Voltage
(V)
(µm)

Field
(V/cm)

Field
exponent n

Ref

–

–

1.2´104

–

16

15 – 30*

–

1´105

3

C1

1.59

34 – 44

–

2.24 – 2.96

C2

–

–

1´104

–

C3
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Material

Thickness Voltage
(V)
(µm)

Field
(V/cm)

Field
exponent n

Ref

Dy-doped BaTiO3

–

–

1´104

–

C4

Mg-doped BaTiO3-based

–

–

1.2´104

–

C5

BaTiO3-based

–

–

1.2´104

–

C6

Ho-doped and Dy-doped
BaTiO3-based

–

–

1.2´104

–

C7

1000

–

1´104

–

C8

–

–

1´104 –
1.2´104

–

C9

1000

–

1´104

–

C10

–

–

1.35´104

–

C11

BaTiO3-based

1000

–

1´104

–

C12

BaTiO3-based

–

–

1.4´105 –
1.13´106

4.8 – 15.6

C13

BaTiO3-based

–

400

–

–

C14

MnO2 and Nb2O co‐doped
0.9BaTiO3‐0.1(Bi0.5Na0.5)TiO3

–

250

1´104

–

C15

1500*

5 – 1500

–

–

C16

4.6

142

–

–

C17

–

200

–

–

C18

200

–

–

C19

–

800 –
1000

5´105 –
6.25´105

2.14

C20

Mn-doped BaTiO3

3.5

–

5´104–
2´105

–

C21

Ba(Ti,Zr)O3-based

2*

–

1´105

–

C22

BaTiO3-based

10*

–

1´105

BaTiO3-based

12

400

–

–

C24

Y-doped BaTiO3

–

400
– 600

–

3–5

C25

36.5

75 – 200

–

2.46

C26

BaO-Cao-SiO2 doped BaTiO3based
BaTiO3
MnO2 and Y2O3 co-doped
Ba0.95Ca0.05Ti0.85Zr0.15O3
Al2O3-coated BaTiO3-based

Type I and Type II dielectric
materials
BaTiO3-based
(Ba0.95±xCa0.05)(Ti0.82Zr0.18)O3

(Ba1-xCax)z(Ti0.99-yZryMn0.01)O3 400 – 450
Ca(Zr1−xTix)O3

Commercial MLCC
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C23

Thickness Voltage
(V)
(µm)

Material
Commercial Base Metal
Electrode MLCC

~8

Field
(V/cm)

Field
exponent n

Ref

250 –
600

–

4.5 – 5.5

C27

5.3

C28

PZT

0.88

–

2.84´105
–
4.55´105

PZT

1.5

–

2´105 –
3´105

4.24

C29

0.8

8 – 45

–

4–5

C30

Nb-doped PZT
*Green thickness

C.3 Defect Chemistry Calculations

x
×
××
Figure C.1 Calculated (a) defect concentrations ( [ Fe¢Ti ] , éë FeTi ùû , éë h ùû , [ e¢] , and éë VO ùû )

and (b) s V , se and s h plus their sum at 210°C with 5.58×1018 cm-3 Fe concentration.
O
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x
×
××
Figure C.2 Calculated (a) defect concentrations ( [ Fe¢Ti ] , éë FeTi ùû , éë h ùû , [ e¢] , and éë VO ùû )

and (b) s V , se and s h plus their sum at 25°C with 5.58×1018 cm-3 Fe concentration.
O

x
×
××
Figure C.3 Calculated (a) defect concentrations ( [ Fe¢Ti ] , éë FeTi ùû , éë h ùû , [ e¢] , and éë VO ùû )

and (b) s V , se and s h plus their sum at 80°C with 5.58×1018 cm-3 Fe concentration.
O
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x
×
××
Figure C.4 Calculated (a) defect concentrations ( [ Fe¢Ti ] , éë FeTi ùû , éë h ùû , [ e¢] , and éë VO ùû )

and (b) s V , se and s h plus their sum at 350°C with 5.58×1018 cm-3 Fe concentration.
O

C.4 Theory
Ignoring the potential drop in the n-region and denoting the potential drops in the p- and
i-regions as Df 1 and Df 2 , respectively, we have

Df = Df 1 +Df2 = fA - fC

(C-11)

Denoting particle (d = h × , e¢ , or VO×× ) charge ( ze ) by zd e , particles flux ( j ) by jd , and
their electric flux ( J ) by J d , we impose continuity of electrical current across all three
regions. Across the interface at x1 where the hole current passes over to the oxygenvacancy current,
J h = zh e jh = zVO e jVO = J VO

(C-12)

Denoting particle mobility (M) and diffusivity (D) by M d = Dd kT , we obtain
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jh = zh e( M h L ) éë h × ùû Df 1 x1
f

(

)

(C-13a)

jVO = zVO e M VO L éë VO×× ùû Df 2 ( x2 - x1 )
i

(C-13b)

throughout the p- and i-region. Together, Eq. (C-12) and (C-13) give

(

)

zh2 ( M h L ) éë h × ùû Df 1 x1 = zV2O M VO L éë VO×× ùû Df 2 ( x2 - x1 )
f

i

(C-14)

Combining Eqs. (C-11) and (C-14) gives the following results which are just the Ohm’s
law and Kirchhoff’s law for a cross section of unit area

L1
x1 L
=
s1 z 2 e 2 M é h × ù f
h
h ë û

(C-15a)

( x2 - x1 ) L
L2
=
2
s1 z e 2 M é V×× ù i
VO
VO ë O û

(C-15b)

R1 =

R2 =

zV2O M VO éë VO×× ùû
x2 - x1

Df 1
R1
=
=
Df 2 R1 + R2 z 2 M é h × ù f
h
h ë
û
x1

i

zV2O M VO éë VO×× ùû
+
x2 - x1

zh2 M h éë h × ùû

i

(C-15c)

f

Df 2
R2
x1
=
=
f
2
×× i
Df R1 + R2 z 2 M é h × ù
é
z
M
V
h
h ë
V
V
O
û + O O ë ùû
x1
x2 - x1

(C-15d)

If the potential drop in the n-type region Df 3 is desired, it can be obtained by requiring,
at x2 , zV e jV = J V = J e , with je = ze e( M e L ) [ e¢] Df 3 (1 - x2 ) .
f

O

O

O

The electric flux is carried by the particle flux, and since we have assumed box
profiles of defect concentrations that are discontinuous across the interfaces of different
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regions, a continuous particle flux will cause interface to move. Specifically, the i-region
××
will shrink, and the other two regions will grow. Mathematically, éë VO ùû conservation at

the moving interfaces x1 and x2 gives
jVO
dx1
=
dt L é V×× ù i
ë Oû

(C-16)

jVO
dx2
=f
i
dt
L éë VO×× ùû - éë VO×× ùû

(C-17)

(

)

These two velocities are related to each other, giving
i
æ
éë VO×× ùû
ç
dx2 = ç é V×× ù f - é V×× ù i
è ë Oû ë Oû

ö
÷ dx
÷ 1
ø

(C-18)

which with the initial condition of x1 = 0 and x2 = 1 gives the following solution
i
æ
éë VO×× ùû
x2 = 1 - ç
ç é V×× ù f - é V×× ù i
è ë Oû ë Oû

ö
÷x
÷ 1
ø

(C-19)

Therefore, x1 and x2 are constrained to move in a straight line in the ( x1 , x2 ) plane.
The interface movement ends when x1 = x2 = x f , when the i-region is pinched off. At
this point, Eq. (C-19) reduces to
f

i

i

é V×× ù - é V×× ù
é V×× ù
éë V ùû = 1 - x éë V ùû or x = ë O û ëf O û = 1 - ë O ûf
éë VO×× ùû
éë VO×× ùû
×× i
O

(

f

)

×× f
O

f

(C-20)

××
which is just a statement of éë VO ùû conservation. From then on, the steady state with only

the electronic (e and h) current left takes over.
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It is now clear that all the potentials are known once x1 and x2 are, and since x1 and

x2 are constrained to move in a straight line, only one of them need to be solved as a
function of time. This can be done by integrating Eq. (C-16) or Eq. (C-17). As shown
below, the solution can be cast into a parabolic form with a time constant that scales with

L2 2 DVO .
Specifically, combining Eq. (C-13b), (C-15d) and (C-16), we obtain

dx1
=
dt

2
× f
æ M VO ö æ Df ö æç zh M h éë h ùû
zVO e ç 2 ÷ ç
÷
x1
è L ø è x2 - x1 ø çè

zh2 M h éë h × ùû
x1

f

zV2O M VO éë VO×× ùû
+
x2 - x1

ö
÷
÷
ø

i

æ M V öæ Df ö
zVO e ç 2 O ÷ç
÷
L ø è x2 - x1 ø
è
=
2
×× i
æ x1 ö æç zVO M VO éë VO ùû ö÷
1+ ç
÷
f
è x2 - x1 ø çè zh2 M h éë h × ùû ÷ø
æ MV ö
zVO eDf ç 2 O ÷
è L ø
=
æ z 2 M é V×× ù i ö
V
V
O
x2 - x1 + ç O O ë f û ÷ x1
2
×
ç z M éh ù ÷
è h hë û ø
Using Eqs. (C-19) and (C-20), we further simplify the above into

æ MV
zVO eDf ç 2 O
dx1
è L
=
dt
æx
1 - (1 - γ ) ç 1f
èx
with
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ö
÷
ø
ö
÷
ø

(C-21)

æ z 2 M é V×× ù i
V
V
O
γ = ç O O ë fû
ç z 2 M éh× ù
è h hë û

ö
æ z 2 M é V×× ù i öæ é V×× ù i
÷ x f = ç VO VO ë O û ÷ç 1 - ë O û
÷
ç z 2 M é h × ù f ÷ç é V×× ù f
ø
è h h ë û øè ë O û

ö
÷
÷
ø

(C-22)

Writing M d as Dd kT , Eq. (C-17) can be integrated to obtain
x1
1 æ
t
2æ t
=
çç1 - 1 - f + g ç f
f
x
1- g è
t
èt

öö
÷ ÷÷
øø

(C-23)

with t f being the time reaching x1 = x2 = x f ,

tf
L2

2 DVO

i
æ kT ö æ éë VO×× ùû
= (1 + γ ) ç
÷ ç1 ç zV eDf ÷ ç é V×× ù f
è O
øè ë O û

ö
æ
ö
÷ = (1 + γ ) ç kT ÷ x f
ç zV eDf ÷
÷
è O
ø
ø

(C-24)

Finally, the electric flux J being the same throughout the sample can be obtained from J
in any region, say the i-region, which is J = J V = zV e jV or
O

O

O

i æ M V ö æ Df
ö
O
2
J = zV2O e 2 éë VO×× ùû ç
÷ç
÷
è L ø è x2 - x1 ø

i æ MV
O
= zV2O e 2 éë VO×× ùû ç
L
è

= zV2O e 2 M VO

æ
öç
Df
÷ç
ø ç 1 - (1 - γ ) æ x1
ç f
ç
èx
è

ö
÷
÷
ö÷
÷÷
øø

æ
ö
ç
÷
1
×× i æ Df ö ç
÷
éë VO ùû ç
÷ç
L
è
ø
t
æ t ö÷
çç 1 - f + g 2 ç f ÷ ÷÷
t
èt ø ø
è

=

s VO E
t
æt ö
1- f + g2 ç f ÷
t
èt ø
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(C-25)

i

2 2
××
where in the last equality we used the ion conductivity sVO = zVO e éë VO ùû M VO and the

nominal electric field E = Df L .
It is easy to verify that the two limiting currents are, J i at t = 0 and J f at t = t f ,
after that the current no longer changes,

J ( t = 0 ) = J = s VO E and J ( t = t f ) = J steady state =
i

sVO E
γ

=

sh E éë VO×× ùû
f

f

éë VO×× ùû - éë VO×× ùû

i

=

sh E
xf

(C-26)

f

2 2
×
where sh = zh e éë h ùû M h is the hole conductivity in the p-region, and E x f is the field

in the p-region since the n-region is much more conducting. Thus, γ can also be
expressed as

γ = Ji Jf

(C-27)

The solution is now complete.

Figure C.5 Numerical solutions of steady state conductivity vs concentrations from Fig.
8 in Ref. 11 follow linear fit motivated by Eq. (3-12d).
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C.5 Temperature Measurement and Stability/Error
The temperature near the sample was monitored using a thermocouple in both air and
silicone oil experiments. An infrared thermometer and/or thermal camera was also used
to confirm the measurements in the air experiments. Before HALT, a temperature
stability within 2°C was reached in the air experiments, and within 3°C in the silicone oil
experiments. During HALT, increasing Joule heating led to an increase in the local
temperature, which reached a maximum of 10°C for sample tested at 350°C in air
experiments according to the thermocouple measurements. Due to the faster heat transfer
of silicone oil, thermocouple in these experiments measured an average increase of 60°C
upon hitting current compliance.

Figure C.6 Log-log resistance vs time plot shown in Figure 3.3a of Fe-doped STO
crystal degraded at 350°C and 200 V in air. Vertical, black dashed lines divide 3 different
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stages, denoted at top of their respective areas, showing the three-stage degradation
feature of acceleration-deceleration-acceleration. Dashed red circle marks the start of
current compliance.

C.6 Failure Time Variance
Waser et al.2-3 reported more variance in undoped samples than acceptor-doped ones,
which we did not see.

C.7 Electroluminescence
After entering compliance control, there is a slight decrease of electroluminescence over
time. This is because as the number of electrons gradually increases in this stage (due to
oxygen loss, which will become clear later from observations of oxygen bubbles), the
voltage to maintain the same J decreases (this is why the voltage at the beginning of
cooling in Figure 3.5a is much less than the voltage used before the compliance limit
was hit), which leads to less electron acceleration, hence less electroluminescence.
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Appendix D RC Circuit Model

Figure D.1 Schematic of RC circuit representing our experimental set-up.

We define our circuit as a resistor with resistance Rleak , current i2, and voltage Vleak
in parallel with a capacitor of capacitance C and current i3. This in all in series with a
resistor of resistance Rload , current i1, and voltage Vload. The total circuit voltage, Vtotal , is
defined as the voltage across the two end points of the circuit.
To solve the circuit resistance during switching, we begin with some definitions and
common values. The transient time for each resistor is given by the product of its
resistance with capacitance C of the capacitor such that for Rload and Rleak , we have

t1 = Rload C and t2 = Rleak C , respectively. We also dictate that the steady state resistance,
RSS , is equal to the sum of Rload and Rleak , where we have Rload ! 104 W and our solution
is expected to give us the latter value. From the experimental data, we can also
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approximate that RHR0 ! 106 W and RLRO ! 104 W , where RHR0 and RLR0 are the initial
values at the start of a new HRS and LRS cycle, respectively.
For HRS, we know that t1 controls the transient time although t2 is not small.
Therefore, we say that RHRS = Rload + RHR0 . On the other hand, for LRS, we know that

t2 ! 0 and the capacitance (C) is short-circuited. Similarly, RLRS = Rload + RLR0 . Now, by
using Kirchhoff’s Circuit laws and Figure D.1, we have

Vtotal = Vload + Vleak

(D-1)

i1 = i 2 + i3

(D-2)

By keeping in mind that we have a capacitor with a capacitance C in parallel with a
resistor with a resistance of Rleak , all in series with a resistor with a resistance of Rload , it
is possible to convert Eq. (D-2) to the following
Vload Vleak
¶V
=
+ C leak
Rload Rleak
¶t

(D-3)

By substituting Eq. (D-1) and moving terms around, one obtains

C

æ 1
¶Vleak Vtotal
1 ö
=
- Vleak ç
+
÷
¶t
Rload
è Rload Rleak ø

(D-4)

which can be simplified to
C

¶Vleak Vtotal Vleak
=
¶t
Rload R*

(D-5)

by defining R* as
R* =

1
1
+
Rload Rleak
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(D-6)

By changing the variable of integration from Vleak to R*

Vtotal
- Vleak along with the
Rload

corresponding changes to the limits of integration, Eq. (D-5) becomes

æ V
ö
¶ ç R* total - Vleak ÷
R
-Vleak
è Rload
ø = t dt
load
- ò * VRtotal
ò0 R*C
R
-Vleak ( t = 0 )
V
Rload
R* total - Vleak
Rload
* Vtotal

(D-7)

Now there are two possible initial conditions for Vleak as the new cycle could start after
resting or from the opposite polarity. For the former, Vleak ( t = 0) = 0 . Therefore, for the
case of voltage unloading, Eq. (D-7) can be solved to obtain

Vleak =

R*Vtotal
Rload

é
æ t öù
ê1 - exp ç - R*C ÷ ú
è
øû
ë

(D-8)

The limits of the transient time ( t = R*C ) are then

R*C = t =

CRload Rleak ìï Rload C ( HRS)
=í
Rload + Rleak ïî RLR0C ( LRS)

(D-9)

since RHR0 ! Rload ! RLR0 .
Now to solve the circuit resistance, we revisit Kirchhoff’s circuit laws to calculate
the current i1 passing through the load resistor

i1 =

Vload Vtotal - Vleak ( t )
=
Rload
Rload

(D-10)

which uses Eq. (D-1) while keeping in mind that Vleak is a function of time. Now the total
circuit voltage is a product of the circuit resistance and i1; therefore,
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R=

Vtotal Vtotal Rload
Vtotal Rload
=
=
i1
Vload
Vtotal - Vleak ( t )

(D-11)

By plugging in Eq. (D-8) and simplifying, one obtains

R=

2
Rload

é
t öù
æ
Rload - R ê1 - exp ç - * ÷ ú
è R C øû
ë

(D-12)

*

as the circuit resistance as a function of time for the new cycle following voltage
unloading. By looking at the limits, one obtains

lim R ( t ) = Rload

(D-13a)

lim R ( t ) = Rload + Rleak

(D-13b)

t ®0

t ®¥

From the solution, it is clear that R ( t ) increases with time. The solution does not
consider whether the sample is in LRS or HRS, rather just going from a fully unloaded to
a loaded one. As a result, it is not a solution to switching, but rather one to turning on a
device. Despite this, we can further move terms in Eq. (D-12) to obtain the solution

1
1
R*
=
- 2
R Rload Rload

é
æ t öù
ê1 - exp ç - t ÷ ú
è øû
ë

(D-14)

Then, by introducing the conductance, G, or inverse of the resistance, we obtain
G=

1
R
1
Rload

(D-15b)

R*
1
1
=
=
2
Rload R ( ¥ ) Rload + Rleak

(D-15c)

G ( t = 0 ) = G0 = Gload =

G ( t = ¥ ) = G¥ = Gload -

(D-15a)
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which can all be substituted into Eq. (D-14) to get the final solution for a sample after
voltage unloading
æ tö
G - G¥ = ( G0 - G¥ ) exp ç - ÷
è tø

ln ( G - G¥ ) = ln ( G0 - G¥ ) -

t

t

(D-16a)

(D-16b)

in which Eq. (D-16b) gives us the linearized version of Eq. (D-16a) such that by plotting

ln ( G - G¥ ) vs t , one is able to extract t from the slope and G0 - G¥ from the yintercept.
Now returning to the second scenario in which the new cycle starts by reversing the
voltage without resting at V = 0. If that is the case, then
Vleak ( t = 0 ) = -V0 =

V- Rleak
!0
Rload + Rleak

(D-17)

where V- and Rleak are Vtotal and Rleak , respectively, of the previous cycle; therefore

V0 ³ 0 . Therefore, we return to Eq. (D-7) but this time with the new limits of integration,
to obtain

V
R* total -Vleak
Rload
V
R* total +V0
Rload

-ò

æ V
ö
¶ ç R* total - Vleak ÷
è Rload
ø = t dt
æ * Vtotal
ö ò0 R*C
- Vleak ÷
çR
è Rload
ø

(D-18)

If we solve it like before, the solution ends up being

Vleak = R*

ö
Vtotal æ * Vtotal
t ö
æ
-çR
+ V0 ÷ exp ç - * ÷
Rload è Rload
è RCø
ø

with the limits
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(D-19)

Vleak ( t = 0) = -V0
Vleak ( t = ¥ ) = R*

Vtotal
Rload

(D-20a)
(D-20b)

The former limit is in agreement with the initial condition and the latter is the same as
when the initial condition V0 = 0 . By plugging these limits into Eq. (D-11) for the circuit
resistance, we obtain

æ Vtotal ö
lim R ( t ) = Rload ç
÷
t ®0
è Vtotal + V0 ø

(D-21a)

lim R ( t ) = Rload + Rleak

(D-21b)

t ®¥

In this case, Eq. (D-21a) gives a smaller value than the previous solution (Eq. (D-13a))
but Eq. (D-21b) and (D-13b) are equal.
Like before, R ( t ) is always increasing with time, even if the sample is being
switched from HRS to LRS. This occurs because the voltage polarity is reversed so the
initial voltage across Rload is larger than the later (steady state) one by V0 . However, if,
instead, the voltage changes from a small one to a large one (like in unipolar switching),
one should get a resistance drop followed by resistance decay.
Now we solve for the circuit resistance, by rewriting Eq. (D-11) in terms of
conductance
G=

(V

total

- Vleak ( t ) ) Gload
Vtotal

æ V (t ) ö
= ç1 - leak
÷ Gload
Vtotal ø
è

and then substituting Vleak from Eq. (D-19) to obtain
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(D-22)

ææ
æ R*
V ö
R* ö
æ t öö
G = çç ç1 + 0 ÷ Gload exp ç - ÷ ÷÷
÷ Gload + ç
è t øø
è Rload Vtotal ø
è è Rload ø

(D-23)

which has the same form as Eq. (D-16a) if

æ
R* ö
1
G¥ = ç1 ÷ Gload =
Rload + Rleak
è Rload ø

(D-24a)

æ
V ö
G0 = ç1 + 0 ÷ Gload
è Vtotal ø

(D-24b)

Eq. (D-24a) ends up being the same solution as earlier, whereas Eq. (D-24b) reduces to
the same solution if V0 = 0 . As before, the solution can be linearized so that t and

G0 - G¥ can be extracted from plotting ln ( G - G¥ ) vs t .
Therefore, the above solution confirms that the data analysis, based on calculating G
and its asymptotes at both short and infinite times, works regardless of whether the
residual voltage (charge) on the capacitor is considered. The conductance does not follow
a simple linear form because Rleak is slowly changing with time. During HRS, we believe
that Rleak is slowly increasing, causing R* , and thus t , to slowly increase as well. This
slowdown is reflected in the downward curvature of the R ( t ) plots. In contrary, for LRS
switching, although R should increase if Rleak remains unchanged, which is does for some
tests, the more common situation occurs when Rleak slowly decreases, causing the overall
R to decrease as well after an initial transient. This trend reversal, however, makes it
impossible to use our above solution for LRS analysis.
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Appendix E C8W Switching in STO

Figure E.1 Schematic showing generally accepted mechanism for c8w switching. Top:
Positive polarity on the active electrode (AFS anode) repels oxygen vacancies from it,
creating a thin p-region layer and an associated Schottky barrier thus obtaining HRS.
Bottom: Negative polarity on the active electrode (AFS anode) attracts oxygen vacancies
toward it, thus eliminating the Schottky barrier, connecting the virtual cathode to active
electrode, and obtaining LRS.

Here, we will demonstrate how barrier-controlled switching (Figure E.1) may be
realized in Fe-doped and undoped STO when the switching paths are forced to enter the
bulk. To achieve this, the sample is formed to obtain n-type conduction, which in the case
of bulk single crystals requires long-time forming on the order of tens of thousands of
seconds at high temperature, voltage and compliance (we used up to 20 mA). This is in
contrast to the earlier practice of forming in preparation for 8w switching in which the
total forming time was less than 200 s and the compliance was limited to 5 mA. As can
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be seen in Figure E.2 (more on it later), it is possible to perform c8w switching on such
crystals, albeit at smaller switching ratios than that in 8w switching.
In addition to aggressive forming, we also cooled the sample to take advantage of its
metallic nature (of the n-region) that should become more prominent at lower
temperature where ionic conductivity is suppressed. This should be advantageous
because the Schottky barrier at the interface is presumably temperature independent, or
nearly so, given the fact that the conduction band levels are insensitive to temperature. In
our study, the sample was cooled from the forming temperature to 50°C under
compliance, reaching a formed resistance on the order of 2 kW before c8w switching was
attempted. A small decrease in voltage during cooling under the same compliance is
indeed seen in Figure E.2, confirming the metallic feature of the conducting path.
After reaching the desired low temperature, a standard sequence of bipolar voltages
is applied to effect switching. To ensure that these voltages can mostly probe the
interface resistance instead of activating massive conduction in the bulk sample, the
switching voltage is kept small, ±2 V in Figure E.2a and ±5 V in Figure E.2b. Indeed,
large voltage is unnecessary because the resistance of thus formed sample is already
relatively small.
Interestingly, as shown in Figure E.2a-b, the initial (~10) cycles produced a very
prominent resistance decrease, by a factor of 2-3, before the resistance values settle to a
set of well-defined lower and higher values that may be assigned to LRS and HRS,
respectively. Such resistance decrease can be explained by the removal of electronscattering defects, which undoubtedly exist in a bulk STO cooled from high temperatures.
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As such defects are removed by passing a current, and their regeneration suppressed at
the low temperature, the sample is, in effect, “annealed”, which allows a lower resistance
state to be reached. This behavior is completely consistent with the notion of metallic
conduction: the “annealed” sample is a better metal while the formed and cooled one a
bad metal; the same behavior would not make sense if the sample were in an insulator
state.
In Figure E.2a-b, a lower resistance (LRS) is obtained under a negative switching
voltage, then it returns to a higher resistance (HRS) under a positive voltage. This is
consistent with c8w switching. As the switching voltage increases from ±2 V in Figure
E.2a to ±5 V in Figure E.2b, a slightly larger ratio of resistance change is seen.
Importantly, the HRS/LRS in Figure E.2b is evidently non-Ohmic, because the
resistance value is higher as the measuring voltage lowers, from ±5 V to ±0.5 V.
Interestingly, the disparity between the small-voltage (+0.5 V) HRS resistance and the
large-voltage (+5 V) HRS resistance is much larger than that between the LRS
resistances (–0.5 V/–5V), which is opposite to what we saw in Figure 5.3 for 8w
switching. Thanks to such different disparity, the resistance ratio at ±0.5 V reaches ~5,
which exceeds or is comparable to the ratios reported for c8w switching in bulk STO
single crystals in the literature. (At 50°C, Szot et al.3 achieved a ratio of ~1.5; at room
temperature, Wojtyniak et al.4 had a resistance ratio of ~4.)
To explain c8w switching, Waser et al.2 proposed that a Schottky barrier is left by
forming, which comes from a conduction-band mismatch between the Pt electrode (the
AFS anode, and the active electrode) and the p-region of STO. This barrier gives rise to a
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large interface resistance, which becomes the dominant resistance when the rest of the
sample (for example the bulk of the crystal or a filament) is highly conducting. Such
barrier can be overcome/smoothed by populating the p-region with VO×× , which is
achieved by switching the electrode polarity to a negative one, thus obtaining LRS, hence
c8w switching. Since the HRS is dominated by the resistance of a Schottky barrier, it
must be highly non-Ohmic, whereas the LRS having essentially an Ohmic junction in
addition to a small resistance in the balance of the sample must be essentially Ohmic.
Therefore, in c8w switching, one expects a large resistance disparity between small
voltage measurement and the large voltage measurement only in the HRS. Indeed, this is
what we observed in Figure E.2b. Moreover, since the disparity contrast is seen in
Figure E.2b (±5 V switching voltage) but not in Figure E.2a (±2 V switching voltage,
which may not be enough to successively switch), we can place the Schottky barrier
between 2 V and 5 V. This feature of c8w switching is in sharp contrast to 8w switching
in which the resistance mostly comes from the bulk (or the non-interface part of the
filament), so it is Joule heating overall that affects the disparity. Inasmuch as more Joule
heating is experienced in the LRS, a larger disparity is expected in the LRS than in the
HRS, which is seen in Figure 5.3. In short, the above comparison of opposite switching
directions and contrasting non-Ohmic characters are both consistent with the respective
switching mechanisms for 8w and c8w switching.
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Figure E.2 Resistance vs time plot of forming (last 20 seconds) and switching behavior
of undoped STO in air formed at (a) 350°C and 200 V with 20 mA compliance for a total
of 26,000 s and then cooled under the same compliance down to 50°C for another 4,0000
s followed by 1 s voltage unloading (0 V) and switching cycles between –2 V/1 s and +2
V/2 s, and (b) 250°C and 200 V with 20 mA compliance for a total of 28,000 s and then
cooled under the same compliance down to 50°C for another 4,0000 s followed by 1 s
voltage unloading (0 V) and switching cycles between –5 V/1 s and +5 V/2 s. Both have
small-voltage measurement (alternating ±0.5 V for 0.25 s, at same polarity as that of prior
half-cycle) every 9 switching half-cycles.
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Figure E.3 Voltage vs time plot to supplement Figure 5.9 showing slight increase in
voltage upon cooling under 5 mA current compliance. Vertical dashed line shows when
the hot plate was turned off and allowed to cool naturally after 200 s forming.
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Appendix F A Thermal Grooving Study in Zirconia: Are Interfacial Energies
Higher & Cation Diffusion Faster in Tetragonal or Cubic Zirconia?

Synopsis
The grain boundary grooves of two-phase 4 and 6 mol% Y2O3-stabilized zirconia
(4YSZ and 6YSZ) ceramics, with different mixtures of tetragonal (3YSZ) and cubic
(8YSZ) phases, were investigated as a function of time. From dihedral angles at triple
junctions between different constituent phases, it is possible to extract the cubic and
tetragonal grain boundary energies as well the phase-boundary energy between a
tetragonal and cubic grain. From the grooving depths, widths, and angles, the (vapor)
surface energies for both cubic and tetragonal grains as well as their surface diffusivities
were calculated. Cubic grains were found to have higher grain boundary and surface
energies than tetragonal grains with the surface energy being the larger of the two. Thus,
in one experiment, it is possible to determine surface diffusivities and all the relative
interfacial energies of two compatible phases. Along with the previous results of faster
grain growth in 8YSZ than 3YSZ, all their relative interfacial thermodynamics and
kinetics are now known. This information explains why 3YSZ sinters better.
Furthermore, the effect of a reducing atmosphere on the kinetics of both tetragonal and
cubic grains was investigated using H2 during thermal etching.
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F.1 Introduction
Zirconia is one of the most important ceramic materials, with wide applications as
structural ceramics, thermal barrier coatings, oxygen sensors, and electrolytes in solid
oxide fuel/electrolyzer cells.1-4 Many of its well celebrated properties originate from the
phase flexibility, which can be easily adjusted from monoclinic to tetragonal to cubic
upon increasing lower valent cation doping. (Yttria is the most popular dopant because
Y3+ has similar charge and ionic radius to Zr4+ thus introducing least lattice distortions;
ideally, Sc3+ is better but not commonly used due to the cost issue.) For example,
tetragonal zirconia, e.g. 2 or 3 mol% yttria doped zirconia (2YSZ/3YSZ), has
extraordinary mechanical properties in transformation toughening; cubic zirconia, e.g. 8
mol% yttria doped zirconia (8YSZ), has the highest conductivity among the yttriazirconia family. Regarding the sintering, tetragonal zirconia can be brought to full density
with a fine grain of 200-300 nm easily, while cubic zirconia suffers from fast grain
growth and commonly ends up with ~5 µm grain size after hours of sintering at 14001500°C. The ease to sinter tetragonal zirconia is closely related to the slow grain growth
pinning by strong solute drag, which provides maximum grain boundary area as shortcircuit diffusion path and may accommodate stress easily via grain rotation/grain
boundary sliding. However, whether the grain boundary diffusivity itself is faster in
tetragonal than cubic zirconia or not is largely unknown. This is the central question we
hope to address in the present communication.
Noticing the cation diffusion is many orders slower than oxygen ion diffusion and
the former is kinetically responsible for all mass transport in both pure and doped
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zirconia, we may now limit ourselves to cation diffusivity. While the most accurate way
to answer the above question is by tracer diffusion of Zr isotopes at elevated temperature
between 1000 and 1400°C, the technique is complicated and expensive; the uncertainty
from measurements and data fitting may also conceal minor diffusivity differences in
tetragonal and cubic zirconia, bearing in mind the over 10-fold grain-size difference.
Sintering studies could be another possibility, yet the densification rate-grain size
correlation must be a prior knowledge, which is not commonly available and varies in
different sintering stages, not to mention the differences in the starting powders and
packings of the green bodies. Therefore, a quick check on a grain-size-independent
kinetical process by a simple technique, preferentially in a zirconia sample containing
both tetragonal and cubic phase, would be ideal. While the technique may be difficult to
find for cation grain boundary diffusivity, for surface diffusivity, grain boundary
grooving studies for two-phase zirconia, e.g. 4 or 6 mol% yttria-stabilized zirconia
(4YSZ/6YSZ), provide an opportunity. This approach has been undertaken here, to tell
the difference in cation surface and grain boundary diffusivities.
It is known that grain boundary grooves form to equilibrate the energy of the
boundary and the surface tensions of the adjoining grains.5 The grooving angle reaches
equilibrium rapidly, but the width and depth continue to increase with time by atomic
transport through evaporation-condensation, volume diffusion, or, most commonly,
surface diffusion.1 For a set of isotropic surfaces of phase i, the grooving angle Ψii is
related to the ratio of the grain boundary energy (γii) to the (vapor) surface energy (γiv):
γii
æΨ ö
= 2cos ç ii ÷
γiv
è 2 ø
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(F-1)

For surface diffusion, the groove width W is related to surface diffusivity (Div) according
to the Mullin’s equation,1

W 4 kT
Div = 4
4.6 γiv Ω2 Nt

(F-2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, Ω is the molecular
volume of the diffusing species, N is the number of molecules per unit area (Ω-2/3), and t
is the thermal etching time. Therefore, grooving measurements provide a way to
determine the surface diffusivity and the ratio of interfacial energies.
There are several techniques to study grain boundary grooving, including metal
reference line (MRL),6 optical interferometry,2,7-8 and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The latter has been used for ceramic samples, such as Al2O3,9-11 Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ
(BSCF),12 La2NiO4+δ (LN),8 Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2,13 and CeO2.14 In the following, we
will extend this study to a two-phase ceramic, to compare surface diffusivity and
interfacial energies of the two constituent phases, cubic and tetragonal, in 4YSZ and
6YSZ at 1200°C. In general, simultaneous measurements of these quantities in one
sample will incur a smaller error than (a) obtaining quantities of each phase from its own
single-phase sample, and (b) comparing them between the two phases. Three types of
phase boundaries are of interest: cubic/cubic (CC), tetragonal/tetragonal (TT), and
tetragonal/cubic (TC). In the past, Lee et al.15 used these compositions to study to find the
ratios of grain/interface boundary energies. Here, the dihedral angles at the triple junction
between two cubic grains and a third tetragonal one (θcct) is given by
æθ
2γ tc cos ç cct
è 2

ö
÷ = γ cc
ø
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(F-3)

Likewise, the dihedral angle between two tetragonal grains and a third cubic one (θttc) is
given by
æθ
2γ tc cos ç ttc
è 2

ö
÷ = γ tt
ø

(F-4)

In the above, γcc and γtt are the cubic and tetragonal grain boundary energies,
respectively, and γtc is the phase-boundary energy between a tetragonal and a cubic grain.
Our study will further provide γcv and γtv, the respective (vapor) surface energies of the
cubic and tetragonal grains, in addition to surface diffusivity for thermal etching both in
air and 5% H2. The motivation being to determine which phase has the faster diffusivity
and thus explain why 8YSZ has larger grains despite 3YSZ sintering better.

F.2 Experimental procedure
F.2.1 Sample preparation
Starting powders of 4YSZ and 6YSZ were made from a mixture of commercially
available 3 and 8 mol% Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 powders (TZ-3Y and TZ-8Y, Tosoh Co.,
Tokyo, Japan). The mixed powder was placed in a plastic bottle with zirconia media and
ethanol and ball-milled for 20 hours. The powders were dried on a hot plate in air and
ground afterwards. Pellets 8mm in diameter were pressed uniaxially with 2 metric tons
before isotactic pressing at 200 MPa. The pressed pellets were sintered in an alumina
crucible with powders of their respective composition at 1450°C for 4 h to reach full
density. Sintered pellets were cut into disks, then ground and polished down to 0.5 μm
using diamond suspensions.
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F.2.2 Thermal etching
For thermal etching, samples were placed in an alumina crucible, which was placed
in a larger alumina crucible and surrounded by high purity alumina powder (TM-DAR,
Taimei Chemicals Co, LTD, Tokyo, Japan). Thermal etching in air was performed at
1200°C for 0.5 h with a ramp rate of 10°C/min. With reference to a microindent mark
made after polishing, the same spots examined before etching were reexamined again to
determine the evolution of grooving angles, widths, and depths using AFM (Figure F.1).
The samples were then etched for another 0.5 h, for a total of one hour of thermal etching
time, and again the same grain boundaries were examined using the AFM.
The effect of a reducing atmosphere was tested only on 4YSZ (given better counting
statistics in a given area due to faster growth in reducing atmosphere) using a vertical
tube furnace closed off on both ends with 5% H2/95% N2 flowing during the entire
thermal etching process, including the warmup and cool down periods. To prevent
thermal shock to the tube, a ramp rate of 2°C/min was used, significantly slower than the
one done in previous experiments. To make a valid comparison, a 4YSZ sample was also
etched in ambient environment, or air, using the same tube furnace and ramp rate. For
this set of experiments, the temperature used was 1220°C and the thermal etch times
studied were 0.2 h and 1 h.

F.2.3 AFM measurements
The polished, etched and re-etched samples were examined with an AFM
(Dimension Icon, Bruker, Billerica, MA) using a tip with a tip radius of 8 nm and a cone
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angle of 40° (HQ:NSC15/Al BS, Mikromasch, Sofia, Bulgaria). For each sample, 5 – 10
images were taken in tapping mode covering a 4 μm × 4 μm area using a scan rate of 0.6
Hz, obtaining 512 pixels per line and 512 lines per scan to ensure good resolution. To
acquire good statistics, at least 100 grain boundaries for each sample were examined,
roughly equally divided into three types: TT, CC and TC. Identifying phases is
straightforward since cubic grains are well known to be much larger than tetragonal
grains in this system. Due to the higher proportion of larger, cubic grains in the 6YSZ
sample, there are fewer grain boundaries in a 4 μm × 4 μm area than in the 4 YSZ
sample. Therefore, to offset this, we doubled the number of AFM images taken for the
6YSZ sample versus the 4YSZ sample to maintain the same counting statistics. Using the
AFM software (NanoScope Analysis ver. 1.40, Bruker, Billerica, MA), a line was drawn
perpendicular to the respective grain boundary and the groove width (W) and depth (h)
were extracted. The groove width is denoted as the lateral distance between two peaks
(humps) and the depth as the difference between the hump and the valley of the groove
profile as shown in Figure F.1. The grooving angle (Ψ) was calculated using the slope of
the grain boundary profile at the groove root (Ψ = 180° - α – β on Figure F.1). The
dihedral angles were measured using ImageJ on the AFM images.
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Figure F.1 (a) A grain boundary profile as given by NanoScope Analysis for one of the
samples in which groove width W, depth h and angle Y (Ψ = 180° - α – β) are marked. (b)
Representative grain boundary profiles for each grain boundary type.

F.2.4 Error minimization
Caution was taken to minimize errors in the measurements of grooves in our
experimental procedure. In terms of sample preparation, the samples were polished to a
flat, smooth surface, which was examined under AFM to account for the extent of
grooving due to polishing. Before and after thermal etching, quick ramping up and down
at rates of 10°C/min were used to limit the impact of thermal ramping on groove
development. While using the AFM to characterize grooving, in addition to studying the
same grain boundaries after 0, 0.5, and 1 h of air (0.2 and 1 h in reducing environment)
etching to minimize random variation, care was taken to obtain images in several areas to
ensure the measurements are representative of the entire sample. A total of 100 grain
boundaries were studied on each sample to account for any distribution in groove widths,
depths, and angles for the same grain type, so that their values may be considered
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statistically representative of the sample. A small radius tip (8 nm) was used and, to
ensure that there was no tip wearing during a scan, the same area was scanned twice, and
the average grooving widths, depths, and angles were extracted to determine that there
was no change. Lastly, systematic errors were reduced by increasing the resolution of the
AFM images by decreasing the scan area and scan rate, while increasing the pixels per
line and lines per scan.

F.3 Results
F.3.1 Ambient environment
After 0.5 h of thermal etching, both 4YSZ and 6YSZ samples had developed
appreciable grain boundary grooving in both tetragonal (small) and cubic (large) grains
(Figure F.2). There are no appreciable defects or pores on the samples, thus verifying
that they were sintered to full density. These images were then used with ImageJ to
calculate the dihedral angles, θcct and θttc, listed in Table F.1. The dihedral angles
measured for both samples are consistent with each other, giving a higher θttc than θcct,
which implies a higher γcc than γtt. Their statistics are also shown in Figure F.3,
including the Weibull plot on the right. In the Weibull plot, the cumulative distribution F
is modeled as a function of random variable x

æ æ x ök ö
F ( x ) = 1 - exp ç - ç ÷ ÷
ç èlø ÷
è
ø

(F-5)

where k is a shape parameter and λ is a scale parameter that represents the spread. Since it
takes on the following form:
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(

)

ln - ln (1 - F ( Ψ ) ) = k ln ( Ψ ) - k ln ( λ )

(F-6)

it is often plotted in the Weibull plot as ln(-ln(1-F(x))) vs. ln(x), shown on the right of
Figure F.3, to extract k from the slope.

Figure F.2 AFM images after thermally etching at 1200°C for 0.5 h in air for (a) 4YSZ
and (b) 6YSZ.

Figure F.3 (a) Cumulative distribution and (b) Weibull plot for the dihedral angles for
both phases in 4YSZ after 0.5 h of thermal etching at 1200°C in air.
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Table F.1 Dihedral angles calculated for the triple junction of two tetragonal grains with
a cubic one (θttc) and two cubic grains with a tetragonal one (θcct) for 4YSZ and 6YSZ
after thermally etching at 1200°C for 0.5 h in air.
Composition

θttc (°)

θcct (°)

4YSZ

132 ± 3

102 ± 7

6YSZ

131 ± 3

100 ± 6

Table F.2 Groove widths, depths, and angles for 4YSZ after 0.5 and 1 h of thermal
etching at 1200°C in air.
Groove Width Groove Depth Groove Angle
Sample

4YSZ

∆Ψ

GB Type
TT

(μm)

(nm)

(°)

(°)

0.13 ± 0.03

9.94 ± 4.51

149.6 ± 10.5

8.5

146.6 ± 6.7

7.8

9.77 ± 3.43

1200°C
TC

0.17 ± 0.03

0.5 h

14.42 ± 3.98

Air

CC

0.20 ± 0.04

15.56 ± 5.62

145.7 ± 7.7

7.3

4YSZ

TT

0.15 ± 0.04

10.24 ± 4.45

154.5 ± 9.1

7.3

TC

0.18 ± 0.04

152.7 ± 7.4

6.9

147.4 ± 9.8

6.6

9.53 ± 3.89

1200°C
1h
Air

13.44 ± 3.26
CC

0.23 ± 0.06

18.15 ± 7.45
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Table F.3 Groove widths, depths, and angles for 6YSZ after 0.5 and 1 h of thermal
etching at 1200°C in air.
Groove Width Groove Depth Groove Angle
Sample

6YSZ

∆Ψ

GB Type
(μm)

(nm)

(°)

(°)

TT

0.24 ± 0.05

21.08 ± 6.94

146.8 ± 7.1

6.5

TC

0.28 ± 0.03

142.4 ± 5.8

6.4

23.92 ± 5.20

1200°C
0.5 h

27.72 ± 5.48

Air

CC

0.31 ± 0.03

26.46 ± 4.79

141.7 ± 5.9

6.1

6YSZ

TT

0.26 ± 0.06

22.73 ± 8.37

145.8 ± 9.3

6.4

143.8 ± 5.5

6.1

142.8 ± 5.9

5.9

25.48 ± 5.44

1200°C
TC

0.30 ± 0.04

1h
Air

29.53 ± 6.07
CC

0.33 ± 0.03

28.18 ± 5.14

Groove profiles at the TT and CC grain boundaries are mostly symmetrical.
However, at the TC grain boundaries, the tetragonal grain side was shallower than the
cubic one. Therefore, we have recorded the depths on the two sides for TC grain
boundaries in Tables F.2 and F.3. This trend, that the tetragonal side is shallower than
the cubic side, holds for both the 4YSZ (Table F.2) and 6YSZ (Table F.3) samples, and
for the most part, the TC groove depth on the tetragonal side is close to the TT groove
depth, whereas the TC groove depth on the cubic side is close to the CC groove depth. In
all cases, with increasing thermal etching, groove profiles become wider and deeper.
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Other systematic trends were also observed following the sequence of TT, TC and CC:
the width and depth (about 1/10th of the width) of the groove increase and the angle of the
groove decreases in this order. Here, the grooving angles were calculated from the slopes
at the bottom of the grain boundary groove profiles.
The statistics of these data vary. While there is a 40° spread overall in the groove
angles for all the samples and grain boundary types, the cumulative distribution curves
are sigmoidal in shape (Figure F.4). In the Weibull plots, Figure F.5, they all appear as
straight lines, and the slope (k) of 6YSZ sample is steeper indicating a smaller variation
(Table F.4). Since there are more associated errors in measuring grooving angles for
narrower, shallower profiles, the 4YSZ sample with its smaller grooves is expected to
have a larger spread. These results are summarized in Table F.4. Using the average
values, it is possible to solve Eqs. (F-1), (F-3), and (F-4) to find ratios of grain boundary
energies to (vapor) surface energies. The calculated values after 0.5 h of thermal etching
are listed in Table F.5. Due to the spread in the grooving angles, these ratios can be
considered consistent with each other. These results show a consistent trend of higher
interfacial energy from CC to TC to TT, which is also consistent with the shallower depth
on the TT side relative to the CC side.
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Figure F.4 Cumulative distribution curves for grooving angles of 4YSZ samples
thermally etched in air for (a) 0.5 and (b) 1 h.

To calculate the surface diffusivity values for both samples, the molecular volume (Ω
= 3.297×10-23 cm3·molecule-1) was calculated using the volume for cubic zirconia found
in the literature16 and a surface energy equal to 1 J·m-2 is assumed. As shown in Table
F.6, there is an increase in diffusivity going from tetragonal to cubic grains, which arises
from the larger groove width of the latter grains. This is despite a shallower depth of the
tetragonal side which would have resulted in a larger groove width (to the hump) if
everything else is equal. The diffusivity obtained from 6YSZ is consistently higher than
that from 4YSZ.
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Figure F.5 Weibull plots for cumulative distribution curves for grooving angles of 4YSZ
samples thermally etched in air for (a) 0.5 and (b) 1 h.

Table F.4 Scale and shape parameters for 4YSZ and 6YSZ for 0.5 and 1 h thermal
etching in air with R2 value included.
Thermal
k

λ

R2

0.5 h

21.2

151.3

0.9594

1h

19.7

155.7

0.9943

0.5 h

29.4

144.9

0.9694

1h

30.2

145.9

0.9842

Sample
Etching Time

4YSZ

6YSZ
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Table F.5 Ratio of grain boundary energies for TT, TC, and CC grain boundaries to
surface energies of cubic and tetragonal grains for thermal etching after 0.5 h at 1200°C
in air.
Sample

γcc: γtc: γtt: γcv: γtv

4YSZ

1 : 0.79 : 0.65 : 1.70 : 1.23

6YSZ

1 : 0.78 : 0.65 : 1.52 : 1.13

Table F.6 Surface diffusivity values for the different grain boundary types for 4YSZ and
6YSZ for thermal etching in air.
Surface
Sample

GB Type

Surface

Diffusivity

Sample

GB Type

(cm2/s)

Diffusivity
(cm2/s)

4YSZ

TT

6.8×10-12

6YSZ

TT

7.9×10-11

1200°C

TC

2.0×10-11

1200°C

TC

1.5×10-10

0.5 h

CC

3.8×10-11

0.5 h

CC

2.2×10-10

4YSZ

TT

6.0×10-12

6YSZ

TT

5.5×10-11

1200°C

TC

1.3×10-11

1200°C

TC

9.7×10-11

1h

CC

3.3×10-11

1h

CC

1.4×10-10
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F.3.2 Reducing environment
The above ambient environment experiments were done in a box furnace, which does
not allow for closed environment. As a result, the reducing environment experiments
were carried out in a vertical tube furnace. To prevent thermal shock and thus possible
breaking of the tube, a ramp rate of 2°C/min was used. As a result, the shortest thermal
etching time was reduced from 0.5 h to 0.2 h, but the second time was kept at 1 h. Given
the different thermal etching times and ramp rates, a 4YSZ sample was also thermal
etched in the same vertical furnace in ambient environment. As in the ambient
environment experiments above, the dihedral angles for both samples thermal etched in
the vertical tube furnace were calculated using Image J. As can be seen in Table F.7, the
dihedral angles for the sample thermal etched in H2 are consistently smaller than those
done in air; however, it must be noted that the difference between both sets of values is
small and the standard deviation is large, especially for θcct, so it is difficult to assert that
indeed a reducing atmosphere leads to smaller dihedral angles.
Tables F.8 and F.9 show the groove widths, depths and angles for the 4YSZ samples
thermal etched in the vertical tube furnace under both types of environments for both 0.2
h (Table F.8) and 1 h (Table F.9). Comparing the groove widths for air versus H2 for
both etching times, one can see that the reducing atmosphere has a negligible effect on
the kinetics of the groove given that the differences are within the standard deviation. For
a thermal etching time of 0.2 h, the same holds the groove depths that are consistently
higher (0.9 – 1.2 nm) for H2, but still within the standard deviation that can be as high as
4.29 nm despite the caution taken to minimize errors in the measurement of the grooves.
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For the longer thermal etching time of 1 h, the groove depths are within 2 nm of each
other so smaller than the standard deviation, but depending on the groove type, air
etching is deeper than H2 (tetragonal) or the other way around (cubic). Overall, there is
no significant difference in groove kinetics due to a reducing atmosphere during thermal
etching; however, the same trends as above hold: wider and deeper grooves going from
TT grain junctions to TC to CC ones.

Table F.7 Dihedral angles calculated for the triple junction of two tetragonal grains with
a cubic one (θttc) and two cubic grains with a tetragonal one (θcct) for 4YSZ after
thermally etching at 1220°C for 0.2 h in air or H2.
Environment

θttc (°)

θcct (°)

Air

132 ± 6

101 ± 6

H2

128 ± 3

99 ± 10

The negligible change in kinetics due to a reducing atmosphere can be seen by the
surface diffusivity values found in the last column of Tables F.8 and F.9. As expected by
the groove widths, there is almost no difference in surface diffusivities when different
thermal etching environments are used. It must be noted that despite the higher thermal
etching temperature, the CC groove widths for the sample etched for an hour in air in the
vertical tube furnace are smaller than those done in the box furnace above (Table F.2). In
this case, the increase in surface diffusivity going from tetragonal to cubic is only a factor
of 2 – 3 as opposed to 3 – 6 in the previous set of experiments. There is even a small
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change in groove widths going from 0.2 h to 1 h of etching time although the grooves
become significantly deeper. It appears that the slower ramping rate does not provide a
large enough driving force for lateral displacement, thus leading to only longitudinal
diffusion with deeper, but not wider, grooves.

Table F.8 Groove widths, depths, and angles as well as calculated surface diffusivity
values for 4YSZ after 0.2 h of thermal etching at 1220°C in air or H2.
Surface
Groove Width Groove Depth Groove Angle
Sample

4YSZ

GB Type

TT

Diffusivity
(μm)

(nm)

(°)

0.14 ± 0.02

10.95 ± 3.30

152.2 ± 4.7

2.3×10-11

149.9 ± 6.7

3.1×10-11

(cm2/s)

11.03 ± 3.15

1220°C
TC

0.15 ± 0.02

0.2 h

14.51 ± 4.29

Air

CC

0.17 ± 0.01

14.94 ± 3.48

147.0 ± 5.7

5.0×10-11

4YSZ

TT

0.15 ± 0.02

12.09 ± 2.47

151.7 ± 4.2

3.1×10-11

TC

0.17 ± 0.02

148.8 ± 4.1

5.0×10-11

148.4 ± 5.0

6.3×10-11

12.03 ± 2.81

1220°C
0.2 h
H2

15.71 ± 2.77
CC

0.18 ± 0.01

15.85 ± 2.68
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Table F.9 Groove widths, depths, and angles as well as calculated surface diffusivity
values for 4YSZ after 1 h of thermal etching at 1220°C in air or H2.
Surface
Groove Width Groove Depth Groove Angle
Sample

4YSZ

GB Type

Diffusivity
(μm)

(nm)

(°)

TT

0.15 ± 0.02

17.95 ± 4.17

136.0 ± 8.9

6.1×10-12

TC

0.16 ± 0.02

138.8 ± 7.0

7.9×10-12

(cm2/s)

16.34 ± 3.85

1220°C
1h

21.94 ± 4.18

Air

CC

0.19 ± 0.03

23.36 ± 6.16

134.9 ± 9.6

1.6×10-11

4YSZ

TT

0.15 ± 0.03

18.18 ± 5.17

136.9 ± 6.3

6.1×10-12

139.8 ± 8.2

1.0×10-11

138.2 ± 9.0

1.6×10-11

17.14 ± 3.62

1220°C
TC

0.17 ± 0.02

1h
H2

21.56 ± 3.65
CC

0.19 ± 0.03

21.61 ± 5.40

Table F.10 shows the ratio of the grain boundary energies for the three different
grain boundary types to the surface energies of cubic and tetragonal grains. As expected
from the above experiments done in ambient environment, there is increase in grain
boundary energy going from TT to TC to CC as well as surface energies larger than grain
boundary energies. Compared to the ratios of the surface energies for 4YSZ found in
Table F.2, these are slightly larger as expected given the higher temperature, while the
grain boundary energy ratios are comparable. As expected by the groove data above
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(Table F.8), there is a negligible increase in the surface energy ratios going from air to
H2 .

Table F.10 Ratio of grain boundary energies of TT, TC, and CC grain boundary types to
surface energies of cubic and tetragonal grains for thermal etching after 0.2 h at 1220°C
in air or H2.
Environment

γcc: γtc: γtt: γcv: γtv

Air

1 : 0.79 : 0.64 : 1.76 : 1.33

H2

1 : 0.77 : 0.67 : 1.81 : 1.38

F.4 Discussion
As expected, we found an overall increase in widths and depths with time for all
grain boundary types, which is consistent with Mullins’ theory,1 and has been universally
observed by other studies in various ceramic samples.4-8,17 The study of a two-phase
system allowed us to investigate how groove width and depth depend on the phase. From
Figure F.1, it is possible to see that TC grain boundaries are asymmetrical with the
tetragonal side matching the depth of the symmetrical TT height and the cubic side
coinciding with the depth of the symmetrical CC one. From our results, the cubic phase is
believed to have a faster diffusivity; thus, creating deeper and wider profiles even at the
grain boundary with a tetragonal grain. These results are consistent with the grain
boundary work by Sachenko et al.18 that showed with experimental and simulation data
that for surface diffusion anisotropy, the groove profile on one grain was the same
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regardless of the diffusivity coefficient of the grain on the other side; the only difference
was whether the profile was symmetric or not, coinciding with our results.
More interestingly, there is a trend in our data of decreasing grooving angle going
from TT to TC to CC for both samples and grooving times, and from 4YSZ to 6YSZ.
According to Handwerker et al.,2-3 the grooving angles tend to be geometrically
overestimated when the AFM is performed at lower resolution, which holds for narrower,
shallower profiles. Since there is an increase in both groove width and depth with the
cubic phase, with longer etching time, and in 6YSZ, there is less associated error in such
measurements. This is consistent with the trend of our data. Therefore, a higher weight
should be given to such data, meaning that the ratios of the 6YSZ in Table F.5 are more
reliable. Saiz et al.7 also quantified the systematic overestimation of the grooving angle
due to the AFM resolution using the following relationship:
1/2
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where ∆Ψ is the difference between the actual and measured grooving angle (radians), Ψm
is the measured grooving angle (radians), β = (π – Ψm)/2, RL is the lateral resolution and
W is the groove width as before. For our images, the systematic error runs from 5.9° for
the 6YSZ, CC grain boundaries after an hour of thermal etching to 8.5° for the 4YSZ, TT
grain boundaries after 30 min of thermal etching with all the overestimations included the
last column in Tables F.2 and F.3. While shorter scans are possible, decreasing the scan
area too much will make it difficult to verify the orientation of the grain boundary and
thus make it problematic when drawing a perpendicular line using NanoScope Analysis
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to determine the appropriate values, thus introducing other errors. In any case, the range
of our grooving angles are comparable to those published on other materials,2-3,6,19 and
may be considered reasonably accurate.
Our results may be compared with several literature reports on grain boundary
grooving. Matsui et al.16 calculated an average grooving angle of 157.2 ± 11.0° for 3YSZ
thermally etched at 1300°C and 156.6 ± 10.9° at 1500°C for 2 h etching. Since these
values are similar and the angle is apparently independent of kinetics, it may be
reasonable to compare their data with our TT groove angle at 1200°C, which is, for
4YSZ, 154.5 ± 9.1° (1 h) and 149.6 ± 10.5° (30 min), and for 6YSZ, 145.8 ± 9.3 (1 h)
and 145.8 ± 9.3 (30 min). Therefore, there is reasonable agreement in this case. Our
dihedral angle measurements are comparable to those obtained by Lee et al.12 who
obtained θttc of 134 ± 7° for 4YSZ and 131 ± 7° for 6YSZ (ours is 131-132°± 3° averaged
over both samples), and θcct of 97 ± 11° for 4YSZ and 105 ± 10° for 6YSZ (ours is 100102°± 7° averaged over both samples). Again, there is good agreement in this case. On
the other hand, Kuwabara et al.13 measured the grooving angle for 3 mol% yttriastabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystal (3Y-TZP) with different dopants at several
temperatures. Their average angle of 140.46° at 1200°C is relatively low compared to our
data and Matsui’s. They did not provide enough details on their scanning parameters and
probe tip to allow an error analysis. But their blurry AFM image (Fig. 2 from Ref. [9])
may suggest a poorer resolution than the ones achieved in our work. However, their
distribution of angles (Fig. 3 from Ref. [9]) is wide enough to allow our values to fall
within one standard deviation of their average.
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Our measurements of dihedral angles and grooving angles can only produce a ratio
of energy but not the energy itself. For the latter, a reference energy must be found. There
are several determinations of the surface energy of zirconia, but they differ either because
of different techniques used or because of surface contamination. For instance, using the
heat immersion method, Holmes et al.20 calculated the surface energy for tetragonal
yttria-stabilized zirconia to be 1.1 J·m-2 at 573 K. Using the multiphase equilibration
technique, Tsoga et al.21 found a relationship between surface energy and temperature for
cubic, 8 mol% yttria-stabilized zirconia, to deduce a value of 1.682 J·m-2 at 573K.
Despite the variation, these results are in the ballpark for a typical surface energy of
materials. Therefore, if we take γcc = 1 J·m-2, then the ratios in Table 5 for 6YSZ can
immediately be equated to energies in the unit of J·m-2, giving γtc=0.78 J·m-2, γtt=0.65
J·m-2, γcv=1.52 J·m-2, and γtv =1.14J·m-2.
Rankin et al.22 found that the surface diffusivity of Zr, the slowest moving species in
YSZ, has a surface diffusivity between 10-13 and 10-12 cm2·s-1 at 890°C for undoped
ZrO2. If these data are extrapolated to 1200°C, they are comparable to our data, ranging
from 6.8×10-12 to 2.2×10-10 cm2/s. While these values are still subject to a relatively large
variation, it is not uncommon for surface diffusivity measurements since they are
sensitive to surface composition and atmospheric contamination. On the other hand, the
ability of using AFM to study several hundreds of grain boundary grooves on a single
sample within a reasonable time is a distinct advantage of the present technique.
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F.5 Conclusions
(1) In two-phase tetragonal/cubic zirconia samples with three types of grain-grain
boundaries, measurements of their distinct three-grain dihedral angles and surface
grooving angles allow a determination of γcc: γtc: γtt: γcv: γtv, which is 1 : 0.78 : 0.65 :
1.52 : 1.14. Therefore, cubic grains have consistently higher grain boundary energy
and surface energy than tetragonal grains, cubic/tetragonal phase boundary has an
intermediate energy, and the surface energy is higher than the grain boundary energy.
(2) While there is a large range of the grooving angles, they are consistent with those
found in the literature. In Atomic Force Microscopy measurements, a systematic error
coming from the probe tip and the scanning parameters has been confirmed, and they
can be reduced with higher resolution measuring parameters, and with better
developed grooves. Overall, the cumulative distribution for the grooving angles is
sigmoidal in shape and can be described by the Weibull distribution.
(3) Surface diffusivity values comparable to those in literature were inferred using the
groove width kinetics. The value is subject to a relatively large error due to the 4th
power relation between groove width and surface diffusivity.
(4) There is a factor of 3 – 6 increase in the surface cation diffusivity going from
tetragonal grains to cubic grains, consistent with the known fact that the grain
boundary cation diffusivity is also faster for cubic structure compared to tetragonal.
This suggests that the better sinterability of 3YSZ is due to its small grain size and not
because of the cation diffusivity.
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(5) The relatively smooth and consistent changes in cation surface diffusivity, dihedral
angles, and three-phase junctions imply that YSZ has no faceting or abrupt transitions
in any of its interfacial structures.
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